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A B S T R A C T

It is difficult to diagnose the degenerative joint disease Osteoarthritis (OA) in the early stages,

as the joint will appear normal on the currently utilized diagnosis method, X-ray imaging.

The pain and dysfunction in the joints, will mostly be experienced only when loading or

any kind of activity is done, hence with PET/MRI imaging, the response to loading can

be studied in the whole joint. The purpose of this thesis is to analyse the bone-cartilage

interaction in loaded knee joints and to further investigate a detectable correlation between

the response in knee cartilage and adjacent bone tissues, utilizing PET/MRI imaging. This

was examined by processing a set of collected (by Stanford University) 18F-NaF PET/MRI

baseline and post-exercise knee scans, for 12 healthy subjects. The knee loading exercise

consisted of one-legged step-up and drop-land exercise repeated 100 times. The change in

response of the exercise was analysed for the different femoral cartilage regions’ T2 and T1ρ

values and the adjacent subchondral bone 18F-NaF uptake. A statistically significant change

and thereby response of the loading in the adjacent subchondral bone tissue 18F-NaF uptake

was observed, but the same significant response was not achieved in terms of a change in

the femoral cartilage tissue T2 nor T1ρ values. This led to the second study of the thesis,

the investigation of an optimized MRI protocol for measuring the response to loading of

the knee joints in terms of a change in the T2 value of the femoral cartilage regions. This

was examined by acquiring a set of baseline and post-exercise scans for 5 healthy subjects,

with a Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) MRI sequence, exercise consisting of 60 squats holding 2 kg

hand weight, and with a shorter time span between executing this exercise and acquiring the

post scans. Additionally, the effect of Blood Flow Restriction (BFR) was also examined. A

significant change in the cartilage T2 values and thereby response of the loading in only the

knee with BFR band was measurable for this study. Therefore, it can be concluded, that by

combining an optimized MRI protocol with the PET imaging, it will be possible to eventually

further study, whether a correlation between cartilage and adjacent bone tissues response to

loading can be detected with PET/MRI imaging.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N



1

M O T I VAT I O N

Globally, millions of people are affected by the degenerative joint disease Osteoarthritis (OA),

causing pain, stiffness in the joints, and affecting the mobility [2]. In a normal joint, the

articular cartilage acts as protection for the bone ends that rub against each other. In a joint

with the chronic disease OA, the articular cartilage and the tissues of the joint gradually

degrade, resulting in the loss of the smooth surface of the articular cartilage, which becomes

irregular and frayed [24]. This affects the bone as the cartilage gradually disappears, failing

to ensure that the bones move smoothly and painlessly in relation to each other.

OA (like other forms of arthritis) can not be cured, but depending on the stage, the right

treatment can reduce symptoms and in many cases inhibit the development of the disease [25].

There are 4 stages of OA; early, mild, moderate and severe. It’s difficult to make the diagnosis

at an early stage, as the person will mostly not feel any symptoms and the joint will appear

normal on an X-ray, which is the diagnosis method used right now [29]. The treatment in the

mild and moderate stage would mainly be a combination of pain killers and exercises for the

joints. But when the OA reach the severe stage, surgical treatment is often the only option, as

the cartilage has completely worn away or there is very little left, which will affect the bones

even more.
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M OT I VAT I O N 3

People diagnosed with OA, will not only be affected physically. Because of the limitations

of daily living activities, they may also be affected mentally, which overall will diminish

their quality of life. Aside from this, the disease is very expensive for the society; in health

expenses, in social expenses and of course also in lost labor force, as they might have to either

call in sick for a long period of time or even worse, retire early from the labor market [26].

Finding a method to diagnose OA in the early stages, thereby making it possible to give an

appropriate treatment to prevent the degradation of the articular cartilage and the tissues of

the joint, and monitor the response to this treatment, would be an essential solution for all of

these problems. What this thesis will investigate, may pave the road for solving the problem

of diagnosing OA in the early stages.



2

P R O B L E M S TAT E M E N T

Osteoarthritis (OA) is most commonly known to occur in hip, knees and hands, but in

this thesis a step into finding a possible method to diagnose OA in the early stages of the

knees will be studied. Studies have shown that OA can be understood much better, with the

composition of simultaneous quantitative measurements of both bone and cartilage [8]. A

suggestion from these studies is also that there is a connection between the degenerative

changes and processes in the cartilage and the adjacent bone in the early stages. Finding this

connection could be a step into exploring a new quantitative method to diagnose OA in the

early stages, by being able to study both the bone and cartilage health simultaneously.

To study the early stages of OA, we accordingly need an optimal imaging technique that

must be sensitive both to soft-tissue and bone-tissue health. Positron Emission Tomography /

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (PET/MRI) imaging of the knee should be an ideal method

for this study, since this imaging technique will fulfill these two requirements. Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) will provide morphological information of the joint tissues with an

exceptional image resolution [6]. Using MRI we have already been able to study the damage

of the articular cartilage. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) will provide information

of metabolic abnormalities of bone metabolism in OA [11]. Thus with PET imaging we

would be able to examine remodeling in the bones, by using a PET tracer [18F]-sodium

fluoride (18F-NaF), which is a well-established bone seeking agent [4]. Simultaneous PET

and MRI scanning will then provide extensive imaging of the whole joint, including both the

soft tissues and bone, which is exactly what we need to be able to study the complex disease

process in OA.

4



P RO B L E M S TAT E M E N T 5

In OA knees, most of the pain and dysfunction in the joints are linked to the altered mechanics

[3], and is mostly experienced only when loading the joints or doing any kinds of activity.

Currently used imaging techniques utilize static conditions with the person at rest, but with

the PET/MRI imaging technique the whole joint function can be studied for any changes

after a joint loading. Hence, the main purpose of this thesis is to study the bone-cartilage

interaction in loaded knee joints, and more specifically to examine the following hypothesis:

With a loading of the knee joints, the cartilage tissues deform and the bone tissues react

very quickly to adapt to this load, consequently there must be a correlation between the

change in these two kinds of tissues, which could be captured using PET/MRI imaging.

Detecting a functional response or an area where the functions are affected, even when

the structure has not changed (the structure of the OA diseased cartilage and bone may

first change after several months or even years), could be an opportunity to pickup a joint

dysfunction, that may be a new indicator for diagnosing early stages of OA. In this thesis,

the correlation between the response of cartilage and bone tissue to loading, will be studied

in healthy knee subjects without OA, which subsequently could be a baseline that may be

compared with the function of a potentially sick knee joints, and by that tell us whether or not

the cartilage and bone are responding to the loading the way they should. The indicator of a

physiological response measure will be the T1ρ and T2 parameters for cartilage and 18F-NaF

uptake for bone.

This hypothesis was examined primarily by processing a set of previously collected baseline

scans followed by post-exercise scans for healthy subject data from 18F-NaF PET/MRI

examinations of the knees. These were acquired in the USA, by Stanford University and

the data was thus already available prior to my thesis work. Therefore, the central focus

of this thesis was to process these medical images and analyse the change in response to

the exercise in the cartilage tissue T1ρ (T1 relaxation time in the rotating frame) and T2

relaxation times and the 18F-NaF uptake in the adjacent bone tissue. T1ρ and T2 will provide

us with information about the changes in proteoglycan, collagen fibers and water content of

the cartilage, which is why these parameters are used for evaluating degradation or integrity

of cartilage [1] [15]. According to some researches, the cartilage integrity is linked to the

loading effects in knees and due to this, the PET/MRI post-exercise scans on the healthy

subjects, should show us changes compared to the baseline scans, that can be linked to the

integrity of the cartilage [9].



P RO B L E M S TAT E M E N T 6

An open-source Python library for MRI processing techniques, called DOSMA (Deep Open-

Source Medical Image Analysis), was used to segment the cartilage in the knee and also to

generate T2 maps of the cartilage [37]. Furthermore, the free open source medical image

viewer Horos, was used to e.g. view and resample the scans.

Based on the results of the 18F-NaF PET/MRI data, an additional experiment was executed

by me at Rigshospitalet Glostrup, to explore the prospect of an optimized MRI T2 measure

study, with the purpose of measuring the change in response of the strained knee cartilage,

as this is a crucial point for being able to investigate the hypothesis. The data was collected

from parametric MRI scans of T2 for cartilage of joints, for 5 subjects with healthy knees. A

baseline scan followed by a post-exercise scan, supported the investigation of optimizing the

method for detecting a change in cartilage T2 values in knees. The main parameters probed in

this study were a different type of knee exercise and a shorter time span between the exercise

and the acquisition of the post-exercise scan. Furthermore, the effect of BFR on T2 values in

knees were investigated, by giving the subjects a tight band around one of their legs before

doing the exercises.

To analyse these data, a segmentation of the knee cartilage on the MRI scans were carried

out utilizing a MATLAB code. Additionally, a calculation of the T2 values were done based

on the particular MRI T2-weighted scans that were collected. Finally, the T2 values of the

knee cartilage regions were compared, in order to analyse the differences in response to the

exercises, using the statistical analysis method called Mixed-Effects Model. This particular

method will permit the use of both fixed effects and random effects.



P RO B L E M S TAT E M E N T 7

The structure of this thesis will primarily follow the commonly known organizational structure

in scientific writing; Introduction, Method, Result And Discussion (IMRAD). As a part of the

introduction (i), the following chapter, theoretical background (3), will review the necessary

theory underlying the investigation, which are about the medical imaging techniques utilized

for this study, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Positron Emission Tomography

(PET). Considering that this thesis investigation consists of two different studies, the next

two parts (ii & iii) will be the following two studies: PET/MRI bone-cartilage interaction -

Stanford Study and MRI cartilage T2 change - Glostrup Study, each of which will include

a chapter of the methods, where the experimental as well as the data processing methods

used in the study, will be explained. Thereafter, it will include a chapter in which the results

of the investigation will be presented, divided into three sections of: raw, processed and

analysed data. The principal reason for this division of the data, is for making it clear what

data was directly acquired from the imaging modalities and thereby was raw data, what

were the processed data acquired by utilizing various image processing methods and lastly

the data analysed based on the processed data, for investigating the hypothesis. The final

chapter of these two parts will be a partial conclusion of each studies. These two parts will

be followed by part iv with a discussion of both of the studies as a whole. Finally, to close off

the thesis investigation, part v conclusion will emphasize clearly and concisely the answer

to the problem statement, and thereby either confirm or deny the hypothesis written in the

Introduction.
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T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D

In this section, the theory underlying the experiment and thus the answering of the problem

statement will be reviewed. The thesis is mainly about solving a problem, using the diagnostic

imaging techniques; PET and MRI, hence the theoretical background will mainly be based

on the following basic textbooks; Magnetic Resonance Imaging - Physical Principles and

Sequence Design by Haacke EM (1999) [18], Quantitative MRI of the Brain - Principles of

Physical Measurement [17] by Cercignani M (2018) and The Essential Physics of Medical

Imaging by Bushberg JT (2012) [16].

3.1 M AG N E T I C R E S O N A N C E I M AG I N G

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging technique, that applies Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance (NMR). The basic principle behind NMR, makes it possible to create

internal anatomical medical images of the body tissues, by using the magnetic properties,

called the nuclear spin, of the tissue molecules. In biological tissue, it is mainly the hydrogen

nucleus (the proton) that has these properties, also known as the intrinsic angular momentum

of an atomic nucleus. When the spinning proton in hydrogen is placed in a magnetic field,

it will begin to precess about that field. This means that the axis of rotation of the spinning

proton, will start to move in a circular motion around the fixed axis of the magnetic field,

in other words it will have a wobbling motion like a spinning top. What is very interesting

here, is how fast the precession happens, and the resonance frequency of this is called; the

precessional frequency or Larmor frequency. The Larmor frequency is specific to each

nucleus, and is proportional to the magnitude of the main magnetic field that it experiences.

8
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NMR or MR imaging (the word ’Nuclear’ was suppressed, because of the extensive concern

for any phrase containing this word) was made possible, because of the key element of

encoding the data spatially. When the object is exposed to a spatially varying magnetic

field, the Larmor frequency will accordingly vary spatially. The spatial information of the

object can then be obtained, by separating the different frequency components of the signal.

These are some of the first basic elements underlying the very powerful, well established and

completely harmless imaging modality. More of the concepts and principles of MRI will be

reviewed, in more details in the following sections.

3.1.1 Fundamental Interaction of a Proton Spin with the Magnetic Field

As mentioned above, in MRI the dominating nucleus is the proton in the hydrogen nucleus.

The reason why hydrogen is dominant, is first an foremost because the human body consist

of up to 60% water [27], and hydrogen is one of the components of water. Secondly, all

individual elementary particles have an intrinsic spin, meaning that they rotate about their

own axis [35]. According to how many proton and/or neutron the nucleus consist of, the

spins of these will be added together and either have zero or a non zero net spin. The net spin

will determine whether the nucleus of the atom has an overall spin. Generally the rule is, that

any nucleus with either an odd atomic number or weight will have a net spin [20]. Since

hydrogen only consist of one proton and one electron, its atomic number is 1 and its atomic

weight is 1.008 u, thereby the nucleus of hydrogen has a net spin. This spinning motion

produces a tiny magnetic field, due to the movement of the electrical charges and this is called

the magnetic moment. The magnetic nucleus could be pictured as a tiny compass, which is

a very sensitive detector of magnetic fields and as we know, it will point in the direction of

the earth’s magnetic field. The small nuclear magnets will act equivalently, so when placed

inside a very strong magnetic field, they tend to point at the same direction as the magnetic

field. A large amount of net nuclear magnetization will then occur, just as the individual

nuclear magnetic fields will be added together. So all of the hydrogen nucleus will now act

unified as a big compass, instead of millions of individual small compasses. But in contrast to

the compass needle remaining still, the interaction of the spinning hydrogen nucleus (proton)

with the external magnetic field, will result in the precession of the proton spin about that

field direction. What causes this precession to happen, is a torque in the direction of the
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precession. When the spinning proton interacts with the magnetic field, a rotational force

will be produced, forcing the spin to precess about the fixed axis of the magnetic field named;

~B0. So overall the imaging of humans is achievable because of the capability to manipulate

with a combination of magnetic fields, and detecting the bulk precession of the hydrogen

spins mainly in water but also in fat and other organic molecules.

As stated earlier, the precessional angular frequency of the magnetic moment vector for the

proton around the external static magnetic field, ~B0, is dependent on the magnitude of this

magnetic field and the gyromagnetic ratio, γ, of the proton. This precession frequency, as

previously mentioned, is also called the Larmor frequency, hence the following equation that

defines this frequency is referred to as the Larmor equation:

ω0 = γB0 (1)

The gyromagnetic ratio of a nuclear is defined as the ratio between the nuclear magnetic mo-

ment, µ, and the nuclear spin, IN . The value of this constant, varies in terms of which atomic

species it is [31]. For the proton in hydrogen, the γ value is approximately 2.6×108rad/s/T.

3.1.2 Magnetization

Magnetization is defined as the average magnetic dipole moment density, in which the

magnetic dipole moment indicates the strength and the direction of the magnetic field. To put

this in perspective to the images you can acquire of the macroscopic body using MRI, we

will have to focus on the protons and their local magnetic moment per unit volume, referred

to as ~M (~r, t). By that magnetization is given by:

~M =
1
V ∑

protons
inV

~µi (2)

Here V indicates the volume of one volume element, also called voxel. Voxel is identical

to a pixel (picture element), but just in a 3 dimensional space. Here we are assuming that

the volume V is small enough in order for the external fields to be approximately constant

over V, but still big enough to enclose a large number of protons. ~µi denotes the magnetic

dipole moment of each protons in the volume V. The microscopic collection of spins in this

V has the same phase, which implies that they resonate at the same frequency, and this is

called a spin isochromat. To understand NMR we can utilize the equation of motion from
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classical mechanics. Since the angular momentum is the equivalence of linear momentum,

but in rotation, Newton’s second law can be interpreted to state that; the time rate of change

of angular momentum of a nuclear dipole depends upon the torque applied on the dipole by

the exerted magnetic field. The equation for a system’s change of total angular momentum~J,

when the torque ~N on the system is nonzero, is given by:

d~J
dt

= ~N (3)

Applying firstly the definition of torque on a magnetic dipole moment caused by an external

constant magnetic field ~B:

~N = ~µ×~B (4)

and secondly the direct relation between the magnetic dipole moment and the spin angular

moment:

~µ = γ~J (5)

eq. 3 can be reduced to the fundamental equation of motion:

d~J
dt

= ~µ×~B = γ~J×~B⇒ d~µ
dt

= γ~µ×~B (6)

This equation is a simpler form of the Bloch equation, also called the equations of motion of

nuclear magnetization, which will be reviewed and derived in more details in a following

section. Neglecting the interactions of the proton with their surroundings, we can take the

sum over the fundamental equation of motion (eq. 6) for the individual spins per unit volume,

which will give us the following equation:

1
V ∑

i

d~µi

dt
=

1
V ∑

i

(
γ~µi ×~Bext

)
=

γ

V ∑
i
~µi ×~Bext (7)

Using the definition of magnetization (eq. 2), the equation above can be reduced to the

following differential equation, which still only applies for non-interacting protons:

d~M
dt

= γ~M×~Bext (8)

In this equation the external static main magnet field is defined as; ~Bext = B0ẑ, and it is most

convenient to study the magnetization along with its differential equation, in terms of the

parallel and perpendicular components defined in respect to ~Bext. The parallel component,

also named longitudinal component of the magnetization is denoted as; ~M‖ = Mzẑ. The

perpendicular or transverse components are then denoted as; ~M⊥ = Mx x̂ + Myŷ. These
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components, when applied in eq. 8, will lead to the following decoupled equations, because

of the cross product (the formula of cross product;~a×~b = ‖~a‖‖~b‖ sin (θ), where θ is the

angle between~a and~b):

d~M‖
dt

= γ~M‖ ×~Bext ⇒
dMz

dt
= γMzB0 sin (0)

dMz

dt
= 0 (9)

d~M⊥
dt

= γ~M⊥ ×~Bext (10)

These equations still only applies to the incidents, where the protons do not interact with their

environment. To be able to model the interactions of the proton with their neighborhood, we

have to acknowledge the decay parameters, which will be added to the equations above (eq.

9 & 10) as an extra term. These decay parameters will be different for the two equations, due

to reason that the magnitude of the macroscopic magnetization is a vector sum of a large

number of proton spins. This leads to different relaxations of the parallel and perpendicular

components of ~M to the external field, in their approach to reach the equilibrium values.

These decay parameters are also known as relaxation, will be elaborated and reviewed in

more details in the following section.

To be capable of detecting the magnetization of the system and accordingly the signal from the

macroscopic body, we need to tip away the magnetization vector, ~M, from the external field

direction,~Bext. This will subsequently cause the magnetic field, produced by the collection of

proton spins, into precessing along with the external magnetization. The precession leads to a

change in flux, that will be detected by a nearby receiver coil. The changing flux is basically

the disturbed spins, relaxing back to their equilibrium value. The equilibrium value, also

mentioned above, is the longitudinal equilibrium magnetization, denoted with M0, which is

the component of the average magnetic dipole moment density vector, along the external field

direction. If we consider a sample of protons in some tissue, with the number of protons per

unit volume defined as ρ0, known also as the spin density, multiplying the proton magnetic

moment component γh̄/2 with the relative spin excess h̄ω0/2kT and the spin density ρ0,

will give the longitudinal equilibrium magnetization M0. Here the spin excess is the number

of spins parallel to the magnetic field, which exceeds the number anti-parallel to that field,

and these are known to be very small.
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Knowing that the precessional frequency ω0 is given by eq. 1, the longitudinal equilibrium

magnetization can thus be written as:

M0 =
γh̄
2
· h̄(γB0)

2kT
· ρ0 =

ρ0γ2h̄2

4kT
B0 (11)

This equilibrium value, is what makes it possible to measure the NMR effects, and thereby

acquire images of the body.

3.1.3 Relaxation

The main measure in this thesis is the quantification of T1 and T2 relaxation times in cartilage

tissue and how it changes under loading, thus this section will thoroughly review the term of

relaxation. To understand the relaxation as well as the decay parameters, we have to take

a closer look on how the magnetization gets tipped and what happens when this is done.

As mentioned before, when spinning protons are placed in a strong magnetic field, their

magnetic moment will align along the external magnetic field, that is exerted on them. This

magnetization can be rotated away from its alignment along the axis of the external magnetic

field, that is the longitudinal direction, by applying a Radio Frequency (RF) pulse for a short

time. The RF pulse is basically a wave of magnetic field, that is transmitted in short bursts

from a RF-transmit coil. The RF of this pulse, needs to be near the Larmor frequency, which

means that the RF pulse will have the same frequency as the precessional frequency of the

spinning protons, ensuring that they are in resonance. The resonance allows the protons

to absorb the energy from the RF pulse, just enough to rotate their axes away from the

longitudinal direction. When the RF pulse stops, the protons start to release the absorbed

energy, and consequently return to their previous alignments, emitting a signal back to the

coil, that is measured in MRI. This is the phenomenon known as relaxation and as previously

stated it is composed of two processes happening simultaneously; longitudinal and transverse

relaxation. Below the longitudinal relaxation followed by the transverse relaxation will be

reviewed. These two combined gives the Bloch equation, which will be studied and solved in

the following section.

For interacting protons, eq. 9 will fundamentally be wrong, as it is missing the term describing

how the spins of the protons will seek back to align with the external field, by exchanging the

excess energy with the surrounding lattice, that is the molecules within the neighbourhood.
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During the longitudinal relaxation process, the longitudinal magnetisation Mz will grow

back towards the equilibrium value M0. The time constant T1 is the longitudinal relaxation

time (also called spin-lattice relaxation time), which accordingly indicates the rate at which

Mz will return to M0. So the growth rate from the constant interactions of the protons with

the surroundings, consequently leads to proportionality between the rate of change of the

longitudinal magnetization, dMz
dt , and the difference; M0 −Mz. This empirically determined

proportionality constant characterizes the inverse of the time scale of the growth rate, T1,

which means that eq. 9 can be rewritten as:

dMz

dt
=

1
T1

(M0 −Mz) (12)

In human tissue for B0 field strengths of 0.01T or higher, the longitudinal relaxation parameter

T1 for protons will range from tens to thousands of milliseconds. In this thesis, the T1ρ,

rather than the T1 relaxation parameter will be investigated. This is principally analogous to

T1, but instead of characterizing the relaxation along B0, it characterizes the relaxation of

the magnetization along the RF field of a spin locking pulse, applied in the rotating frame

of reference [36]. Hence the greek letter ”rho” in the name of this parameter, refers to the

”ro”tating frame [34]. The T1ρ sequence consist of both T1 and T2 weighting.

Likewise for interacting protons, eq. 10 is missing the term that describes how the transverse

magnetization decays, as a result of the varying local fields that the spins will experience.

This variation in the local fields causes the local precessional frequencies to be different,

which thereby leads the individual spins to begin fanning out (also called dephasing, as the

spins will have different phases or angles relative to each other) in time. The dephasing will

consequently reduce the total transverse magnetization vector, as it is a sum of all of the

individual transverse components or spins. The rate of this transverse magnetization reduction

is represented by the experimental time constant parameter T2, that is the longitudinal

relaxation time (also called spin-spin relaxation time). So T2 indicates how fast the MR

signal in the transverse plane will decay. A correction of eq. 10 to include this decay,

will simply be done by adding the decay rate term − 1
T2
~M⊥, which will give the following

differential equation instead:

d~M⊥
dt

= γ~M⊥ ×~Bext −
1
T2

~M⊥ (13)

This additional term is what leads to an exponential decay of the initial transverse magne-

tization vector ~M⊥, which will be explained more in the following section, where the two
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differential equations (eq. 12 & eq. 13) will be solved, as a part of solving the Bloch equation.

In human tissue the transverse relaxation parameter T2 for protons is on the order of tens of

milliseconds. Essentially because of the inhomogeneities in the main external field, there

will be an additional dephasing of ~M⊥, which can be indicated by another relaxation time

constant T
′
2. Thence, T2 is the intrinsic, while T

′
2 is the extrinsic parameter. The overall

relaxation time T∗2 , can then be written in terms of the intrinsic and extrinsic decay time

parameter as follows:
1

T∗2
=

1
T2

+
1
T′2

(14)

This equation is based on the definition of the relaxation rates, R2 = 1/T2, and that the total

relaxation rate R∗2 is defined as the sum of the internal and external relaxation rates:

R∗2 = R2 + R
′
2 (15)

The extrinsic reduction of ~M⊥ due to T
′
2 is recoverable, in the sense that by applying

a rephasing pulse that reverses the dephasing of the spins caused by the external field

inhomogeneities, the initial value of ~M⊥ can be recovered. This is described as creating

an echo, which will be reviewed in more details in one of the following sections about

among others, measuring T2. But the intrinsic reduction due to T2 are not recoverable,

in that the variations of the field are first and foremost random and furthermore local and

time-dependent.

3.1.4 Bloch Equation

As mentioned above, by combining the differential equations for magnetization in the

presence of an external magnetic field with the relaxation terms for the according components

(eq. 12 & eq. 13), we will be able to write an empirical one vector equation, known as the

Bloch equation:

d~M
dt

= γ~M×~Bext +
1
T1

(M0 −Mz)ẑ−
1
T2

~M⊥ (16)

Here the relaxation terms characterize the recovery back to equilibrium for a field pointing

along the z-axis. In this section the Bloch equation will be solved for the case where the field

is constant and thereby defined as; ~Bext = B0ẑ. Solving the Bloch equation will give a better

understanding of the dynamics of the magnetization under these circumstances, and thereby

how it is possible to use these signals to acquire medical images of the human body.
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Let us start by expanding eq. 16 and thereafter write the three equations of the different

components separately, that yields from computing the cross product in the Bloch equation:

d~M
dt

=
(

Mx x̂ + Myŷ + Mzẑ
)
× (0x̂ + 0ŷ + γB0ẑ) +

M0 −Mz

T1
ẑ−

Mx x̂ + Myŷ
T2

(17)

A way of calculating the cross product of two vectors, when they start at the origin point

(0, 0, 0) is by using this definition:

~a×~b =


aybz − azby

azbx − axbz

axby − aybx

 (18)

In our case the terms with bx or by will be zero, as the external magnetic field only has a

z-component, and thus the following three component equations can be written from the

Bloch equation by also using the Larmor equation (eq. 1) as follows:

dMx

dt
= γ(MyB0 −Mz · 0)−

Mx

T2
= ω0My −

Mx

T2
(19)

dMy

dt
= γ(Mz · 0−MxB0)−

My

T2
= −ω0Mx −

My

T2
(20)

dMz

dt
= γ(Mx · 0−My · 0) +

M0 −Mz

T1
=

M0 −Mz

T1
(21)

To solve the Bloch equation, we just have to find the solution for the three differential

equations above. For the differential equations in transverse plane, the last term in eq. 19 and

eq. 20, is the relaxation term which can be solved with an exponential function. This implies

that the additional relaxation term leads to an exponential decay of an initial value of ~M⊥,

which can be clearly seen in the rotating reference frame:(
d~M⊥

dt

)′
= −

~M⊥
T2

solution
====⇒ ~M⊥(t) = ~M⊥(0)e−t/T2 (22)

An illustration of this exponential decay can be seen presented in figure 1. Utilizing integrat-

ing factors to solve the transverse differential equations, we can, by changing the variables,

Mx = mxe−t/T2 and My = mye−t/T2 , eliminate the relaxation terms. The solutions for mx

and my have the general form; C1 cos ω0t + C2 sin ω0t. This leads to the following set of

solutions for the transverse equations in terms of the original variables:

Mx(t) = e−t/T2
(

Mx(0) cos ω0t + My(0) sin ω0t
)

(23)
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My(t) = e−t/T2
(

My(0) cos ω0t−Mx(0) sin ω0t
)

(24)

To solve the differential equation of the parallel component (eq. 21) the general form of an

exponential function can again be used, and furthermore using an integrating factor results in

the following solution:

Mz = Mz(0)e−t/T1 + M0

(
1− e−t/T1

)
(25)

The first term in the equation above will be zero, assuming that the magnetization along

the z-axis gets tipped away at the time t = 0, and thereafter Mz will have an exponential

regrowth to the equilibrium value M0, which is exactly what this solution expresses. This

exponential regrowth is displayed in the sample curve in figure 1 below, where T1 determines

the time scale for the regrowth.

Figure 1: Illustration of the regrowth of ~M‖ from the initial value Mz(0) to the equilibrium value M0

(Left plot). Illustration of the decay of ~M⊥ from an initial value (Right plot). [18]

To find the solution in steady-state or equilibrium, we have to study the equations at the

asymptotic limit t→ ∞. This limit leads to the vanishing of all the exponentials and thereby

results in the following equilibrium solutions:

lim
t→∞

Mx(t) = lim
t→∞

My(t) = 0, lim
t→∞

Mz(t) = M0 (26)

This agrees very well with the definition of how relaxation behaves; the parallel magnetization

will relax back to the equilibrium value after some time, leaving no transverse magnetization

behind.
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3.1.5 Signal Acquisition Method

The signals from the tissues in the body, can be acquired utilizing different methods in MRI,

regarding which tissue properties needs to be examined. For example, an MRI method or

experiment called Free Induction Decay (FID) is used to among others locate water resonance

peak and accordingly detect the RF amplitude and the time span needed for a maximum

signal to be produced. Thus, a FID is performed as a routine on the MRI machines for tuning

the RF coils and by that optimizing the system response. This is one of the simplest MRI

signal acquisition methods, since by just applying a π/2 (90◦) pulse, a global signal can be

detected from a sample. In a static magnetic field with a macroscopic set of hydrogen atoms,

the π/2-pulse will be applied uniformly to the proton spins, leading to the longitudinal

magnetization being rotated into the transverse plane. All the tipped spins will then precess

together and induce a small electromotive force (emf) due to the magnetic field obtained from

the sum over these precessing proton spins fields. The induced emf will be detected in any

nearby receiver coil, thereby a FID signal is acquired. The FID signal decays exponentially

with the time constant T2 or T∗2 .

Another very well known signal acquisition method used for measurement of T2 is the Spin

Echo (SE) method. This method is particularly advantageous in measuring T2, considering

that in some instances the external field will not be uniform, and here the time constant T′2
can usually be adequately small, so that 1

T′2
will dominate 1

T2
, resulting in possible extreme

losses of the signals. But this is exactly what can be altered by utilizing the SE sequence,

which is based on applying two RF pulses; firstly a π/2-pulse and secondly a π-pulse (also

named the refocusing pulse). The SE signal acquisition method can be described in 3 steps:

1. The first π/2-pulse will tip the magnetization into transverse plan instantly at the time

t = 0. At first the spins will start point along the ŷ′ - axis, and afterwards a dephasing

of the spins at the different positions will happen relative to each other.

2. The second RF π-pulse will then be applied along the ŷ′ - axis, thereby rotating the

spins about this axis with the angle π at the time t = τ. After this pulse all the spins

will have the opposite phase.

3. The spins maintain the accumulation of the phase after the time τ, and will return to a

phase φ = 0 at the same time, since the rate of the phase accumulation is unchanged.
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When the spins are realigned along the positive ŷ′ - axis, they will form an echo, which

is why this time is defined as the Echo Time (TE), t = TE ≡ 2τ (the TE indicates the

time from the center of the RF pulse to the center of the echo [32]).

The T2 data can thus be acquired by sampling at multiple time points. Meaning that if the

spatial dependence is neglected, the spin-spin relaxation time can be determined by using the

collection of single data points at two different TEs:

T2 =
T′E − TE

ln
(
s (TE) /s

(
T′E
)) (27)

In eq. 27 the T′E indicates another TE, which is achieved by varying the time of the π-pulse

in a second experiment leading to T′E > TE. The s in the eq. above indicates the signal

acquired at the TEs. Alternately of repeating the SE experiment with varied TE, a multiple

spin echo experiment can be done, by applying multiple π-pulses after the single π/2-pulse.

Spacing the nth π-pulse uniformly at the time (2n− 1)τ, the signal at each echo can then be

acquired and plotted, as a function of the time of the different echos, n, on a semi-log scale.

Fitting a straight line to this plot will subsequently give the relaxation time through the slope

of this line.

For measuring T1 a more sensitive signal acquisition method than FID and SE is required.

Here another method called Inversion Recovery (IR) can be utilized to acquire accurate

values of T1, but in comparison to the FID and SE sequences, the calculation can not be

acquired from one experiment. The IR is identical to the FID sequence, but consists of two

RF pulses; firstly a π-pulse and secondly a π/2-pulse. The first RF pulse will invert the

longitudinal magnetization, at a time interval TI before the second RF pulse, that will then

tip the longitudinal magnetization into the transverse plane. In between these two pulses, the

longitudinal magnetization will regrow and thereby lead to a strong FID-signal depended on

TI . The accurate method to calculate a defined value of T1, is by employing the fact that the

signal will vanish when:

TI,null = T1 ln(2) (28)

This point corresponds to where the longitudinal magnetization has regrown from −M0 to 0.

So to find T1, TI has to be varied until a zero in the signal is detected.
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The MRI signal acquisition methods or sequences used in this thesis investigation were

primarily Dual Echo Steady State (DESS) (Stanford study) and Turbo Spin Echo (TSE)

(Glostrup study). DESS is a 3D coherent or steady state Gradient Echo (GRE) sequence,

that has, just like the TSE sequence, been a well used signal acquisition method for many

years for the imaging of cartilage [12]. With the GRE technique, the echos can be registered

significantly more rapid, by employing only one RF pulse, also resulting in a shorter TE

when compared to the SE method. The Repetition Time (TR), which is the time between the

repetition of the series of pulses and echos [32], can also be short if a low flip angle is applied.

The flip angle is the angle at which the longitudinal magnetization gets rotated or flipped.

The major characteristics of the steady state sequences are that the TR is short enough for

the transverse magnetization not to decay fully before the next evenly spaced RF pulse gets

applied. A dynamic equilibrium between the transverse and parallel magnetization can be

obtained, when phase coherent RF pulses with the same flip angle are applied with a TR that

is constant and has a shorter value than the T2 of the tissue. Two different types of signals

will be created after this equilibrium is attained:

1. A post excitation signal arisen from the most recent RF pulse - A FID signal (S+).

2. A prior excitation signal arisen from an echo reformation and is a product of the

residual echo refocusing at the time of the succeeding RF pulse - A SE signal (S−).

Two Magnetic Resonance (MR) images with very distinct contrasts can be achieved, from

the simultaneous acquisition of the two separate steady state free precession echos. By

employing the sum of squares calculation to both echos, the DESS sequence combines these

two signals into one. The S− signal causes a high T2 contrast and the S+ signal yields a

T1/T2 ratio dominated contrast. TSE also known as Fast Spin Echo (FSE), is a modified

version of the SE signal acquisition method, invented for reducing the acquisition time, but

still providing tissue contrast very similar to the SE sequence [19]. In the SE sequence only a

single echo will get detected over one TR, but in contrast TSE is further optimised due to

the multiple echos measured per TR [33]. The reason why a train of echos will be generated

over one TR, is because the series of π-pulses or the refocusing pulses applied after the first

π/2-pulse, have a moderately different phase encoding gradient for each of these echos [30].

This leads to the acquisition of multiple lines of k-space, which is the phase-encoding steps

during one TR, thereby reducing the imaging time.
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3.1.6 MRI of Articular Cartilage

In this thesis the T1 (or more specifically T1ρ) and T2 values will be analysed for the cartilage

tissue. These two MRI parameters are essential for cartilage imaging, mainly because the

composition of cartilage is water, collagen and proteoglycan, which studies have shown that

with 3 T MRI can be evaluated via T2 mapping, T1ρ imaging amongst other compositional

assessment techniques [10]. The biochemical changes in terms of the structure of the collagen

and the interaction of water with the cartilage extracellular matrix can be evaluated through

T2 relaxation time measurements. The biochemical changes of proteoglycan in cartilage

can further be assessed by T1 relaxation measurements. Additionally the macro-molecular

cartilage changes can also be reflected in both T1 and T2, since they can be utilized to analyse

the water protons slow motion that characterizes various magnetic resonance relaxation

mechanisms.

3.1.7 Blood flow restriction

Blood Flow Restriction (BFR) is a very well known technique employed in the gym for

effective muscle building. A BFR band will reduce the supply of oxygen to the muscles,

leading to a higher metabolic stress on the muscles in work, which enhances the swelling of

the muscles, enabling fast twitch fibers to respond more quickly and effectively to the load

caused by an exercise. This implies that combining a low intensity exercise with occlusion

of the blood flow can give comparable results to high intensity exercise. Studies have been

showing the potential for this being an effective clinical musculoskeletal rehabilitation tool,

and therefor have been gaining favourable use clinically [7]. This might be favourable for the

investigation of this thesis hypothesis as well, for this reason it was probed in the Glostrup

study.
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3.2 P O S I T RO N E M I S S I O N T O M O G R A P H Y

For this thesis, the main focus is on the MRI part of the medical imaging modality utilized

for the study. Hence the theoretical background of the Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

modality, will only be reviewed superficially. For further information and theory about this

type of imaging modality, chapter 19.3 from the book: The Essential Physics of Medical

Imaging, will be referred to [16].

3.2.1 The PET imaging modality

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a Computed Tomography (CT) imaging modality,

utilizing nuclear medicine to acquire medical images representing the emitted positron

nuclides’ distribution in the patients. CT has the requirement of acquiring a set of projection

images from no less than 180◦ arc encircling the patient. This is performed by the numerous

detector rings, which encircles the patient in typical PET systems. The activity distribution

of the radioactive tracer injected in the patient, will be detected in the PET scanners by

attaining the projection through the use of Annihilation Coincidence Detection (ACD). The

transverse images are then mathematically reconstructed by the PET system’s computer from

the attained projection data.

In matter, excitation and ionization leads to most of the kinetic energy of the emitted positrons

to be lost. By annihilation, an interaction of the positron with an electron is initiated, when

most of the kinetic energy is lost. Accordingly, a conversion of this electron-positron pair into

2 photons with the energy of 511 keV will occur. The photons are emitted in almost opposite

directions, and will get detected and identified as pairs of interaction appearing at almost

the same time, which is the so called process of Annihilation Coincidence Detection (ACD).

Furthermore, the detected photons’ trajectories will also be determined by connecting the

line between these 2 interactions.
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3.2.2 18F-NaF PET

Depending on the purpose of the PET imaging and what the target process within the body is,

various radioactive tracers can be utilized. For this study, the purpose of the PET imaging was

to study the bone remodeling, which can be done by utilizing [18F]-sodium fluoride (18F-NaF)

tracer, that has the ability to be highly absorbed in the bony skeleton very rapidly. Moreover,

having a relatively short half time of T1/2 = 110 min, the isotope will get cleared out of the

blood circulation rapidly as well and thereby be very advantageous for the PET imaging.

The nuclear equation for the Fluorine-18 β+ decay, which further results in the 2 photons

being detected by the PET aforementioned, can be seen below in eq. 29.

18
9 F

β+decay−−−−→
18

8 O + e+

e+ + e− Annihilation−−−−−−→ γ + γ

(29)

The PET voxel values indicate the 18F-NaF-uptake of the according tissue. The absorption of

the 18F-NaF tracer not only depends on the tissue type, but also the weight of the target (the

knees), meaning that for each subject the 18F-NaF-uptake will be diverse depending on the

subjects’ body weight too. When analysing the PET voxel values, this factor needs to be taken

in consideration, because comparing the different subjects data will be influenced by this.

Therefore, the 18F-NaF-uptake acquired directly from the PET images, were converted to the

well known nuclear medicine term: Standardized Uptake Value (SUV). This conversion will

normalize the 18F-NaF-uptake in proportion to the subject’s body weight. The definition of

the SUV is:

SUV =
Cimg

Cinj
=

Cimg

ID/BW
(30)

where Cimg indicates the voxel intensities (the 18F-NaF-uptake) of the calibrated PET image,

the Cinj is the ratio between the injected dose (ID) and the body weight (BW) of the subjects.

Accordingly, for the data analysis of this study, the SUV of the PET scans will be utilized

instead of the 18F-NaF-uptake.
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M E T H O D S

4.1 S T U DY D E S I G N

The aim of this PET/MRI bone-cartilage interaction - Stanford Study is primarily to inves-

tigate the response of the knee joints to loading. Utilizing the hybrid PET/MRI imaging

technique, the whole joint can be studied. Thereby, a quantitative technique to better study

both the bone and cartilage simultaneously can be explored. Osteoarthritis (OA) patients

experience the implications of the disease when moving the sick joint, which is why imaging

of joints in movement or after an acute loading, rather than at rest, would be essential to

investigate. The experimental acquisition of the data for this study was executed in the

USA, by Stanford University after an ethical approval of the study was given by the Stanford

University Institutional Review Board (Stanford University, Administrative Panels for the

Protection of Human Subjects). 18F-NaF PET/MRI scans of 12 subjects with healthy knee

joints were acquired, pre and post completing a one-legged step-up and drop-land exercise

by Dawn Holley and Harsh Gandhi [5]. The 12 healthy subjects who participated in this

study, consisted of 7 females and five males with the age: 34± 7 years and the Body Mass

Index (BMI): 23.1± 33 kg/m2. When the participants of this study were recruited through

public advertisement, the only criteria were that they had no former knee injuries or previous

history of osteoporosis or other bone related diseases. The design of this study will be

described in more details in the following sections.

25
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4.1.1 Exercise protocol

In between the pre and post 18F-NaF PET/MRI scan (the imaging protocol will be elaborated

in the following section), the subjects performed an exercise for exposing the knee joints for

loading, resulting in changes in the cartilage tissue physiology which correspondingly the

bone tissue will quickly response to by also changing the physiology. These physiological

response can in turn reveal areas of reduced tissue integrity. The exercise protocol consisted

of stepping up on a stool of 25 cm height, with the right leg (the step-up), afterwards using

the left leg a straight-legged drop jump landing (the drop-land) was performed with a rate of

approximately 15 steps a minute. The step-up exercise will cause a low impact on the knee

joints, whereas the drop-land exercise will cause a higher impact considering that the subjects

tried their best to land with heel first or flat foot. The bone will response with an adaptation

after the drop-land exercise with an effectively strengthening, as a high bone-strain magnitude

an high strain rate will be induced by this exercise [13]. This exercise was repeated 100

times by each subjects with 30 s of resting two times (after 30 steps and after 60 steps). A

visualisation of this exercise can be seen in the series of images in figure 2 [5] with the

exercise cycle starting from the right to the left images.

Figure 2: The exercise protocol consisting of a step-up with the right leg followed by a drop-land on

left leg from a 25 cm stool, repeated 100 times [5].
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4.1.2 Imaging protocol

As aforementioned, the simultaneous PET and MRI scanning of each subjects were performed

pre and post the exercise described in the previous section. The scanning was executed on

a 3 T hybrid Signa PET/MRI system (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA), with the

subjects wearing a 16-channel flexible phased-array wrap coil (NeoCoil, Pewaukee, WI,

USA) around each of the knees. A prepared dosage of 18F-NaF with the activity of 93± 2

MBq was hand injected, and immediately afterwards a bilateral (both knees) PET/MRI scan

in a PET bed with the Field Of View (FOV) 26 cm was performed in list mode for 50 min.

To determine the remaining activity from the first injection, an additional 3 min PET scan

was executed after the subjects performed the exercise, and before the second injection was

given for the post exercise scan. The measured residual 18F-NaF activity was subtracted

from the post exercise images. Simultaneously with the PET the MRI data was acquired

also of both knees, including the sequences for Magnetic Resonance-based Attenuation

Correction (MRAC) and Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA). The 3D steady state

GRE sequence, DESS, was used for acquiring the MRA data with the following imaging

parameters: TR/TE = 21/2.1 ms, slices = 18 , slice thickness = 1.2 mm and the flip angle

= 15◦. Utilizing a 2-point Dixon fat-water, T1-weighted fast spoiled GRE sequences the

data for MRAC were acquired with the following parameters of acquisition: TR/TE1/TE2

= 4.1/1.1/2.2 ms, FOV = 50× 37.5 cm, matrix = 256× 128, slice thickness/overlap

= 5.2/2.6 mm, 120 images/slab and scan time = 18 s.
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4.2 DATA P RO C E S S I N G

The methods used for processing the PET/MRI data, acquired by Stanford University, will be

explained thoroughly in this section. The major part of the thesis work was used on medical

image processing the data acquired by Stanford. This is a very essential part of Medical

Physics for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human diseases. The processing of

medical images will lead to the further analysis of the acquired imaging data, which can

give us the final results of the study of interest. Most of the techniques and methods for

the medical image processing used for this thesis, were introduced to me in the following

courses at University of Copenhagen, ”Signal and Image Processing” and mainly ”Medical

Image Analysis”. This thesis made it possible for me to work with the different processing

techniques in more depth, and on actual medical images of humans with the purpose of

investigating a new diagnosis method.

The PET/MRI data for this study, was received as Digital Imaging and Communications in

Medicine (DICOM) files, which is the most common and international standard data/file

format used for storing, exchanging and transmitting medical images. This format ensures

that the medical images can be exchanged with the data and quality required for clinical

use [22]. DICOM arranges the information into collections of data (data sets). It does not

only consists of the image data sets, but also a header with information of, for example

the patients identification, the study parameters, etc. To get access to these information, an

extraction of data from a series of standardized tags within the header is needed [14]. One

DICOM file contains the image data set of one slice of the scan. The image processing of

these PET/MRI DICOM files, was done using Python, DOSMA and Horos.

4.2.1 Pre processing data

To improve the MRI DESS image data from undesired distortions, a pre processing was done

as an essential step to prepare for the further data processing, i.e. especially the automatic

deep learning segmentation of the cartilage (which will be described in the next section). A

lot of the knee DESS images for the different subjects, had artifacts on several of the slices,

which may interfere and disturb the automatic segmentation, as these were done using the

DESS scans. An example of the artifact, can be seen in the left plot in figure 7 presented in
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section 5.2, with a plot of the pre processed and thereby corrected image to the right. The

artifacts on these images involves misplaced parts of the leg in the opposite site, and noise

in form of bright spots placed beside the leg. Thus to improve the automatic segmentation

of the cartilage tissue, these artifacts where removed from the DESS scans, by running

through all slices of the DESS images, manually locating the pixel containing these artifacts,

defining these pixel to have the value zero and finally writing it back on the corresponding

slices DICOM file. To make it more easy, fast and general, the whole column containing the

artifact for all the slices in that scan, was defined to have zero pixel values. However this

was done without interfering to much with the voxels containing the signals from the knee,

which weren’t misplaced, as this may result in more disturbing then helping the automatic

segmentation.

4.2.2 Segmentation of cartilage and bone

For this study, the acquired data consist of 2 PET and 4 MRI scans for each of the 12

subjects. The PET scan consist of 89 slices, the DESS MRI scan consist of 220 slices and the

T1-weighted MRI scan consist of 110 slices. To analyse a possible correlation between the

cartilage tissue and the adjacent bone tissue, a segmentation of these two types of tissues are

needed in order to distinguish them from the PET and MRI scans. The most accurate way of

doing this, would be to manually draw a Region Of Interest (ROI) mask on each slice for all

scans, but this would take a large amount of time. To optimize the time used for processing the

data, instead of drawing the mask manually ”by hand”, the Deep Open-Source Medical Image

Analysis (DOSMA), an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered Python library was utilized for

segmenting the cartilage tissue from the DESS scans [37]. As the name implies DOSMA

is an open-source pipeline for musculoskeletal analysis, which apart from segmentation

also can be utilized for other medical image processing techniques such as; registration,

denoising, super-resolution etc. In addition to these image processing techniques, it can also

operate quantitative fitting, anatomical visualization and analysis of patellar tilt, femoral

cartilage thickness, etc. [23]. For this study DOSMA was employed only for segmentation

of knee cartilage and calculation of T2 map (T2 map calculation will be explained in later

section). The automatic deep learning segmentation method DOSMA uses, is pre-trained

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), with Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) 2D U-Net as
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the segmentation model. The design of the deep learning neural network in CNN makes it

advantageous for processing images because of the data being structured in arrays [21]. It is

very powerful for computer vision, as it has the property of picking up patterns very well on

the input images. With up to 20 or 30 layers, CNN is a feed-forward neural network, and

the power comes from the convolutional layers. Containing many of these convolutional

layers stacked on top of each other, makes it capable to recognize more complex and advance

shapes for each of this particular layers. The way convolutional layers are used in CNN,

imitates the network of the human visual cortex, where an incoming image is processed by

the series of layers and thereby identifying the more complex features. The OAI 2D U-Net

model used for the CNN of DOSMA was trained on a down sampled rendition of the OAI

iMorphics DESS data set, which was scans of sick knees. Being that the data set of this study

are healthy knees, this could cause some complications in the segmentation of the cartilage,

and may thereby result in not the most precise segmentation, but still usable.

Utilizing DOSMA [23], a segmentation of the different types of cartilage; femoral, tibial and

patellar was done on a DESS knee scan for one subject, resulting in the femoral cartilage

segmentation having the best outcome. Furthermore, it showed that the segmentation was

needed to be done bilateral (both knees separately), hence the segmentation of only the

femoral cartilage for all 12 subjects were done, after separating the DESS scans into left

and right knee. Additionally to the femoral cartilage mask achieved from the automatic

segmentation, a region mask for the femoral cartilage was obtained to be able to distinguish

the different regions of the femoral cartilage including; trochlea, central and posterior regions

for both the medial (inner half) and lateral (outer half) of the knee. This was obtained

foremost using the segmented femoral cartilage mask and further a ROI mask already drawn

based on the PET scans. These ROI masks needed to be resampled to the DESS space, which

was done using Horos. Afterwards the resampled ROI mask was compared with the pixel of

the automatic segmented femoral cartilage mask, to obtain the final femoral cartilage region

mask (visualised in figure 9) used for the further data processing and analysis.

A segmentation of the subchondral bone (the bone tissue adjacent to the cartilage tissue) was

also needed, but this was already done on the PET scan. The mask was given to me, which

then was resampled to the DESS space again using Horos (bone mask visualised in figure

10), as all of the analysis will be done on the images in DESS space.
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4.2.3 Adjacent cartilage and bone voxel

The main purpose of this study is to investigate a possible correlation between the cartilage

tissue and the adjacent bone tissue after a loading of the knee joints. To analyse the correlation

between the values of the cartilage voxel and the adjacent bone voxel, it is first and foremost

highly essential to achieve an optimal method for finding these voxel. Different methods

were tried, but the following voxel-wise method was the most optimal way of finding the

adjacent voxel: Utilizing the acquired cartilage and bone mask described in the section above,

a python code was written to run through each slice of the masks, for one voxel at the time

to search through the neighbouring voxel of the cartilage voxel, whether it could meet the

criteria for being assigned as the adjacent bone voxel. The code for the adjacent bone voxel

finding was implemented (this python code can be found in the appendix), so that firstly two

fundamental morphological image processing operations were performed on the femoral

cartilage mask. The first morphological operation was erosion, which removes the outermost

voxel, ensuring that the cartilage mask used for the search indeed is the voxel of the cartilage

tissues, in case the automatic segmentation picked up something on the edges that is not. The

second operation carried out on the cartilage mask was a dilation, that was used to ad the

nearest region around the cartilage mask, as a part of the mask defining this whole region

of the scan to not be regarded as possible bone voxel in the search. These morphological

operations will lead to the creation of a thin region between the cartilage and bone voxel

being left out, in the search for the adjacent bone voxel, which is the soul purpose of the

operations. Afterwards utilizing the new eroded cartilage mask, for each slice and cartilage

voxel at a time, the nearest neighbouring voxel within a certain radius (defined in order that

mostly the deep cartilage will be chosen for the further analysis), were ran through all of the

following criteria for being assigned as the adjacent bone voxel for that particular cartilage

voxel:

• The voxel is part of the bone mask.

• The voxel is not a part of the dilated cartilage mask.

• The distance from the voxel to the mean point of the cartilage mask, has to be smaller

then the threshold defined as; the distance between the current cartilage voxel and the

cartilage mask mean point.
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The threshold was defined to assure that the assigned bone voxel was indeed the femur/thigh

bone, and not the tibia/shin bone or the patella/kneecap bone. The mean point of the cartilage

mask is computed for each slice, defined in such a way that it was placed approximately

in the middle of the femur knee bone. The criteria described above leads to the possibility

that one cartilage voxel having several different adjacent bone voxel assigned. In addition to

saving the voxel of the cartilage and the corresponding adjacent bone voxel, for then later to

be able to analyse the MRI cartilage voxel values with the adjacent PET bone voxel values,

the assigned adjacent bone voxel with the cartilage voxel were saved as a mask. This was

done primarily for being able to visualize the final cartilage and bone mask used for the

further data analysis, and to make sure that the masks are correct. The cartilage region mask

was also used when saving the voxel values from the adjacent bone voxel finding, to later be

able to distinguish the different regions of the cartilage in the analysis.

4.2.4 Calculating T2 map

DOSMA was again utilized for calculating the T2 map from the DESS scans. The T2 is

calculated using the dual echos, just as described in the theoretical background section 3.1.5

about Signal Acquisition Methods. DOSMA has the options to do the calculation with fat,

fluid or no suppression of the knee. After trying the T2 map calculation with; fat, fluid, fat &

fluid and no suppression, the best outcome was observed to be with no suppression, since the

different types of suppression resulted in some parts of the cartilage to have no T2 values.

Without the suppression the T2 map had some noise, but this could easily be removed using a

threshold for values that definitely could not be femoral cartilage values. Besides, only the

femoral cartilage region of the T2 map was used for the further data analysis. In figure 3 a

slice from each of the different T2 map calculation can be seen visualized.

Figure 3: Plots of the same slice of the T2 map calculation with fat, fluid, fat & fluid and no

suppression for subject 2.
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4.2.5 Registration of PET and T1ρ map

For answering the hypothesis of this thesis, that PET/MRI imaging can be employed to

measure the correlation of the change in the cartilage and adjacent bone tissues after a loading

of the knee, the acquired PET/MRI data needs to be analysed voxel wise. Being that the PET

images has another dimension (both the number of slices and the resolution) than the two

different MRI images acquired, as aforementioned the MRI DESS images were chosen to be

the target image, which the two other medical images were geometrically aligned to, for the

further voxel wise analysis. This was carried out by performing medical image registration, a

process were different sets of data gets transformed into one coordinate system. With the

help from Postdoc Valentina Mazzoli, a python code written by her was utilized to register

the PET images and T1ρ map to the target high resolution DESS images. This registration

uses an open source software called Elastix [38], which is a toolbox for image registration

employing the rigid and nonrigid methods. For the PET and MRI images studied in this

thesis, the registrations were done mainly with the simple rigid method, but some of the

images or maps had better results using an affine or B-spline registration. Hence all of the

T1ρ maps and PET images for all subjects, where run through the 3 different registration

methods, to find the best possible outcome of the registration to the DESS space, right and

left knees separately since not working bilateral gave even better results. The registration

was still not completely flawless, but for the further analysis it was considerably acceptable,

which is why this was chosen to continue to work with. For the PET images the 18F-NaF

uptake values were after the registration, converted to SUV (utilizing the conversion equation

from the PET theory section). This conversion is necessary, in order to be able to compare

the values of all 12 subject’s PET data, without it being dependent on the subject’s body

weight, which will have an impact on how the radioactive tracer will be absorbed differently

in the knees.
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R E S U LT S

5.1 R AW DATA

This section of the results will present a sample of the raw data obtained by Stanford and

what were further used for the data processing and subsequently for the data analysis. The

sample that will be presented in this section, is the baseline data for one subject. The reason

for only presenting the baseline data, is due to the fact that there will not be any major visible

difference between the images of the baseline (pre-) and post-exercise scans of the knees.

The change in response of the exercise should be more visible quantitatively, which will be

presented in the Data analysis section (5.3). All of the figures in this section, are screenshots

of the data viewed by means of the medical image viewer Horos.

5.1.1 18F NaF - PET/MRI Scans

Figure 4 shows a slice of the baseline PET knee scan in sagittal plane, acquired simultaneously

with MRI. As previously stated, the PET tracer 18F-NaF (NaF) is a very good bone seeking

agent, and this is visualized very well in this figure. The dark pixels are where the radioactive

tracer is absorbed in the knee. The darker the pixel of the scan are, the higher the NaF uptake

will be in this pixel. The darkest area you can see on the figure, is the knee cap also called the

patella. This indicates that, in this slice of the scan in sagittal plane, it is the patella that has

the highest NaF uptake, hence the bone tissues in patella must have increased metabolism.

This method of imaging has a very high sensitivity and can thus register uptake of radioactive

tracers in very small amounts. This is exactly why the baseline PET knee scan looks like it

34
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has picked up even the small amounts of the NaF uptake, absorbed in the tissues that is not

bone.

Figure 4: Baseline PET knee scan of subject 2

Figure 5 shows a slice of the images acquired from both signals from the baseline MRI DESS

knee scan in sagittal plane, acquired simultaneously with PET. The left image is the signals

acquired from the 1. echo, thusly with no diffusion. The right image is the signals acquired

from the 2. echo, and by that the image with diffusion. The images with diffusion can be

utilized to study the movement of the water molecules, by comparing it to the image without

diffusion. The image from the 1. echo has much better quality then the other image, and the

cartilage is highlighted more on this image. Some of the DESS scans, like the one in figure

5, has an artifact which may result in complications of the automatic segmentation of the

cartilage. The artifact can be seen very clearly on the left image, where a small part of the

leg, in the right lower corner is cut off and placed on the opposite site of the image. This

was easily corrected, as described in the Methods section, by defining the pixels, where the

artifact is located, to be zero.
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Figure 5: Baseline MRI DESS knee scan of subject 2 (Left: 1. echo & Right: 2. echo)

5.1.2 T1ρ - map

Figure 6 is the baseline T1ρ map, calculated from T1-weighted scans, so in fact this is not

a sample of raw data. But as the calculation was not made by me and it was handed to me

already processed, this data will be treated as raw data. The T1-weighted scan was repeated 4

times with the following Inversion Time (TI); 10 ms, 20 ms, 30 ms and 40 ms. The signal,

S, from each of the 4 images, increases with the increasing TI and is given by the following

equation:

S(TI) = M0 ·
(

1− exp
TI
T1ρ

)
(31)

The T1ρ map is accordingly calculated, by fitting the signals from each voxel over the 4 TI’s

to equation 31. This was done in MatLab for all 12 subjects, by my supervisor.

Figure 6: Baseline T1ρ map of the knee of subject 2
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5.2 P RO C E S S E D DATA

This section will present a sample of the processed data, which were further used for the

data analysis. The sample that will be presented in this section, are the results of the medical

image processing of baseline raw data for one subject from the PET/MRI bone-cartilage

interaction - Stanford Study (the raw data presented in the previous section). All of the figures

in this section and the following section, are the data plotted in Python (the Python code for

these results, can be found in the Appendices section).

5.2.1 Pre processed data

To obtain the most optimal automatic segmentation of the knee cartilage, using the Python

library DOSMA, a correction of the artifact, described in the previous section, was done on

both baseline and post exercise DESS scans. An example of this pre processing, can be seen

in figure 7, where the plot to the left is of the original DESS scan from the 1. echo without

any corrections. The plot to the right is of the pre processed DESS scan with the correction

of the artifact. Additionally a small noise, located above the ’cut off’ artifact on the lower

left corner, can also be seen removed, which should furthermore ensure that the automatic

segmentation will not get disturbed. Similar noises were found on other subject’s scans and

even on other slices of the presented subject’s scan, but sometimes these were even bigger

and more bright then the one seen in figure 7. Hence removing these noises, even if it was

outside of the knee, should only be optimizing the segmentation. At times these corrections

were needed to be done on both sites of the knee, so all of the subject’s DESS scans were

inspected for these kinds of artifact or noise, and accordingly corrected, before running the

scans through the automatic segmentation of the knee cartilage.
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Figure 7: Original and corrected baseline DESS scan of subject 2

5.2.2 Segmentation of cartilage and bone

To be able to compare and study the correlation between the knee cartilage and the adjacent

subchondral bone values, we have to distinct between the pixel of cartilage and bone on the

PET/MRI scans. Thus a segmentation of the knee cartilage was performed firstly, utilizing

the Deep Open-Source MRI Analysis pipeline, DOSMA. After segmenting the different

types of the knee cartilage tissues using the pre-trained CNN for one subjects DESS scan,

and subsequently inspecting the quality of these, the best segmentation was clearly archived

of the femoral cartilage, being the case why only this particular tissue was further investigated

in this thesis. The reason for this particular tissue having the best segmentation outcome

from using DOSMA, is primarily due to the segmentation models being mostly trained on

femoral cartilage. By means of this the model had more difficulties recognising the other

types of cartilage tissues, consequently resulting in poor segmentation. Moreover the knee

cartilage on the DESS scans, in some areas were not highlighted as much as they should,

which also may have lead to challenges in the segmenting. To be able to segment the cartilage

of both knees, it was necessary to separate the DESS scans into Left and Right knee, and then

perform the segmentation for the knees separately. Below in figure 8, three different slices of

the femoral cartilage mask from the segmentation can be seen plotted on the corresponding

DESS images of a baseline scan. On these slices it is possible to see how the segmentation
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are relatively acceptable, even though they are not perfect as they are missing some of the

cartilage pixel. But it is more preferable, that it segmented with some missing cartilage pixel,

rather then segmenting pixel that are not cartilage. On top of that the automatic segmentation

spared a lot of time, compared to if the segmentation should have been done manually for all

12 subjects DESS scans.

Figure 8: 3 slices of baseline DESS scan with femoral cartilage mask

In addition to distinguishing the knee cartilage tissue from the knee scans, it was also

interesting and substantial to achieve distinction between the different regions of the femoral

cartilage, because of the way this particular type of tissue is build. This may lead to different

ways of receiving the load of an exercise in the different regions of the cartilage. In figure

9 some of the different regions in the femoral cartilage can be seen visualised, where the

different colors represent the different types of regions. The first 2 plots in this figure are

slices of the medial part of the knee and the last plot is the lateral part of the knee. This

implies that the blue, green and red colors respectively indicates the trochlea, central and

posterior regions of the medial knee. On the last plot only the central and posterior regions of

the lateral knee are visualised with respectively blue and orange colors. Comparing figure 8

with 9, it is possible to see how some part of the cartilage mask is missing, which is because

of the way the region mask is computed among others from the automatically segmented

cartilage mask.
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Figure 9: 3 slices of baseline DESS scan with femoral cartilage region mask (Dark blue: Trochlea

Medial, Green: Central Medial, Red: Posterior Medial, Light Blue: Central Lateral &

Orange: Posterior Lateral)

The values of the cartilage regions have to be compared with the values of the adjacent

subchondral bone, implying that a segmentation of this region of the knee is needed as well.

Segmentation of the subchondral bone was already made by my supervisor, Bryan, which

was utilized for this study. The only complication with these segmented masks, was that it

was made based on the PET scans that has another dimension than the DESS scans, hence a

resampling of these bone masks was needed. The resampling was done using HOROS, and

the result of it is seen in figure 10 for 3 slices. Due to the resampling from a smaller space to

a bigger space with more slices, the mask in some of the slices did not fit well at all (seen in

the first plot of figure 10), and generally the bone mask was not perfect on the DESS scans.

Nonetheless, in relative to the time saved not having to manually draw the mask for all scans,

the bone mask were still applicable for the further work.

Figure 10: 3 slices of baseline DESS scan with subchondral bone mask
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5.2.3 Cartilage and adjacent bone voxel

Utilizing the masks of the cartilage and subchondral bone, presented above in section 5.2.2, it

was feasible to voxel-wise find the adjacent bone voxel for the cartilage voxel. The procedure

of how this was found, is explained in more depth in the data processing section 4.2, but

basically the way the code is written to search for these voxel, one cartilage voxel can have

several adjacent bone voxel. Additionally a thin region between the cartilage and bone mask

will be left out of this search for the adjacent voxel, essentially because the mask of cartilage

and bone are not completely perfect as already mentioned. To be sure that the cartilage and

bone voxel are indeed what they are assigned to be in this search, this gap between was

created. All of these assigned cartilage and adjacent bone voxel, were for each slice of the

scans saved as a mask, to be able to visualise exactly which part of the knee would be further

analysed. An example of these masks can be seen for 3 slices of the baseline DESS scan in

figure 11. In the first plot of this figure, there are no visual mask of cartilage and adjacent

bone voxel, being that no adjacent bone voxel were found for any of the cartilage voxel for

this slice of the knee scan. The major cause for this is the fact that the mask of the cartilage

and mainly the bone is not correct and seems like they are not close enough to each other

to meet the criteria for assigning the bone voxel as adjacent for this slice (this criteria is

described in the data processing section 4.2), thereby leading the search of the adjacent bone

voxel to find nothing. The 2 other plots in figure 11 shows very fine what is defined as the

cartilage voxel (cyan mask) and the adjacent bone voxel (purple mask). In this search mostly

the deep cartilage was assigned as the cartilage voxel, as mentioned before this region of the

cartilage receives the most loading of the exercises.

Figure 11: 3 slices of baseline DESS scan with mask of femoral cartilage (cyan) and adjacent

subchondral bone (purple) voxel
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5.2.4 Calculated T2 map

The T2 maps of the DESS scans were calculated using also DOSMA. DOSMA had the

options of calculating T2 map with suppression of fat, fluid and both at the same time. It was

also possible to do it without suppression. The calculation with suppression resulted in T2

maps, where major parts of the cartilage were missing, meaning that they had T2 values equal

to zero. The calculation without any suppression had some noise, but this was fairly easy to

sort out as the T2 values of cartilage is well known. For this reason the T2 map calculation

without any suppression was chosen for the further work. An example of this calculated T2

map can be seen in figure 12 for one slice of a DESS scan. Her the T2 map is plotted both by

it self without the sorting of the noise (left plot), and with the sorting of the noise and just

the femoral cartilage part plotted on top of the corresponding DESS scan (right plot). On

the right plot it is clearly seen that the T2 values of the femoral cartilage tissue are between

30− 50 ms, mostly around 35 ms which is what the expected T2 value should be for baseline

cartilage in knees.

Figure 12: One slice of the calculated T2 map for baseline DESS scan (Left: Calculated T2 map &

Right: Only the femoral cartilage part of the T2 map on DESS scan)
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5.2.5 Registration of PET and T1ρ map

The T1ρ map and PET scans have another dimension then the DESS scan, and to be able

to compare the values between these 3, they have to have the same dimension. Thus a

registration was done on the T1ρ map and PET scans to the DESS space. An example of the

registration results for 3 slices of baseline PET scan and T1ρ map, can be seen in figure 13

and 14, plotted on top of the corresponding DESS scan slice.

Figure 13: 3 slices of baseline DESS scan with registered PET scan

The pixel values from a PET scan, it is the NaF uptake, can vary from 0 to over 6000 as

visualised in figure 13 and especially in the first 2 plots of this figure. Aforementioned the

PET scan picks up even very small amounts of the NaF uptake, which gets absorbed by soft

tissues as well, and this can be seen specifically in the last plot. Due to this large variation

of NaF values in just one slice, it is more challenging to evaluate how well the registered

PET scan agrees with the corresponding DESS scan even when plotted together. The highest

values of NaF uptake in figure 13 can be seen at the patella, agreeing well with the PET scan

presented in figure 4, although not being fully perfect but still acceptable. The particular high

values of NaF uptake in the patella makes it difficult to distinguish the lower values in rest of

the knee.
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Figure 14: 3 slices of baseline DESS scan with registered T1ρ map

The pixel values of a T1ρ map does not vary as much as for the PET scan. Accordingly it

is more distinct to see the different features of the knees in the registered T1ρ map and how

well it agrees with the according DESS scan, which is visualised in figure 14. The ROI for

these maps are of course the femoral cartilage, therefor when evaluating which registration

method (rigid, affine or B-spline registration) has the best outcome, mainly this region was

focused on. On some of the slices it may seem like the registration is perfect (the first plot in

figure 14), while on other slices it may seem like the registration is not perfect and displaced

(the second plot in figure 14), but the final decision on which registration method has the best

outcome was chosen on an overall basis of the registered T1ρ map, and thereby used for the

further processing and analysis.
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5.3 DATA A N A LY S I S

This section will present, the analysis of the data obtained from the medical image processing

(example of this was presented in the previous section, for one of the subjects baseline data).

More precisely, the data that will be analysed in this section, is the T2 and T1ρ values of

the femoral cartilage and the SUV of the adjacent bone from the baseline and post exercise

PET/MRI scans. The main purpose of this analysis, will be to first of all examine whether

it is possible to measure a change in the cartilage and adjacent bone of the knees after

experiencing a load, and thereafter to study a possible correlation between these changed

values of the cartilage and the adjacent bone, allowing to investigate the hypothesis of this

thesis.

5.3.1 Cartilage T2 values

To analyse whether it is possible to measure a correlation between the femoral cartilage and

the adjacent subchondral bone after an acute loading of the knee, it requires that a change in

these regions of the knee can be measured from the PET/MRI scan. For the femoral cartilage

the change should be measured in the T2 and/or the T1ρ values. First the change between the

pre and post T2 values will be analysed for the different femoral cartilage regions, being that

the exercise executed by the subjects for loading the knee, should affect the femoral cartilage

regions differently. To get a visualization of the obtained T2 data from the different regions

of the femoral cartilage for all 12 subjects pre and post exercise, a boxplot was made for each

regions data separately. The exercise affects, not only the various regions within the femoral

cartilage (the different regions are visualized in fig. 9) individually, but also the right and left

knee experience and impact of diverse strength as aforementioned. For this reason, boxplots

for the T2 data of left and right knee are plotted separately into two different figures. In figure

15 a plot of the boxplots for the different regions of the femoral cartilage for the left knee can

be seen plotted for pre and post exercise data and similarly for the right knee in figure 16. To

make it easier to visualize, an image of the the cartilage regions (slice 33 of baseline DESS

scan with the femoral cartilage region mask from fig. 9) is plotted right under the x-axis of

the boxplots, pointing to the corresponding regions.
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Figure 15: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the T2 values for the different regions of femoral

cartilage, pre and post exercise for the left knee.

Apart from being able to see how the distribution of the T2 values are for the different regions,

it can also be utilized to examine whether there is a visual and significant change between

the pre and post exercise T2-values for all of the subjects data. In both figure 15 and 16 the

pre and post T2 data for each regions were plotted next to each other, making it more visual

whether there is a possible change after the loading of the knee. The blue boxplots indicates

the distribution of the T2 data for all subjects pre exercise scans, and the red indicates post

exercise. The boxplots for both the left and right knee, first and foremost displays clearly that

the interquartile range or the midspread (middle 50%) of the data for the different regions of

femoral cartilage does have a significant different T2 range, thus confirming that the different

regions of the femoral cartilage experience the loading individually. The trochlea regions

seems to have a significant higher T2, compared to the central and posterior regions. The

posterior has a slightly higher range than the central regions. The more crucial analysis of the

data distribution is to observe whether the boxplots indicates a significant change from pre to
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post scans. Looking at both the left and right knees boxplots, it does not seem like the first,

second (median) or third quartile have a significant difference from pre to post data for any

of the regions. Moreover when comparing each regions left and right knee boxplots to each

other, there is only a very small difference, which does not appear to be significant enough

assuming that the left and right knees sustain a distinctive impact after the loading exercises.

The median, that is the center of the data (assuming the data is normally distributed, median

should be relatively the same as the mean of the data) is around the same for the medial and

lateral for the various regions, implying that overall the exercise is considerably impacted

balanced over the medial and lateral regions. The data is more skewed towards the lower

values for the central and posterior regions, whereas for the trochlea it is skewed towards the

higher values. This might be an indication that the data is not entirely normally distributed or

could also be because the sample size for the different regions are not the same.

Figure 16: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the T2 values for the different regions of femoral

cartilage, pre and post exercise for the right knee.
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All these things considered, utilizing boxplots to visualize the distribution of the different

regions T2 data from pre & post exercise scans for left & right knees, illustrates that there

certainly is measured a varying loading between the trochlea, central and posterior femoral

cartilage regions, but no significant change after loading is measured, nor any difference

between the left and right knees distinctive loading affects. This could be as a result of

the subjects having different individual femoral cartilage T2 values, that affects the data

distribution. A way of visualising the data, taking this influence in consideration, is to plot

the data for each subjects knees separately, but doing this for every data point would be too

confusing to understand. This is why each subjects left and right knees separate mean T2

values, for the different regions of femoral cartilage was plotted and can be seen in figure

17. Each of the 3 femoral cartilage regions have different markers and the medial and lateral

have accordingly different colors, making it easier to visualise the data points (the legend

in the lower right corner, displays which marker represent which region data). The way the

plot is designed, having pre exercise mean T2 values on the x-axis and the corresponding

post exercise mean T2 values on the y-axis, makes it clear how much the T2 mean values

of each subjects’ separate knee has changed for the various regions, including the whole

femoral cartilage (indicated with the yellow stars). The diagonal dashed black line, signifies

the values where pre is equal to the post T2 values, so the further away the data points are to

this line, the larger a change after the loading is measured.

Figure 17: Plot of the mean T2 values for each subjects different femoral cartilage regions (both left

and right knee separate) pre versus post exercise.
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First of all, it is visible that the data points are placed close to the line, corresponding with

the observation made from the boxplots from figure 15 and 16, that there is no significant

change of the T2 value after the exercise. Additionally the plot shows how the data for

the different regions are located in groups agreeing with the boxplots, central has lower T2

values than the posterior, which has lower values than the trochlea region’s T2 values. These

analysis are based on more visualising the data and thereby investigating the hypothesis,

but to analyse the data and get a more quantitative answer, for whether there is measured a

change in the cartilage, a statistical hypothesis test can be utilized. This type of analysis was

done on the T2 data, utilizing the Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects (GLME) model, that has

the benefit of being able to analyse the relationship, between independent and dependent

variables with the use of coefficients that could be varying with respect to one or more

grouping variables [28]. The grouping variables for this data set can be the subject, time,

region and the knee. After formatting the input data to the table data type (each row of the

table represent one observation and each column represents one predictor variables), and

using the build in fitting function ”fitglme” in MATLAB, the relationship between pre and

post T2 mean and median values (since the data seemed to be not fully normally distributed,

both the mean and median was probed) were analysed with the GLME model.

P-values for the T2 Mean Median

difference pre vs post Left Right Left Right

Femoral 0,17 0,47 0,21 0,55

Trochlea medial 0,64 0,17 0,56 0,20

Trochlea lateral 0,42 0,31 0,43 0,25

Central medial 0,16 0,81 0,20 0,98

Central lateral 0,55 0,70 0,63 0,67

Posterior medial 0,46 0,63 0,51 0,54

Posterior lateral 0,45 0,58 0,48 0,57

Table 1: Table of p-values for the T2 difference between pre and post exercise. The p-values were

calculated for both the T2 mean and median values for left and right knee separately.

The p-value was achieved from this analysis of the change for each regions mean and median

T2 values, which can be seen in table 1. A p-value≤ 0.05 (5% level of significance) indicates

that the null hypothesis should be rejected and thereby the alternative hypothesis, indicating
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that there is a significant relationship between the 2 studied variables, will be accepted as the

observed relationship is not a result of random cause. But what can be observed in table 1, is

that none of the regions T2 mean or median values have a significant change, considering all

of the p-values are above 0.05, confirming the observations from the boxplots and mean plot

above.

5.3.2 Cartilage T1ρ values

The change of T1ρ values for the cartilage regions were also analysed, in the same way the T2

values were in the previous section. In figure 18 and 19 the data distribution of the different

femoral cartilage regions can be seen plotted as boxplots for the left and right knee separate.

Again the pre and post data for each regions are plotted next to each other, to make it more

visible to see whether a change has been measured.

Figure 18: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the T1ρ values for the different regions of femoral

cartilage, pre and post exercise for the left knee.
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For most of the regions, the data distribution suggest that a change indeed has been measured

between the pre ad post T1ρ values. For the left knee all regions except central lateral and

posterior medial, can be observed to have a considerable change after the loading. The

change is positive in the trochlea and central regions, whereas for the posterior it is negative.

Furthermore the interquartile range for the trochlea region is bigger than for the other regions.

For the right knee all regions except trochlea medial and posterior medial, have a notable

change, but the change is positive in the medial regions and negative in the lateral. The change

being either negative or positive might be a sign, that it could be caused by randomness and a

chance, rather than being a significant change, even tough that for the right knee the direction

of the change appears to be dependent on whether the region is medial or lateral. In contrast

to the T2 data boxplots, the T1ρ shows a difference between the medial and lateral regions,

suggesting that the exercise has not a balanced impact over the medial and lateral regions.

Figure 19: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the T1ρ values for the different regions of femoral

cartilage, pre and post exercise for the right knee.
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The clear difference between the 3 regions of the T2 data, can not be observed as clearly for

the T1ρ, but it is still observable agreeing with the T2 data, that the loading impacts the 3

different regions individually. Identical to the T2 data, the T1ρ data distribution is skewed

towards the lower values for the central and posterior regions, but for the trochlea it seems to

be more normally distributed and thereby has not that much of a skewness. When comparing

the data for the left knee with the right knee, a slight difference can be observed for each

regions, which was not observable for the T2 data. In figure 20, a similar plot to what can

be seen in figure 17, is plotted for the T1ρ data. In this plot it is distinctly seen, that each

subjects left and right knees separate mean T1ρ values, for the different regions of femoral

cartilage are placed further away from the diagonal line, by that indicating a change of the

T1ρ value after exercise. Thus both the boxplots and the mean T1ρ plot implies that the data

shows a change in the cartilage after the loading of the knee has been measured, although the

data is placed on both upper and lower side of the diagonal. To be sure this is not caused by

chance and randomness in the data, utilizing the GLME model, the relationship between pre

and post T1ρ mean and median values were analysed with a hypothesis test.

Figure 20: Plot of the mean T1ρ values for each subjects different femoral cartilage regions (both left

and right knee separate) pre versus post exercise.
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In table 2 the acquired p-values from the GLME model fitted to the T1ρ data can be seen

visualised. The only region having a p-value under the 5% level of significance, is the central

lateral specifically for the right knees. All the other regions have p-values above 0.05, thereby

disproving that any significant change is measured between the pre and post T1ρ mean or

median values for these regions. The right knee did get the highest impact, which could be

the reason why the central lateral region in this knee has a measurable significant change

after the exercise. But generally comparing the p-values to the values from table 1, they

are much larger indicating that the data distribution or relationship is closer to be caused by

randomness, rather than a statistically significant change in T1ρ.

P-values for the T1ρ Mean Median

difference pre vs post Left Right Left Right

Femoral 0,76 0,88 0,80 0,80

Trochlea medial 0,79 0,51 0,72 0,69

Trochlea lateral 0,93 0,99 0,91 0,87

Central medial 0,22 0,11 0,25 0,27

Central lateral 0,92 0,05 0,95 0,02

Posterior medial 0,55 0,82 0,53 0,70

Posterior lateral 0,12 0,47 0,11 0,64

Table 2: Table of p-values for the T1ρ difference between pre and post exercise. The p-values were

calculated for both the T1ρ mean and median values for left and right knee separately.

The relationship between the left and right knees T1ρ mean and median values, were also

analysed to study whether the difference observed in the boxplots were indeed significant.

The analysis was done for the pre and post data separately, which should show no difference

for the pre data. For the post data the analysis was also done for the delta T1ρ (the percentage

difference between pre and post T1ρ mean values) in addition to the mean an median. The

p-values for this analysis can be seen in table 3, which shows that a significant difference

between left and right knee has been measured for only the central lateral region of pre T1ρ

data and for the posterior lateral region of post T1ρ data. All other regions seems to have no

difference between the two knees. Altogether for the T1ρ data a significant change has only

been measured for the right knee central lateral, but this still does not seem to be convincing

enough to be used for further analysis.
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P-values for the T1ρ Pre Post

difference left vs right knee Mean Median Mean Median Delta

Femoral 0,7 0,56 0,48 0,56 0,39

Trochlea medial 0,80 0,75 0,54 0,67 0,38

Trochlea lateral 0,56 0,45 0,57 0,64 0,73

Central medial 0,08 0,19 0,23 0,30 0,04

Central lateral 0,02 0,01 0,92 0,90 0,17

Posterior medial 0,83 0,77 0,52 0,45 0,45

Posterior lateral 0,87 0,77 0,03 0,05 0,44

Table 3: Table of p-values for the T1ρ difference between left and right knee for pre and post exercise.

For pre exercise the p-values were calculated for both the T1ρ mean and median values,

whereas for the post exercise scans the p-values were also calculated for delta T1ρ.

5.3.3 Subchondral bone SUV

Even though no significant and favorable change was measured in the cartilage T2 or T1ρ

values, the change of the adjacent subchondral bone was still analysed, to investigate whether

the loading of the bone at least was measurable through the PET scan. As mentioned in the

Theoretical background under the PET section, the 18F-NaF uptake values acquired from

the PET scan, were converted to Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) instead, as this would

give a more normalized value with respect to each subjects body weight, which is more

appropriate to use for the analysis. A similar plot, with the SUV data distribution for each

femoral cartilage regions adjacent subchondral bones boxplot can be seen in figure 21 for

the left knee and in figure 22 for the right knee. The first very apparent observation made

from both plots, is that there is a very significant change from pre to post data. The upper

quartile of the pre data boxplots have about the same value as the lower quartile of the post

data boxplots, confirming that the change for all of the regions are positive, meaning that

the SUV is measured to be higher after the loading of the bone. The size of the interquartile

range for the post data being wider compared to the pre data, illustrates that each subject

have a more diverse SUV after the exercise, indicating that the affect of the exercise in the

bone can be individually different. This can be visualized better by plotting each subjects

SUV mean values separately for each knee, as seen in figure 23.
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Figure 21: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the SUV for the subchondral bone adjacent to the

different regions of femoral cartilage, pre and post exercise for the left knee.

The plot of the mean SUV for each subjects subchondral bone adjacent to the different

femoral cartilage regions, shows the same as the boxplot, a significant change in the positive

direction. All of the data points (except for one single point placed very close to the diagonal)

are placed on the upper side of the diagonal line. Further a tendency is showing that the

higher the pre SUV are, the higher the post SUV are, illustrating that their might be a linear

relationship between the change of the pre and post SUV data. The different regions does not

appear to have distinct ranges, like what was observed in figure 17 for the T2 data. The SUV

data points for each regions are more widely spread amongst each other. Since no significant

difference between the left and right knee, seems to be shown in the boxplots, only the pre

and post relationship were analysed utilizing the GLME model for the SUV data.
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Figure 22: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the SUV for the subchondral bone adjacent to the

different regions of femoral cartilage, pre and post exercise for the right knee.

Figure 23: Plot of the mean SUV for each subjects subchondral bone adjacent to the different femoral

cartilage regions (both left and right knee separate) pre versus post exercise.
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The p-values from this analysis can be seen in table 4, for both the mean and median SUV

and for the left and right knees separately. These values agree very well with the observation

made so far for the SUV data. All of the regions have a very small p-value, ensuring that the

change between pre and post SUV is very significant for all the adjacent bone regions.

P-values for the SUV Mean Median

difference pre vs post Left Right Left Right

Femoral 0,54e−9 0,14e−10 0,24e−9 0,47e−10

Trochlea medial 0,82e−7 0,15e−5 0,24e−6 0,12e−5

Trochlea lateral 0,92e−7 0,23e−8 0,43e−7 0,12e−7

Central medial 0,81e−9 0,11e−10 0,31e−9 0,49e−11

Central lateral 0,48e−8 0,13e−11 0,80e−9 0,12e−11

Posterior medial 0,16e−8 0,47e−9 0,33e−8 0,28e−8

Posterior lateral 0,77e−9 0,39e−8 0,82e−9 0,59e−8

Table 4: Table of p-values for the SUV difference between pre and post exercise. The p-values were

calculated for both the SUV mean and median values for left and right knee separately.

Even though a significant change has been measured in the bone SUV after the knee loading,

because it was not possible to measure a significant change in the femoral cartilage T2 nor T1ρ

values, with the data processing and data analysis executed in this thesis, it is not reasonable

to further analyse a possible correlation of the loading affect, between the cartilage and

adjacent bone. Instead a more optimized protocol for detecting a change in the cartilage

should be investigated, for then being able to in the future investigate the correlation between

the cartilage and bone.
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PA R T I A L C O N C L U S I O N

The purpose of the PET/MRI Bone-Cartilage Interaction - Stanford Study was primarily

to study whether it is possible to measure a correlation between the response to loading of

the cartilage tissue and the adjacent bone tissue. But in order to be able to measure this

correlation, it requires that a response in terms of a significant change in the cartilage tissue

values and the adjacent bone tissue values can be measured.

The analysis of the processed data showed a statistically significant change, and thereby

response, of the loading in the adjacent subchondral bone tissue SUV, but the same significant

response was not obtained in terms of a change in the femoral cartilage tissue T2 , nor T1ρ

values. Thus, it would not be reasonable to further examine a correlation of the response to

loading between the knee cartilage and adjacent bone. It would be more appropriate to study

an improved MRI protocol, for measuring a change in the cartilage tissue after a knee joint

loading. This is exactly what led to the following MRI Cartilage T2 Change - Glostrup Study.
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M E T H O D S

7.1 S T U DY D E S I G N

The aim of this MRI cartilage T2 change - Glostrup Study, is mainly to investigate an

optimized MRI protocol for measuring the response to loading of the knee joints in terms of

a change in the T2 value of the femoral cartilage regions. The reason for the unsuccessful

detecting of a change in T2 or T1ρ in the femoral cartilage from the Stanford Study, could be

first and foremost because of the time span between the knee exercise and the acquisition of

the post exercise scan, or because of the exercise not being enough impact to be registered

through the MRI DESS scan, which also could lead to the third reason, that the particular

MRI imaging protocol might not be the best suited for this measurement. Hence, the 3 main

parameters that were probed in my own experiment, with the purpose of measuring a T2

change in the femoral cartilage, was firstly a shorter time span between acquiring the post

scan after executing the knee exercise, secondly a different type of knee exercise possibly

impacting the knee joints more and finally, a different MRI acquisition sequence that is more

suited for MRI T2 mapping. The effect of Blood Flow Restriction (BFR) on T2 values in the

knee was also explored, by making the subjects wear a tight band around one of their legs

during the exercises. The experimental acquisition of the data for this study was executed by

me at Rigshospitalet Glostrup, by performing parametric MRI scans of T2 for the knee joints

of 5 subjects with healthy knee joints. For each subject, a baseline (pre) scan and two post

scans were acquired of each knee separately. The 5 healthy subjects who participated in this

study consisted of 3 females and two males. The design of this study will be described in

more details in the following sections.
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7.1.1 Exercise protocol

In between the pre and post MRI scan (the imaging protocol will be elaborated in the

following section), the subjects performed an exercise for exposing the knee joints to loading,

resulting in changes in the knee cartilage. The exercise protocol consisted of squats repeated

60 times continuously without any rest in between. The exercise was done with the subjects

holding a 2 kg hand weight in front of their chest, to make sure the knee joints would be

impacted enough to be measured in terms of a change in the T2 values. In addition, the

subjects were wearing a tight band around their right leg during the exercise, and during the

acquisition of the first set (left and right knee scanned separately) of post scans. The second

set of post scans were acquired after making the subjects loosen up the band. A series of

images of the exercise protocol can be seen in figure 24.

Figure 24: The exercise protocol consisting of squats repeated 60 times carrying a 2 kg hand weight

and with a tight band around the right leg.

7.1.2 Imaging protocol

The pre and post exercise MRI scans were executed on a 3 T Philips MRI system, with

the subjects wearing a cardiac coil (no knee coils were available) over both knees. The

Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) sequence was used for acquiring the MRI data with the following

imaging parameters: TR/TE1/TE2/TE3/TE4/TE5/TE6 = 1500/10/20/30/40/50/60 ms,

FOV = 149× 48 mm, matrix = 188× 161, slices = 8 , slice thickness = 2.5 mm, slice

gap = 4 mm, slice orientation = sagittal, flip angle = 90◦ and scan time = 123 s.
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7.2 DATA P RO C E S S I N G

The methods utilized for processing the MRI data, acquired by me at Rigshospitalet Glostrup,

will be explained in this section. After exporting the scanned data from the MRI computer in

DICOM format, HOROS was used to distinguish and then save the scan into the different

sequences for each knees’ scans as DICOM files, for then being able to load them into Python

and MATLAB for the data processing.

7.2.1 Segmentation of cartilage

The AI-powered Python library for medical image analysis presently only supports 4 MRI

signal acquisition methods (Quantitative DESS, CubeQuant, MAPSS and UTE Cones), none

of which consist of the TSE method applied in this Glostrup study. Accordingly, DOSMA

was not applicable for the usage of an AI-powered automatic femoral cartilage segmentation

on the TSE knee scans. Considering that the data for this study only consist of 3 scans for

each knee for 5 subjects, the segmentation was instead accomplished manually by employing

a ROI drawing code in MATLAB (the MATLAB code can be found in the appendices section).

After drawing the femoral cartilage mask manually directly on each slice for every TSE

scan, the masks were saved as DICOM files. This was challenging at times, with the reason

being, that in some slices of the knee, what was cartilage, bone, or other types of tissue,

would appear to be indistinguishable from one another. But this difficulty could sometimes

be solved by using the slices of the knees from the last echo time scans, where the cartilage

tissue was more easy to distinguish from the other types of tissues. Later, the whole femoral

cartilage masks were classified into 3 additional different regions - trochlea, central and

posterior. This was also done manually in python, by choosing threshold column values for

separating the 3 different regions of the femoral cartilage. For each TSE knee scan, the 8

slices were run through, in order to find the 2 column threshold values, that best fit all the

slices. The 3 masks of the regions were then saved and written back to the manually drawn

femoral cartilage DICOM files.
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7.2.2 Calculation of T2 map

For the Stanford study, the calculation of the T2 maps were computed utilizing DOSMA, but

again, since it does not support the TSE sequence, the T2 map for the Glostrup study was

calculated manually voxel-wise using python. The Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) signal acquisition

method applied for acquiring the MRI data for this study measures 6 echoes over one TR,

leading to the acquisition of 6 images from every TE for each of the 8 slices of the knee

scans. The signals acquired from the TSE sequence are dependent on the 6 TE, which can be

described with the following equation:

S(TE) = S0 · exp−TE
T2

+ C (32)

The equation indicates that the signal from the same voxel of the scan decays exponentially

with the increasing TE. Fitting the signals from the 6 different TE to equation 32, voxel-wise

for every slice of the knee scans, the T2 map can be calculated. To do this with a python

code for each and every voxel for all subjects TSE knee scans would take a very long time.

Therefore, the T2 map was only calculated for the Region Of Interest (ROI), the femoral

cartilage. The computed T2 values had a range up to 100 ms, which is too high to be a

femoral cartilage T2 value, thus T2 values over 80 ms were sorted away for further data

analysis.
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R E S U LT S

8.1 R AW DATA

This section of the results will present the data that I acquired to test a part of the hypothesis,

that the response to loading of the knee joints are measurable, in terms of a change in the T2

value of the femoral cartilage regions. Like the Stanford study, there were not major visible

differences between the images of the baseline (pre-) and post-exercise scans of the knees,

therefor the sample that will be presented in this section, is the baseline data for one subject.

The change in response to the exercise is apparent quantitatively, which will be presented in

the Data analysis section (8.3). The figures in this section are screenshots of the data viewed

by means of the medical image viewer Horos.

8.1.1 MRI TSE Scan

Figure 25 is one slice of the baseline MRI TSE scans acquired from all 6 echo times (TE:

10, 20 30, 40, 50 & 60). Since the knees where scanned separately, the images shown in

figure 25 are only scans of the right knee of subject 3 from my own study. It is clearly seen in

these scans, how the images of the same slice of knee gets more dark and little less detailed

with each increasing echo time. This is exactly what was expected, as the signal should be

decreasing for each echo time. Using the scans from all echo times, the T2 map can then be

calculated.
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Figure 25: Baseline MRI TSE knee scans of subject 3 from all 6 echo times for right knee (First and

second row of scans from left to right are scans from echo time: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 & 60)

8.2 P RO C E S S E D DATA

The data presented in this section, are the results of the medical image processing of baseline

raw data for one subject from the MRI cartilage T2 change - Glostrup Study (the data

presented in the previous section). All of the figures in this section and the following sections,

are screenshots of the data plotted in Python (the Python code for these results, can be found

in the Appendices section).
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8.2.1 Segmentation of cartilage

The segmentation of femoral cartilage for the TSE scans from this study, were drawn manually

by myself for every slice across all the scans. As for the Stanford study, the femoral cartilage

was classified into femoral trochlea, central and posterior regions. However, it was not

classified into medial and lateral regions as well, since the classification was done manually

as described in the data processing section 7.2, and the way the TSE scans were planned

during the acquisition of the data, makes it too complicated to manually classify the knee into

medial and lateral regions. Therefore, the femoral cartilage for this study was only classified

into the three different regions mentioned above. An example of this classification of the

different regions in the femoral cartilage can be seen in figure 26 for 3 slices of one knee

TSE scan. The femoral cartilage region mask indicates the trochlea, central and posterior

region, with respectively the dark blue, green and red mask. These femoral cartilage region

masks were then utilized for the further data analysis of the femoral cartilage T2 values.

Figure 26: 3 slices of baseline TSE scan with femoral cartilage region mask (Dark blue: Trochlea,

Green: Central, Red: Posterior)
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8.2.2 Calculated T2 map

The T2 maps for this study where calculated using the TSE scans from each of the 6 echo

times as mentioned prior, and as described in detail in the data processing section 7.2. On the

grounds of the way the T2 values were calculated voxel wise, the T2 map was only calculated

for the region of interest, the femoral cartilage, in order to save calculation time. 3 slices

of a calculated T2 map for the femoral cartilage can be seen visualised in figure 27, plotted

on top of the corresponding TSE scan. Taking an overall look at these T2 maps, it can be

observed that the T2 values for this region is calculated to be primarily between 30 to 60 ms,

which is a range somewhat higher than the values calculated for the scans from the Stanford

study, seen in figure 12. This could be because of the way the T2 values were acquired and

calculated differs for these 2 studies. What can also be seen in this figure, is that the areas

where the T2 values are over 80 ms, could be other types of tissue than cartilage, meaning

that the femoral cartilage region mask has not been drawn entirely correct. For this purpose,

and also because these are too high to be cartilage T2 values, the values over 80 ms were

sorted away for further data analysis. In this way it will be even more certain, that the data

that will be further analysed is indeed cartilage values.

Figure 27: 3 slices of baseline T2 Map for only the femoral cartilage region on TSE scan
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8.3 DATA A N A LY S I S

The data presented in this section, is the analysis of the T2 values of the femoral cartilage

from the baseline and post exercise MRI scans. The main purpose of this analysis will be to

determine whether it is possible to measure a change in the T2 values of the knee cartilage,

thereby allowing us to investigate a part of the hypothesis of this thesis.

8.3.1 Cartilage T2 values

The distribution of the T2 data acquired from the Glostrup study is visualized in similar

manor to the Stanford study data, via boxplots which can be seen in figure 28 for the left

knee, and figure 29 for the right knee. What can be seen plotted in these two figures, is the T2

data from the pre, post 1 (data acquired immediately after the exercise) and post 2 exercise

scans (data acquired after loosening the tight band around the right leg), indicated with the

blue, red and green boxplots respectively, for each of the 3 separate femoral cartilage regions.

Figure 28: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the T2 values for the different regions of femoral

cartilage, pre and post exercise for the left knee.

Firstly, it is very noticeable that the range of the T2 data distribution in both figures (left and

right knees) is considerably higher, when compared to the T2 data from the Stanford study.

Both the min, max and the interquartile range of the data are higher, which could come from
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the significantly different method of acquiring and calculating the T2 values for this study.

Secondly, a fairly moderate difference in the T2 data can be observed for the different regions

of femoral cartilage, especially between the trochlea region and the 2 other regions. The

Trochlea region also seems to have a smaller sized box, but placed in the higher T2 values

compared to the other two regions’ data, indicating that the T2 values of the trochlea regions

are closer to each other and not as widespread. Further, data for all 3 regions are skewed

towards the higher values. By generally looking at both knees’ data, no significant difference

can be observed between the pre and post data, except for the right knees’ trochlea region,

where a slight negative difference between the pre and post 1 data can be observed. The post

2 data appears to be around the same range and values of the pre data, suggesting that the

T2 values indeed do go back to the baseline T2 value rather quickly. This implies that the

time span between executing the knee loading with the exercise and the post scan, can be

optimized further, for being able to measure the T2 change in the cartilage.

Figure 29: Boxplot to visualize the distribution of the T2 values for the different regions of femoral

cartilage, pre and post exercise for the right knee.
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The Glostrup study experiment was designed to also investigate the effect of Blood Flow

Restriction (BFR), which can be analysed by exploring a possible difference between the

left and right knees’ data, as the subjects were wearing a tight band on the right leg during

the exercise and the first set of post MRI. Comparing the median values for the left with

the right knees’ data, a noticeable difference can be detected. This is when considering how

the exercise for loading the knee (disregarding the tight band around on of the legs) should

provide an equal impact on both knees, assuming that all test subjects performed the exercise

in the correct manner, as visualized in the series of images showing the exercise protocol

(fig. 24). Accordingly, this shows us that the BFR should have an impact on the measured

T2 values of the femoral cartilage. To be more sure that these observations made from the

boxplots from figure 28 and 29 are significant, the hypothesis test utilizing GLME model

was performed. Both the difference between the pre and post data and the difference between

the left and right knee data was studied. The p-values from these hypothesis tests can be seen

in the two tables below for both the whole femoral cartilage and for the different regions.

P-values for pre vs post 1 pre vs post 2

the T2 difference Mean Median Mean Median

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right

Femoral 0,82 0,50 0,51 0,21 0,96 0,17 0,81 0,20

Trochlea 0,44 0,05 0,43 0,07 0,50 0,69 0,55 0,74

Central 0,31 0,02 0,85 0,39 0,24 0,27 0,28 0,51

Posterior 0,94 0,79 0,89 0,79 0,99 0,34 0,95 0,22

Table 5: Table of p-values for the T2 difference between pre and post 1 exercise (left part of table) and

between pre and post 2 exercise (right part of table). The p-values were calculated for both

the T2 mean and median values for left and right knee separately.

In table 5 the p-values for the hypothesis test of a significant difference between the pre and

post 1 T2 mean and median values, can be seen in the left part of the table for left and right

knee separately. The corresponding difference between pre and post 2 data can be seen on

the right part of the table. No significant change of the T2 values for any of the regions can

be seen between the pre and post 2 data, confirming the observation made from the boxplots.

However, a significant change between the pre and post 1 T2 mean data can be seen for the

right knee, which was the knee with the tight band on, in the trochlea and central regions.
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This confirms the main aim for this study, that it is possible to measure the T2 change in

some parts of the femoral cartilage by optimizing the protocol, implying as well, that the

BFR makes it easier to measure the change. These observations also align with the observed

distribution of the T2 values for at least the trochlea regions of the right knee. The p-values

for the hypothesis test of a significant difference between the left and right knee can be seen

in table 6. This table consists of the test for whether a difference has been measured between

the left and right knee for the pre, post 1 and post 2 T2 data. For the pre data, the relationship

was analysed for T2 mean and median values, whereas for the post 1 and post 2, it was also

analysed for the T2 delta values (the percentage difference between pre and post T2 mean

values).

P-values for the T2 difference between left and right knee

Pre Post 1 Post 2

Mean Median Mean Median Delta Mean Median Delta

Femoral 0,08 0,09 0,18e−2 8,58e−5 0,17 0,19e−2 0,06e−2 0,03

Trochlea 0,54 0,52 0,03 0,02 0,08e−2 0,51 0,39 0,81

Central 0,12 0,17 0,62 0,33 0,01 0,03 0,04 0,63

Posterior 0,56 0,46 0,08 0,04 0,26 0,07 0,03 0,28e−2

Table 6: Table of p-values for the T2 difference between left and right knee for pre, post 1 and post 2

exercise. For pre exercise the p-values were calculated for both the T2 mean and median

values, whereas for the post exercise scans the p-values were also calculated for delta T2.

For the pre data there are no significant differences between the left and right knee, which

are the expected results, considering that the subjects should not have loaded the knees with

any exercises or are not wearing the tight band yet. Looking at the whole femoral cartilage

regions’ p-value, for both the post 1 and post 2, there is a very significant difference between

the left and right knee. When looking at the different regions’ p-values, for post 1 data all

regions have a significant difference between left and right knee, but for post 2 data the

trochlea region seems to be the only region out of the 3, with no significant difference. This

could be because the trochlea regions’ T2 values for the post 2 scan reached it’s baseline

value again. Generally, the results from the table 6 implies that it can be confirmed that the

BFR band does impact the loading of the knee, which is measurable in the T2 values of the

femoral cartilage utilizing MRI.
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Furthermore, the results from table 5, which are only showing a measurable significant

change from pre to post 1 of the T2 values in the knee wearing the tight band, confirms that

the use of BFR can be very convenient for amplifying the load of the exercise in the cartilage

regions, and by extension for rehabilitation of muscles around the joint, which is already

being practised both clinically and at fitness centers.
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PA R T I A L C O N C L U S I O N

The purpose of the MRI Cartilage T2 change - Glostrup study, was essentially to study

whether optimizing the MRI protocol could provide the possibility of measuring a change

in the T2 values of the femoral cartilage regions after exposing the knee joints to a loading.

Furthermore, the effect of BFR was investigated, in order to explore whether it could be

measured in the MRI T2 values of the cartilage.

The analysis of the processed data displayed, that a significant change, and thereby response,

of the loading in the trochlea and central femoral cartilage regions was measurable, but only

in the knee with BFR band on. This not only confirms that it is possible to measure the

response in cartilage, which couldn’t be achieved in the Stanford study, but also that the

BFR is usable for optimizing the measurements. The additional analysis of the BFR effect

being measurable in the T2 values of femoral cartilage was also confirmed, since a significant

difference between the left (no BFR) and right (with BFR) leg was achievable.

Aside from being able to confirm a part of the thesis hypothesis, that the response of knee

joint loading is detectable in the cartilage utilizing MRI, this study can also conclude that

the MRI and exercise protocol can still be further optimized, for measuring an even more

significant change in the cartilage. For future prospects then, this provides an opportunity

for further investigation of the primary hypothesis of this thesis, which is concerned with

whether a correlation between the change in the cartilage and adjacent bone tissues can be

captured utilizing the dual modality PET/MRI imaging.
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D I S C U S S I O N

The main goal of the thesis was to study the bone-cartilage interaction in loaded knee joints.

More specifically, as written in the introduction, the following hypothesis was examined:

With a loading of the knee joints, the cartilage tissues deform and the bone tissues react

very quickly to adapt to this load, so consequently there must be a correlation between the

change in these two kinds of tissues, which could be captured using PET/MRI imaging.

The first study, PET/MRI Bone-Cartilage Interaction - Stanford Study, had the aim of

investigating this hypothesis. By processing the 18F-NaF PET/MRI medical images acquired

by Stanford University and subsequently analysing the T2 and T1ρ cartilage values and the

SUV adjacent subchondral bone values, the main findings observed were, that the response

to the knee joint loading was only significantly measurable in the adjacent bone. The failed

measurement of the expected load response in the cartilage could have been caused by several

different factors. First and foremost, the time span between executing the knee loading

exercise and then acquiring the data, could pose a major influence in detecting a change

in the cartilage regions. The cartilage values analysed for this thesis have a limited time

interval before they restitute back to the baseline values, which may have then been exceeded

for this experiment protocol. Shortening the time span between the exercise and the data

acquisition could be a possible optimization, as well as a sequence with a shorter scan time.

This leads to the second potential factor, which is the method utilized for acquiring the MRI

data. A better suited sequence for measuring the response of loading in cartilage, could

then constitute a possible optimization. In addition to the scan time being shorter, utilizing

a data acquisition method with multiple echoes over a single or dual echo, could be more

appropriate for this study. The third potential, and perhaps most obvious, factor, could be,

that the type of exercise utilized did not present enough of an impact on the knee joints. The
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exercise protocol followed in this study should impact the right knee with a longer and higher

load directed more to the trochlea femoral cartilage region, whereas for the left knee, it was

a shorter shock directed more to the central regions, and a smaller amount to the trochlea.

This is to be expected, considering that the subjects completed the exercise correctly. Even

though the response to the loading was not significantly measurable in terms of a change

in the cartilage MRI values (especially the T2 values), a significant difference between the

range of the values for the different cartilage regions were measurable, agreeing with the

expected amount of impact described above. So a different type of exercise, one that would

provide more of an impact on the knee joints, could be an extra factor of optimization for

measuring the response in cartilage.

These are all factors that could be optimized in the imaging and exercise protocols, both of

which were designed by Stanford. What was more influenced by myself, was the medical

image processing of the acquired data, performed before the indicators of a physiological

response measure (T2, T1ρ and SUV) were analysed. In this case as well, a number of factors

could have influenced the failed detection of load response in the knee cartilage. Taking

it from the first steps of processing, the segmentation of knee joint cartilage had a major

limitation, since the utilized automatic segmentation with DOSMA was limited to only giving

usable segmentation of the femoral cartilage. The patella and tibial cartilage would have

been an interesting joint region to analyse as well, since these regions of cartilage are not

as curved, and with the type of exercise executed, they are expected to have a higher and

more uniform direct impact. So for future work, these two types of knee cartilage would

provide an interesting perspective for further study of the hypothesis. Another part of the

segmentation, which could have caused the complication of detecting the load response in

the femoral cartilage was, that the bone segmentation was not flawless. The incorrect bone

mask, for some of the slices, resulted in the failed detection of adjacent cartilage and bone

voxels, as visualized in figure 11. This led to the loss of a relatively large amount of data for

the further analysis. Correcting the bone mask could therefore provide an optimization for

detecting the change in response in the knee joint. Lastly, the registration performed on both

the PET and T1ρ map, could be improved as well, which may have resulted in the wrong

T1ρ values being analysed for some of the cartilage regions, causing data disturbance. A fine

tuning of the registration, potentially with types of methods other than, the rigid, affine or
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B-spline registration, could yield a better result, thereby contributing to a more correct data

analysis.

Considering that it was not possible to detect a significant response of knee loading in the

cartilage, as with the adjacent subchondral bone, there was no groundwork for further analysis

of the main hypothesis, when concerned with a possible correlation between the cartilage

and adjacent bone loading response. Consequently, the second study, Cartilage T2 change -

Glostrup Study, was aimed to study an optimized imaging an exercise protocol, for being able

to measure the response in knee joints in terms of a change in the T2 values. By confirming

that it is possible to detect the cartilage loading response with an optimized MRI protocol,

it will provide the opportunity to work with the main hypothesis of this thesis in the future.

The parameters probed in this study were primarily the factors discussed above: a shorter

time span between knee exercise and knee scanning, another type of exercise for loading the

knee joints with higher impact, and finally another MRI sequence for the T2 data acquisition.

Additionally, the effect of the well-known BFR was also studied, in order to confirm whether

or not it can be measured in the cartilage as well. The main findings from this study was, that

the response to knee loading was only detectable in the right knee with the BFR band on, and

that a very significant difference was measured in the femoral cartilage T2 values between

the left and right knees. This confirmed, that the effect of BFR can not only be measured in

the cartilage, but that it also seems to have helped to detect the loading response in terms of

a change in the T2 values, by amplifying the impact of the exercise on this particular knee.

The change was still not as statistically significant as was the case for the adjacent bone from

the Stanford study, showing that there is room for more optimization, when trying to detect

a stronger statistically significant loading response. What could be investigated for further

optimization, is different types of MRI sequences, that might be better suited for detecting

the T2 change in cartilage. On top of that, a more impacting and straining knee exercise,

or even by utilizing the BFR, as it did show an amplification of the change, could also be

a factor of optimization. Furthermore, what was not done in this experiment, was letting

the subjects rest lying down on the MRI table before the baseline scan, making sure that the

knee were not exposed to any strain or loading, as this could affect the measurement of the

baseline T2 values.
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To summarize, the findings from this thesis work can be employed as groundwork for further

investigating the best way to detect the knee loading response in cartilage simultaneously with

bone. The next logical step would then be, to examine with the optimized protocol whether

the dual modality PET/MRI can be utilized to detect a correlation between the cartilage

and adjacent bone response to loading. If such a correlation can be detected, and thereby

confirm the hypothesis of this thesis, what could be of interest would be to further examine

the same for sick knees, afflicted with Osteoarthritis (OA). This will provide the possibility

of comparing the detected correlation between the cartilage and adjacent bone response for

healthy knees, with sick knees, leading to the next step into investigating a possible method

for diagnosing early stages of OA. This could then be utilized to detect a joint dysfunction,

that may be a new indicator, as mentioned in the introduction.
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C O N C L U S I O N

By analysing the T2 and T1ρ cartilage values and the adjacent subchondral bone SUV, from

a set of PET/MRI data acquired by Stanford University for pre and post exercise, it was

not possible to confirm the hypothesis of this thesis, which stated that by using PET/MRI

dual modality imaging, a correlation between the change in response of knee joint loading

in cartilage tissues and adjacent bone tissues can be detected. This was mainly because the

response of knee loading in cartilage was not significantly measurable, like the response

in the adjacent bone was. But with the optimized MRI protocol and the effect of BFR, it

was possible to measure a significant change in T2 cartilage values as a response for knee

loading, for the set of data acquired at Rigshospitalet Glostrup. The MRI protocol could still

be further optimized, when seeking to measure a statistically stronger response in cartilage,

simultaneously with the PET scan of the adjacent bone. Obtaining this in the future would

lead to the prospect of further inspecting the main hypothesis of this thesis, stated above.
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A P P E N D I C E S



A
P Y T H O N C O D E - S TA N F O R D S T U D Y

A.1 P R E P RO C E S S I N G

8

9 # Importing necersary packages:
10 #------------------------------
11 from __future__ import print_function
12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
13 from natsort import natsorted
14 import matplotlib as mpl
15 from pathlib import Path
16 import numpy as np
17 import pydicom
18 import os
19

20

21 # Setting som plotting standards:
22 #--------------------------------
23 font = {'weight' : 'normal', 'size' : 18}
24 mpl.rc('font', **font)
25

26

27 # Defining functions used in the code:
28 #-------------------------------------
29 # Function to collect all dcm files from a folder into lstFilesDCM:
30 def DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path):
31

32 # Create an empty list to collect all .dcm files into it;
33 lstFilesDCM = []
34

35 # Loop to traverse the directory & collect all dcm files into lstFilesDCM;
36 for dirName, subdirList, fileList in os.walk(DCM_Path):
37 # Sorting the fileList;
38 fileList = natsorted(fileList) # naturally sort
39 for filename in fileList:
40 # Check whether the file's DICOM;
41 if ".dcm" in filename.lower():
42 # Storing files in list;
43 lstFilesDCM.append(os.path.join(dirName,filename))
44

45 return lstFilesDCM
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46

47

48 # Function to import raw DICOM data into an Pixel array:
49 def DCM_Import(DCM_Path):
50

51 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
52 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path)
53

54 # Reference to extract metadata:
55 # Get refference file (first slice);
56 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
57

58 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
59 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
60

61 # Storring the raw DICOM data:
62 # Creating an array size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
63 ArrayDicom = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
64

65 # Creating array to store the Rescale Slope & Rescale Intercept for all slices;
66 RescaleSlope = np.ones(len(lstFilesDCM))
67 RescaleIntercept = np.zeros(len(lstFilesDCM))
68

69 # Loop through all the DICOM files;
70 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
71

72 # Read the file;
73 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
74

75 # Storing raw data;
76 ArrayDicom[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.pixel_array
77

78 # Correcting for Rescale tags if they exist;
79 if ("RescaleIntercept" in ds) == True:
80

81 RescaleSlope[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleSlope
82 RescaleIntercept[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleIntercept
83

84 # Correcting for the rescale tags;
85 ArrayDicom = ArrayDicom * RescaleSlope + RescaleIntercept
86

87 return ArrayDicom
88

89

90 # Function to remove Ghosting artifact and save to DCM files:
91 def DCM_Ghosting(DCM_Path, col1, col2):
92

93 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
94 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path)
95

96 # Reference to extract metadata:
97 # Get refference file (first slice);
98 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
99

100 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
101 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
102

103 # Storring the raw DICOM data:
104 # Creating an array size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
105 DESS_Ghost = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
106

107 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-correct-write to files again;
108 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
109

110 # Read the file;
111 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
112
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113 # Store the raw image data;
114 DESS_Ghost[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.pixel_array
115

116 # Correcting for Ghost Artefact (setting to zero);
117 DESS_Ghost[:, col1:col2, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = 0
118

119 # Saving/writing the modification back into the files again;
120 ds.PixelData = DESS_Ghost[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
121 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
122

123

124 # Class to plot and scroll trough the slices using key_press_event:
125 class IndexTracker:
126 # Initial definitions for plot;
127 def __init__(self, fig, ax, X, title):
128

129 self.fig = fig
130 self.ax = ax
131 self.X = X
132 rows, cols, self.slices = X.shape
133 self.ind = 0
134

135 self.im = ax.imshow(self.X[:, :, self.ind], cmap='gray')
136 self.ax.set_title(title)
137 self.ax.axis('off')
138 self.update()
139

140 # Key definition for navigation of slices;
141 def on_key(self, event):
142

143 if event.key == 'up':
144 self.ind = (self.ind + 1) % self.slices
145 elif event.key == 'down':
146 self.ind = (self.ind - 1) % self.slices
147 self.update()
148

149 # Function to update plot;
150 def update(self):
151

152 self.im.set_data(self.X[:, :, self.ind])
153 self.fig.suptitle('Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' of baseline DESS scan for subject '
154 + subject[1:2])
155 self.im.axes.figure.canvas.draw()
156

157 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
158

159 # Importing the uncorrected DESS scan:
160 #-------------------------------------
161 NaF = 'NaF_sub'
162 subject = '02A'
163 Patient_folder = NaF + subject
164

165 # Importing the DESS scans, using the function from above;
166 DESS_DCM = DCM_Import(Patient_folder + '/DESSLow/')
167

168

169 # Sizes of the imported DESS images;
170 Rows, Cols, Slices = DESS_DCM.shape
171

172 # Array to store the DESS scans without difussion (Echo 1);
173 E1_DCM = np.zeros((Rows, Cols, int(Slices/2)))
174

175

176 # Echo1, The odd no. images/slices [I0001.dcm,I0003.dcm,I0005.dcm,...]:
177 # Intialising index for divided array;
178 idx_1 = 0
179 for i in range(Slices):
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180 # Even no. in file list (incl. 0) will be stored in not diffused array;
181 if (i % 2) == 0: # Even numbers in file list are odd no. images
182 E1_DCM[:, :, idx_1] = DESS_DCM[:, :, i]
183 idx_1 += 1
184

185

186 # Correcting for Ghost Artifact:
187 #-------------------------------
188 #Defining the threshold of columns that needs to be corrected;
189 col1 = 0
190 col2 = 65
191

192 #Definig value for the corrected columns to be set as;
193 gray = DESS_DCM.max()/10
194

195 # Loop to show where the Ghosting correction will be;
196 for s in range(E1_DCM.shape[2]):
197

198 E1_DCM[:,col1:col2,s] = gray
199

200

201 # Displaying the uncorrected DESS scans:
202 #---------------------------------------
203 # Plotting DESS files;
204 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(14, 7))
205

206 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, E1_DCM,
207 'DESS scans with columns that will be corrected')
208

209 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
210

211 plt.show()
212

213 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
214

215 # Removing Ghosting artifact;
216 #----------------------------
217 # Using function to remove Ghosting artifact and save to DCM files:
218 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
219 DCM_Ghosting(Patient_folder + '/DESSLow_Correct/', col1, col2)
220 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
221

222

223 # Importing the corrected DESS scan and displaying:
224 #--------------------------------------------------
225 # Importing the DESS scans, using the function from above;
226 DESS_Corrected = DCM_Import(Patient_folder + '/DESSLow_Correct/')
227

228 # Sizes of the imported DESS images;
229 Rows, Cols, Slices = DESS_Corrected.shape
230

231 # Array to store the DESS scans without difussion (Echo 1);
232 E1_Corrected = np.zeros((Rows, Cols, int(Slices/2)))
233

234

235 # Echo1, The odd no. images/slices [I0001.dcm,I0003.dcm,I0005.dcm,...]:
236 # Intialising index for divided array;
237 idx_1 = 0
238 for i in range(Slices):
239 # Even no. in file list (incl. 0) will be stored in not diffused array;
240 if (i % 2) == 0: # Even numbers in file list are odd no. images
241 E1_Corrected[:, :, idx_1] = DESS_Corrected[:, :, i]
242 idx_1 += 1
243

244

245 # Plotting corrected DESS files;
246 fig2, ax2 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(14, 7))
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247

248 track2_1 = IndexTracker(fig2, ax2, DESS_Corrected,
249 'DESS scans that are corrected')
250

251 fig2.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track2_1.on_key)
252

253

254 plt.show()
255

256 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
257

258 # Displaying the original and the corrected DESS scans:
259 #------------------------------------------------------
260 # Plotting DESS E1 of original and corrected files beside each other;
261 fig3, ax3 = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(14, 7))
262

263 track3_1 = IndexTracker(fig3, ax3[0], E1_DCM, 'Original DESS scan')
264 track3_2 = IndexTracker(fig3, ax3[1], E1_Corrected, 'Corrected DESS scan')
265

266 fig3.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track3_1.on_key)
267 fig3.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track3_2.on_key)
268

269 plt.show()

A.2 F E M O R A L C A RT I L AG E RO I M A S K

8 # Importing necersary packages:
9 #------------------------------

10 from scipy.ndimage.morphology import binary_dilation, binary_erosion
11 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
12 from natsort import natsorted
13 from scipy.io import loadmat
14 import matplotlib as mpl
15 from pathlib import Path
16 from scipy import stats
17 import nibabel as nib
18 import numpy as np
19 import pydicom
20 import h5py
21 import os
22

23

24 # Setting som plotting standards:
25 #--------------------------------
26 font = {'weight' : 'normal', 'size' : 18}
27 mpl.rc('font', **font)
28

29

30 # Defining functions/classes used in the code:
31 #---------------------------------------------
32 # Function to import Nifti data into Pixel array:
33 def NIfTI_Import(Path, filename):
34

35 # Setting the path to the NIfTI file;
36 nii = os.path.join(Path, filename)
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37 # Loading and getting the pixel data for the NIfTI file;
38 ArrayNIfTI = nib.load(nii).get_fdata()
39

40 return ArrayNIfTI
41

42

43 # Function to collect all dcm files from a folder into lstFilesDCM:
44 def DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path):
45

46 # Create an empty list to collect all .dcm files into it;
47 lstFilesDCM = []
48

49 # Loop to traverse the directory & collect all dcm files into lstFilesDCM;
50 for dirName, subdirList, fileList in os.walk(DCM_Path):
51 # Sorting the fileList;
52 #fileList.sort()
53 fileList = natsorted(fileList)
54 for filename in fileList:
55 # Check whether the file's DICOM;
56 if ".dcm" in filename.lower():
57 # Storing files in list;
58 lstFilesDCM.append(os.path.join(dirName,filename))
59

60 return lstFilesDCM
61

62

63 # Function to import raw DICOM data into an Pixel array:
64 def DCM_Import(DCM_Path):
65

66 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
67 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path)
68

69 # Reference to extract metadata:
70 # Get refference file (first slice);
71 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
72

73 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
74 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
75

76 # Storring the raw DICOM data:
77 # Creating an array size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
78 ArrayDicom = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
79

80 # Creating array to store the Rescale Slope & Rescale Intercept for all slices;
81 RescaleSlope = np.ones(len(lstFilesDCM))
82 RescaleIntercept = np.zeros(len(lstFilesDCM))
83

84 # Loop through all the DICOM files;
85 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
86

87 # Read the file;
88 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
89

90 # Storing raw data;
91 ArrayDicom[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.pixel_array
92

93 # Correcting for Rescale tags if they exist;
94 if ("RescaleIntercept" in ds) == True:
95

96 RescaleSlope[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleSlope
97 RescaleIntercept[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleIntercept
98

99 # Correcting for the rescale tags;
100 ArrayDicom = ArrayDicom * RescaleSlope + RescaleIntercept
101

102 return ArrayDicom
103
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104

105 # Class to plot and scroll trough the slices using key_press_event:
106 class IndexTracker:
107

108 # Initial definitions for plot;
109 def __init__(self, fig, ax, ind, X, alpha, cmap, title):
110

111 self.fig = fig
112 self.ind = ind
113 self.cmap = cmap
114 self.alpha = alpha
115 self.ax = ax
116 self.X = X
117 rows, cols, self.slices = X.shape
118

119 self.im = ax.imshow(self.X[:, :, self.ind], alpha=self.alpha,
120 cmap=self.cmap)
121 self.ax.set_title(title)
122 self.ax.axis('off')
123 self.update()
124

125 # Key definition for navigation of slices;
126 def on_key(self, event):
127

128 if event.key == 'up':
129 self.ind = (self.ind + 1) % self.slices
130 elif event.key == 'down':
131 self.ind = (self.ind - 1) % self.slices
132 self.update()
133

134 # Function to update plot;
135 def update(self):
136

137 self.im.set_data(self.X[:, :, self.ind])
138 self.fig.suptitle('Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' of baseline DESS scan with')
139 self.im.axes.figure.canvas.draw()
140

141

142 # Function to find the first slice of the segmentation that is not 0:
143 def FirstSlice_Segment(Segment):
144

145 # Defining the size of the Segment array;
146 rows, cols, slices = Segment.shape
147

148 # Defining the initial index,if there is no segmentation this will be used;
149 Slice_index = 0
150

151 # Loop to find the 1st slice which has the segmentation;
152 for i in range(slices):
153 if np.nansum(Segment[:,:,i]) != 0:
154 Slice_index = i
155 break
156

157 return Slice_index
158

159

160 # Function to get Region ROI dataset from Mat-file:
161 def Region_ROI(path):
162

163 # Getting the ROI dataset from the .mat file;
164 ROI_WrongShape = file[path][()]
165

166 # Array to store the ROI in correct shape;
167 ROI = np.zeros((256,256,89),dtype=int)
168

169 # Reshapping ROI from (89x256x256) to (256x256x89) & rotating & flipping;
170 for i in range(89):
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171

172 # Rotating the array 90 degrees & flipping;
173 ROI[:,:,i] = np.fliplr(np.rot90(ROI_WrongShape[i,:,:], k=1, axes=(1,0)))
174

175 return ROI
176

177

178 # Function to write the Region ROI Mask into coppied DICOM files:
179 def WritingDCM_ROIMask(ROI_Path, ROI_Mask, Region):
180

181 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
182 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(ROI_Path)
183

184 # Get refference file (first slice);
185 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
186

187 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
188 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
189

190 # Creating an array to store dcm data size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
191 Region_ROI = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
192

193 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-write to files again;
194 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
195

196 # Read the dcm file;
197 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
198

199 # Modifying some of the tags from the coppied dcm file:
200 if Region == 'Troclea':
201

202 ds.SeriesDescription = Region + ' Region mask'
203 ds.SeriesNumber = ds.SeriesNumber + 5
204

205 elif Region == 'Central':
206

207 ds.SeriesDescription = Region + ' Region mask'
208 ds.SeriesNumber = ds.SeriesNumber + 6
209

210 elif Region == 'Posterior':
211

212 ds.SeriesDescription = Region + ' Region mask'
213 ds.SeriesNumber = ds.SeriesNumber + 7
214

215 ds.RescaleSlope = ds.RescaleSlope/ds.RescaleSlope #makes it 1 in the right format
216 ds.RescaleIntercept = ds.RescaleIntercept - ds.RescaleIntercept;
217

218 # Storing the Region ROI Mask;
219 Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ROI_Mask[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)]
220

221 # Writing the ROI_Region Mask into the files;
222 ds.PixelData = Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
223

224 # Saving the files;
225 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
226

227

228 # Function to correct Region ROI values and save to DCM files:
229 def CorrectingDCM_ROIMask(ROI_Path, ROI_Mask, Region):
230

231 # If loop to choose the Regions Value;
232 if Region == 'Troclea':
233

234 Medial_value = 1
235 Lateral_value = 2
236

237 elif Region == 'Central':
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238

239 Medial_value = 3
240 Lateral_value = 4
241

242 elif Region == 'Posterior':
243

244 Medial_value = 5
245 Lateral_value = 6
246

247 # Correcting the resampled ROI Masks values;
248 for s in range(ROI_Mask.shape[2]):
249 for x in range(ROI_Mask.shape[1]):
250 for y in range(ROI_Mask.shape[0]):
251

252 if ROI_Mask[x,y,s] > 1:
253

254 ROI_Mask[x,y,s] = Lateral_value
255

256 elif ROI_Mask[x,y,s] == 1:
257

258 ROI_Mask[x,y,s] = Medial_value
259

260 else:
261

262 ROI_Mask[x,y,s] = 0
263

264

265 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
266 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(ROI_Path)
267

268 # Get refference file (first slice);
269 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
270

271 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
272 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
273

274 # Creating an array to store dcm data size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
275 Region_ROI = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
276

277 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-write to files again;
278 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
279

280 # Read the file;
281 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
282

283 # Modifying the Rescale tags in the dcm file:
284 ds.RescaleSlope = ds.RescaleSlope/ds.RescaleSlope #makes it 1 in the right format
285 ds.RescaleIntercept = ds.RescaleIntercept - ds.RescaleIntercept;
286

287 # Storing the Region ROI Mask;
288 Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ROI_Mask[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)]
289

290 # Writing the ROI_Region Mask into the files;
291 ds.PixelData = Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
292

293 # Saving the files;
294 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
295

296

297 # Function to Combine the ROI Mask into coppied TRMask DICOM files:
298 def Combining_ROIMask(ROIMask_Path, CRMask_Path, PRMask_Path):
299

300 # Importing ROI_Mask with the TR Mask;
301 ROI_Mask = DCM_Import(ROIMask_Path)
302

303 # Importing ROI_Mask with the TR Mask;
304 CR_Mask = DCM_Import(CRMask_Path)
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305

306 # Importing ROI_Mask with the TR Mask;
307 PR_Mask = DCM_Import(PRMask_Path)
308

309 # Combining the 3 resampled ROI Masks;
310 for s in range(ROI_Mask.shape[2]):
311 for x in range(ROI_Mask.shape[1]):
312 for y in range(ROI_Mask.shape[0]):
313

314 if ROI_Mask[x,y,s] == 0:
315

316 ROI_Mask[x,y,s] = CR_Mask[x,y,s]
317

318 if ROI_Mask[x,y,s] == 0:
319

320 ROI_Mask[x,y,s] = PR_Mask[x,y,s]
321

322

323 # Collecting all dcm files from the ROI_Mask folder into a list;
324 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(ROIMask_Path)
325

326 # Get refference file (first slice);
327 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
328

329 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
330 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
331

332 # Creating an array to store dcm data size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
333 Region_ROI = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
334

335 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-write to files again;
336 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
337

338 # Read the dcm file;
339 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
340

341 # Modifying the Rescale tags in the dcm file:
342 ds.RescaleSlope = ds.RescaleSlope/ds.RescaleSlope #makes it 1 in the right format
343 ds.RescaleIntercept = ds.RescaleIntercept - ds.RescaleIntercept;
344

345 # Storing the Region ROI Mask;
346 Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ROI_Mask[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)]
347

348 # Writing the ROI_Region Mask into the files;
349 ds.PixelData = Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
350

351 # Saving the files;
352 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
353

354

355 # Function to Optimize ROI Mask and save to DCM files:
356 def Optimizing_ROIMask(ROI_Path, ROI_Mask, fc):
357

358 # Looping through slices to optimize Lateral Regions;
359 for s in range(ROI_Mask.shape[2]):
360

361 # Array to stor col. indices of Lateral Regions;
362 TL_col = []
363 CL_col = []
364 PL_col = []
365

366 # Indices for Lateral Regions in slice s;
367 _, TL_col = np.where(ROI_Mask[:,:,s] == 2)
368 _, CL_col = np.where(ROI_Mask[:,:,s] == 4)
369 _, PL_col = np.where(ROI_Mask[:,:,s] == 6)
370

371 # Setting all the columns to the region values;
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372 if TL_col.size:
373 ROI_Mask[:,(TL_col.min()-1):(TL_col.max()+1),s] = 2
374 if CL_col.size:
375 ROI_Mask[:,(CL_col.min()-1):(CL_col.max()+1),s] = 4
376 if PL_col.size:
377 ROI_Mask[:,(PL_col.min()-1):(PL_col.max()+1),s] = 6
378

379

380 # Looping through slices to optimize Medial Regions;
381 for s in range(ROI_Mask.shape[2]):
382

383 # Array to stor col. indices of Medial Regions;
384 TM_col = []
385 CM_col = []
386 PM_col = []
387

388 # Indices for Medial Regions in slice s;
389 _, TM_col = np.where(ROI_Mask[:,:,s] == 1)
390 _, CM_col = np.where(ROI_Mask[:,:,s] == 3)
391 _, PM_col = np.where(ROI_Mask[:,:,s] == 5)
392

393 # Setting all the columns to the region values;
394 if TM_col.size:
395 ROI_Mask[:,(TM_col.min()-1):(TM_col.max()+1),s] = 1
396 if CM_col.size:
397 ROI_Mask[:,(CM_col.min()-1):(CM_col.max()+1),s] = 3
398 if PM_col.size:
399 ROI_Mask[:,(PM_col.min()-1):(PM_col.max()+1),s] = 5
400

401

402 # Sorting out only the fc segmentation - Optimization;
403 ROI_Mask[fc < 1] = 0
404

405

406 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
407 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(ROI_Path)
408

409 # Get refference file (first slice);
410 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
411

412 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
413 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
414

415 # Creating an array to store dcm data size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
416 Region_ROI = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
417

418 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-write to files again;
419 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
420

421 # Read the file;
422 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
423

424 # Modifying the Rescale tags in the dcm file:
425 ds.RescaleSlope = ds.RescaleSlope/ds.RescaleSlope #makes it 1 in the right format
426 ds.RescaleIntercept = ds.RescaleIntercept - ds.RescaleIntercept;
427

428 # Storing the Region ROI Mask;
429 Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ROI_Mask[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)]
430

431 # Writing the ROI_Region Mask into the files;
432 ds.PixelData = Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
433

434 # Saving the files;
435 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
436

437

438 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
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439 # Defining Subject folder
440 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
441

442

443 # Defining the subject folder (Patient-folder):
444 #----------------------------------------------
445 NaF = 'NaF_sub'
446 subject = '02A'
447 Patient_folder = NaF + subject
448

449

450 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
451 # Importing ROIs from Matlab file
452 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
453

454

455 # Defining the region:
456 # ---------------------
457 # Troclea;
458 Region = 'Troclea'
459

460 # # Central;
461 # Region = 'Central'
462

463 # # Posterior;
464 # Region = 'Posterior'
465

466

467 # Loading .mat file with ROIS:
468 #-----------------------------
469 # Reading the file;
470 file = h5py.File(Patient_folder + '/TAC_' + subject[0:2] + 'TAC_data.mat','r')
471

472

473 # Importing the ROIs from MatLab data file into Python Numpy array:
474 #------------------------------------------------------------------
475 # If loop to choose which region that will be Imported from the mat.file;
476 if Region == 'Troclea':
477

478 # Regions in right leg;
479 Right_Medial = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
480 '_right_femurTroclea_medial') * 1
481 Right_Lateral = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
482 '_right_femurTroclea_lateral') * 34464
483 # Regions in left leg;
484 Left_Medial = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
485 '_left_femurTroclea_medial') * 1
486 Left_Lateral = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
487 '_left_femurTroclea_lateral') * 34464
488

489 elif Region == 'Central':
490

491 # Regions in right leg;
492 Right_Medial = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
493 '_right_femurcentral_medial')*1
494 Right_Lateral = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
495 '_right_femurcentral_lateral')*34464
496

497 # Regions in left leg;
498 Left_Medial = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
499 '_left_femurcentral_medial')*1
500 Left_Lateral = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
501 '_left_femurcentral_lateral')*34464
502

503 elif Region == 'Posterior':
504

505 # Regions in right leg;
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506 Right_Medial = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
507 '_right_femurposterior_medial')*1
508 Right_Lateral = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
509 '_right_femurposterior_lateral')*34464
510

511 # Regions in left leg;
512 Left_Medial = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
513 '_left_femurposterior_medial')*1
514 Left_Lateral = Region_ROI('results/ROIS/' + subject[-1] +
515 '_left_femurposterior_lateral')*34464
516

517

518 # Combining medial & lateral region with dif. values in one array;
519 # Regions in right leg;
520 ROI_right = Right_Medial + Right_Lateral
521

522 # Regions in left leg;
523 ROI_left = Left_Medial + Left_Lateral
524

525 # Both leg
526 ROI_both = ROI_right + ROI_left
527

528 # First slice of Region ROI:
529 ROI_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(ROI_both)
530

531

532 # Displaying ROI:
533 #----------------
534 # Plotting ROI imported from MatLab:
535 fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
536

537 track1 = IndexTracker(fig, ax, ROI_ind, ROI_both, 1, 'jet',
538 Region + ' Region ROI imported from mat-file')
539

540 fig.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1.on_key)
541

542 plt.show()
543

544

545 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
546 # Writting ROIs to DICOM files and Displaying
547 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
548

549

550 # Write Region ROI Mask imported form MatLab to DICOM file:
551 #----------------------------------------------------------
552 # Path to folder with the coppied DCM files to write the Region ROI Mask onto;
553 if Region == 'Troclea':
554

555 RegionROI_Path = Patient_folder + '/' + Region + 'Region_ROI/'
556

557 elif Region == 'Central':
558

559 RegionROI_Path = Patient_folder + '/' + Region + 'Region_ROI/'
560

561 elif Region == 'Posterior':
562

563 RegionROI_Path = Patient_folder + '/' + Region + 'Region_ROI/'
564

565

566 # #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
567 # #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
568

569 # # Writting the Region ROI Mask to the coppied DICOM files;
570 # WritingDCM_ROIMask(RegionROI_Path, ROI_both, Region)
571

572 # #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
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573 # #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
574

575

576 # Importing DCM files from Region_ROI folder;
577 RegionROI = np.float64(DCM_Import(RegionROI_Path))
578

579 # The first slice with imported ROI Mask;
580 RegionROI_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(RegionROI)
581

582

583 # Displaying ROI:
584 #----------------
585 # Plotting DICOM files from Region_ROI folder:
586 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
587

588 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, RegionROI_ind, RegionROI, 1, 'jet',
589 'DCM files from ' + Region + 'Region_ROI folder displayed')
590

591 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
592

593 plt.show()
594

595

596 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
597 # Correcting the Resampled ROI values
598 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
599

600

601 # Defining the region:
602 #---------------------
603 # Troclea;
604 Region = 'Troclea'
605

606 # # Central;
607 # Region = 'Central'
608

609 # # Posterior;
610 # Region = 'Posterior'
611

612

613 # Importing the E1 DESS scan for both Knees:
614 #-------------------------------------------
615 DESS_DCM = DCM_Import(Patient_folder + '/DESSLow/')
616

617 # Dividing into not Diffused (Echo1) and Diffused (Echo2) Array;
618 # Sizes of the imported DESS images;
619 Rows, Cols, Slices = DESS_DCM.shape
620 # Array to store the DESS scans without difussion (Echo 1);
621 E1_DCM = np.zeros((Rows, Cols, int(Slices/2)))
622

623 # Echo1, The odd no. images/slices [I0001.dcm,I0003.dcm,I0005.dcm,...]:
624 # Intialising index for divided array;
625 idx_1 = 0
626 for i in range(Slices):
627 # Even no. in file list (incl. 0) will be stored in not diffused array;
628 if (i % 2) == 0: # Even numbers in file list are odd no. images
629 E1_DCM[:, :, idx_1] = DESS_DCM[:, :, i]
630 idx_1 += 1
631

632

633 # Importing the resampled Region ROI Mask:
634 #-----------------------------------------
635 # Path to folder with resampled DCM files of Region ROI Mask;
636 if Region == 'Troclea':
637

638 ResampledROI_Path = Patient_folder + '/' + Region[0] + 'RMask2DESS_' + subject[1:3] + '/'
639
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640 elif Region == 'Central':
641

642 ResampledROI_Path = Patient_folder + '/' + Region[0] + 'RMask2DESS_' + subject[1:3] + '/'
643

644 elif Region == 'Posterior':
645

646 ResampledROI_Path = Patient_folder + '/' + Region[0] + 'RMask2DESS_' + subject[1:3] + '/'
647

648

649 # Importing resampled Region ROI Mask;
650 RMask = DCM_Import(ResampledROI_Path)
651

652 # The first slice with ROI Mask;
653 RMask_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(RMask)
654

655

656 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
657 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
658

659 # Correcting the ROI values and saving to the resampeled dcm files:
660 CorrectingDCM_ROIMask(ResampledROI_Path, RMask, Region)
661

662 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
663 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
664

665

666 # Plotting Resampled ROI mask on top of DESS E1:
667 fig2, ax2 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
668

669 track2_2 = IndexTracker(fig2, ax2, RMask_ind, E1_DCM, 1, 'gray',
670 'Resampled ' + Region + ' Region ROI Mask on top of DESS E1')
671 track2_1 = IndexTracker(fig2, ax2, RMask_ind, RMask, 0.4, 'jet',
672 'Resampled ' + Region + ' Region ROI Mask on top of DESS E1')
673

674 fig2.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track2_1.on_key)
675 fig2.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track2_2.on_key)
676

677 plt.show()
678

679

680 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
681 # Combing the 3 Regions to 1 ROI Mask
682 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
683

684

685 # Importing the E1 DESS scan for both Knees:
686 #-------------------------------------------
687 DESS_DCM = DCM_Import(Patient_folder + '/DESSLow/')
688

689 # Dividing into not Diffused (Echo1) and Diffused (Echo2) Array;
690 # Sizes of the imported DESS images;
691 Rows, Cols, Slices = DESS_DCM.shape
692 # Array to store the DESS scans without difussion (Echo 1);
693 E1_DCM = np.zeros((Rows, Cols, int(Slices/2)))
694

695 # Echo1, The odd no. images/slices [I0001.dcm,I0003.dcm,I0005.dcm,...]:
696 # Intialising index for divided array;
697 idx_1 = 0
698 for i in range(Slices):
699 # Even no. in file list (incl. 0) will be stored in not diffused array;
700 if (i % 2) == 0: # Even numbers in file list are odd no. images
701 E1_DCM[:, :, idx_1] = DESS_DCM[:, :, i]
702 idx_1 += 1
703

704

705 # Combining the 3 Region Masks to 1 ROI Mask:
706 #--------------------------------------------
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707 # Path to folder with ROI Mask (TRMask);
708 ROIMask_Path = Patient_folder + '/ROI_Mask/'
709

710 # Path to folder with ROI Mask (TRMask);
711 CRMask_Path = Patient_folder + '/CRMask2DESS_' + subject[1:3] + '/'
712

713 # Path to folder with ROI Mask (TRMask);
714 PRMask_Path = Patient_folder + '/PRMask2DESS_' + subject[1:3] + '/'
715

716

717 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
718 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
719

720 # Combining the 3 Region Masks to 1 ROI Mask and saving to the dcm files:
721 Combining_ROIMask(ROIMask_Path, CRMask_Path, PRMask_Path)
722

723 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
724 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
725

726

727 # Importing ROI Mask;
728 ROI_Mask = DCM_Import(ROIMask_Path)
729

730 # The first slice with ROI Mask;
731 ROIMask_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(ROI_Mask)
732

733 # Plotting Combined ROI mask on top of DESS E1:
734 fig3, ax3 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
735

736 track3_2 = IndexTracker(fig3, ax3, ROIMask_ind, E1_DCM, 1, 'gray',
737 'Combined ROI Mask on top of DESS E1')
738 track3_1 = IndexTracker(fig3, ax3, ROIMask_ind, ROI_Mask, 0.4, 'jet',
739 'Combined ROI Mask on top of DESS E1')
740

741 fig3.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track3_1.on_key)
742 fig3.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track3_2.on_key)
743

744 plt.show()
745

746

747 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
748 # Final Optimization of ROI Mask
749 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
750

751

752 # # Defining the subject folder (Patient-folder):
753 # #----------------------------------------------
754 # NaF = 'NaF_sub'
755 # subject = '13A'
756 # Patient_folder = NaF + subject
757

758

759 # Importing the E1 DESS scan for both Knees:
760 #-------------------------------------------
761 DESS_DCM = DCM_Import(Patient_folder + '/DESSLow_Correct/')
762

763 # Dividing into not Diffused (Echo1) and Diffused (Echo2) Array;
764 # Sizes of the imported DESS images;
765 Rows, Cols, Slices = DESS_DCM.shape
766 # Array to store the DESS scans without difussion (Echo 1);
767 E1_DCM = np.zeros((Rows, Cols, int(Slices/2)))
768

769 # Echo1, The odd no. images/slices [I0001.dcm,I0003.dcm,I0005.dcm,...]:
770 # Intialising index for divided array;
771 idx_1 = 0
772 for i in range(Slices):
773 # Even no. in file list (incl. 0) will be stored in not diffused array;
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774 if (i % 2) == 0: # Even numbers in file list are odd no. images
775 E1_DCM[:, :, idx_1] = DESS_DCM[:, :, i]
776 idx_1 += 1
777

778

779 # Importing the ROI Mask:
780 #------------------------
781 # Path to folder with ROI Mask (TRMask);
782 ROIMask_Path = Patient_folder + '/ROI_Mask/'
783

784 # Importing ROI Mask;
785 ROI_Mask = DCM_Import(ROIMask_Path)
786

787 # The first slice with ROI Mask;
788 ROIMask_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(ROI_Mask)
789

790

791 # Importing the Segmentations (NIfTI-data):
792 #------------------------------------------
793 # Importing the segmentation (NIfTI-data);
794 fc_K1 = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folder + '/DOSMAKnee1/fc', 'fc.nii.gz')
795 fc_K2 = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folder + '/DOSMAKnee2/fc', 'fc.nii.gz')
796

797 # Combining the fc for knee1 and knee2 to whole fc;
798 fc = np.zeros((ROI_Mask.shape[0],ROI_Mask.shape[1],ROI_Mask.shape[2]))
799

800 fc[:,:,0:fc_K1.shape[2]] = fc_K1
801 fc[:,:,fc_K1.shape[2]:ROI_Mask.shape[2]] = fc_K2
802

803

804 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
805 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
806

807 # Optimizing the ROI Mask and saving to the dcm files:
808 Optimizing_ROIMask(ROIMask_Path, ROI_Mask, fc)
809

810 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
811 #-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#-*-#
812

813

814 # The first slice with ROI Mask after Optimization;
815 ROIMask_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(ROI_Mask)
816

817 # Defining zero in segmentation as nan;
818 ROI_Mask[ROI_Mask == 0] = np.nan
819

820

821

822 # Plotting ROI mask on top of DESS E1:
823 #-------------------------------------
824 fig4, ax4 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
825

826 track4_2 = IndexTracker(fig4, ax4, ROIMask_ind+4, E1_DCM, 1, 'gray',
827 'femoral cartilage region mask')
828 track4_1 = IndexTracker(fig4, ax4, ROIMask_ind+4, ROI_Mask, 0.4, 'jet',
829 'femoral cartilage region mask')
830

831 fig4.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track4_1.on_key)
832 fig4.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track4_2.on_key)
833

834 plt.show()
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8 # Importing necersary packages:
9 #------------------------------

10 from scipy.ndimage.morphology import binary_dilation, binary_erosion
11 from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
13 from natsort import natsorted
14 import matplotlib as mpl
15 from pathlib import Path
16 from scipy import stats
17 import nibabel as nib
18 import numpy as np
19 import pydicom
20 import os
21

22

23 # Setting som plotting standards:
24 #--------------------------------
25 font = {'weight' : 'normal', 'size' : 14}
26 mpl.rc('font', **font)
27

28

29 # Defining functions/classes used in the code:
30 #---------------------------------------------
31 # Function to import Nifti data into Pixel array:
32 def NIfTI_Import(Path, filename):
33

34 # Setting the path to the NIfTI file;
35 nii = os.path.join(Path, filename)
36 # Loading and getting the pixel data for the NIfTI file;
37 ArrayNIfTI = nib.load(nii).get_fdata()
38

39 return ArrayNIfTI
40

41

42 # Function to collect all dcm files from a folder into lstFilesDCM:
43 def DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path):
44

45 # Create an empty list to collect all .dcm files into it;
46 lstFilesDCM = []
47

48 # Loop to traverse the directory & collect all dcm files into lstFilesDCM;
49 for dirName, subdirList, fileList in os.walk(DCM_Path):
50 # Sorting the fileList;
51 #fileList.sort()
52 fileList = natsorted(fileList)
53 for filename in fileList:
54 # Check whether the file's DICOM;
55 if ".dcm" in filename.lower():
56 # Storing files in list;
57 lstFilesDCM.append(os.path.join(dirName,filename))
58

59 return lstFilesDCM
60

61

62 # Function to import raw DICOM data into an Pixel array:
63 def DCM_Import(DCM_Path):
64

65 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
66 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path)
67

68 # Reference to extract metadata:
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69 # Get refference file (first slice);
70 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
71

72 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
73 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
74

75 # Storring the raw DICOM data:
76 # Creating an array size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
77 ArrayDicom = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
78

79 # Creating array to store the Rescale Slope & Rescale Intercept for all slices;
80 RescaleSlope = np.ones(len(lstFilesDCM))
81 RescaleIntercept = np.zeros(len(lstFilesDCM))
82

83 # Loop through all the DICOM files;
84 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
85

86 # Read the file;
87 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
88

89 # Storing raw data;
90 ArrayDicom[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.pixel_array
91

92 # Correcting for Rescale tags if they exist;
93 if ("RescaleIntercept" in ds) == True:
94

95 RescaleSlope[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleSlope
96 RescaleIntercept[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleIntercept
97

98 # Correcting for the rescale tags;
99 ArrayDicom = ArrayDicom * RescaleSlope + RescaleIntercept

100

101 return ArrayDicom
102

103

104 # Class to plot and scroll trough the slices using key_press_event:
105 class IndexTracker:
106

107 # Initial definitions for plot;
108 def __init__(self, fig, ax, ind, X, alpha, cmap, title, subject):
109

110 self.fig = fig
111 self.ind = ind
112 self.cmap = cmap
113 self.subject = subject
114 self.alpha = alpha
115 self.ax = ax
116 self.X = X
117 rows, cols, self.slices = X.shape
118

119 self.im = ax.imshow(self.X[:, :, self.ind],
120 alpha=self.alpha, cmap=self.cmap)
121 self.ax.set_title(title)
122 self.ax.axis('off')
123 self.update()
124

125 # Key definition for navigation of slices;
126 def on_key(self, event):
127

128 if event.key == 'up':
129 self.ind = (self.ind + 1) % self.slices
130 elif event.key == 'down':
131 self.ind = (self.ind - 1) % self.slices
132 self.update()
133

134 # Function to update plot;
135 def update(self):
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136

137 self.im.set_data(self.X[:, :, self.ind])
138 self.fig.suptitle('Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' of baseline DESS scan with')
139 # self.fig.suptitle('Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' for subject ' +
140 # self.subject + ' ' + knee)
141 self.im.axes.figure.canvas.draw()
142

143

144 # Function to find the first slice of the segmentation that is not 0:
145 def FirstSlice_Segment(Segment):
146

147 # Defining the size of the Segment array;
148 rows, cols, slices = Segment.shape
149

150 # Defining the initial index,if there is no segmentation this will be used;
151 Slice_index = 0
152

153 # Loop to find the 1st slice which has the segmentation;
154 for i in range(slices):
155 if np.nansum(Segment[:,:,i]) != 0:
156 Slice_index = i
157 break
158

159 return Slice_index
160

161

162 # Function to find the adjacent subchondral bone voxel to femoral cartilage:
163 def BoneCartilageVoxel(fc,r,CMask,T2fc,PET,RMask):
164

165 # fc mask used to search;
166 fc_search = binary_erosion(fc).astype(fc.dtype)
167

168 # fc mask used to define where not to assign adjacent bone voxel;
169 bone_not = binary_dilation(fc).astype(fc.dtype)
170

171 # Array to store the adjacent bone and cartilage mask for display;
172 fc_adj = np.zeros(fc.shape)
173

174 # Array to store centrum/mean point of segmentation;
175 mean_fc = np.zeros((fc.shape[2],2), dtype = int)
176

177 # The radius of the voxel around the fc that will be checked;
178 radius = r
179

180 # Array to store the T2 and Naf Values for cartilage-bone voxel;
181 # For the whole Femur Cartilage;
182 T2 = []
183 Naf = []
184

185 # For different Regions of the fermur cartilage;
186 T2_TM = [] # Troclea_Medial
187 T2_TL = [] # Troclea_Lateral
188 Naf_TM = [] # Troclea_Medial
189 Naf_TL = [] # Troclea_Lateral
190

191 T2_CM = [] # Central_Medial
192 T2_CL = [] # Central_Lateral
193 Naf_CM = [] # Central_Medial
194 Naf_CL = [] # Central_Lateral
195

196 T2_PM = [] # Posterior_Medial
197 T2_PL = [] # Posterior_Lateral
198 Naf_PM = [] # Posterior_Medial
199 Naf_PL = [] # Posterior_Lateral
200

201

202 # Looping through slices;
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203 for s in range(fc.shape[2]):
204

205 # Index counter for the array that stores the fc & bone voxel;
206 voxel = 0
207

208 # Arrays to store index of fc segmentations - fc row and col;
209 fc_row = []
210 fc_col = []
211

212 # Index for fc segmentation in slice s:
213 fc_row, fc_col = np.where(fc[:,:,s] > 0)
214

215 # Mean point for the fc segmentation on each slice;
216 if fc_row.size:
217

218 # Midt point of min & max in both row and col;
219 mean_fc[s,0] = int((fc_row.max()- fc_row.min())/2 + fc_row.min())
220 mean_fc[s,1] = int((fc_col.max()- fc_col.min())/2 + fc_col.min())
221

222

223 # Arrays to store index of serch fc segmentations;
224 search_row = []
225 search_col = []
226

227 # Index for search fc segmentation in slice s:
228 search_row, search_col = np.where(fc_search[:,:,s] > 0)
229

230

231 # Looping through every fc voxel in slice s to find adjacent bone voxel;
232 for i in range(len(search_row)):
233

234 # Array with the row and col indices of neighbouring voxel;
235 row_nb = np.arange(search_row[i] - radius, search_row[i] + 1)
236 col_nb = np.arange(search_col[i] - radius, search_col[i] + (radius+1))
237

238 # Defining the threshold (radius) for the adjacent bone voxel search;
239 # The distance between the fc_mean point and the current fc voxel ;
240 Threshold = np.sqrt( (mean_fc[s,0] - search_row[i])**2 +
241 (mean_fc[s,1] - search_col[i])**2 )
242

243 # Array to store the indices of the neighbouring voxel;
244 Nb_voxel = np.zeros((len(row_nb)*len(col_nb),2),dtype=int)
245

246 # Array with the distance from the neighbour voxel to the fc_mean point;
247 Distance = np.zeros(Nb_voxel.shape[0])
248

249 #Counter for index in Neighbour_voxel;
250 v = 0
251

252 # Looping through row_nb;
253 for x in range(len(row_nb)):
254 # Looping through col_nb;
255 for y in range(len(col_nb)):
256

257 # Storing the indices of the neighbouring voxel in an array;
258 Nb_voxel[v,0] = row_nb[x]
259 Nb_voxel[v,1] = col_nb[y]
260

261 v += 1
262

263 # Computing the distance for each neighbour to the fc mean point;
264 for d in range(len(Distance)):
265

266 Distance[d] = np.sqrt( (mean_fc[s,0] - Nb_voxel[d,0])**2 +
267 (mean_fc[s,1] - Nb_voxel[d,1])**2 )
268

269 # Finding adjacent bone voxel for the current fc segment;
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270 for d in range(len(Distance)):
271 if Distance[d]<Threshold and bone_not[Nb_voxel[d,0],Nb_voxel[d,1],s]!=1:
272 if CMask[Nb_voxel[d,0],Nb_voxel[d,1],s] == 1:
273

274 # "Drawing" the fc voxel and adjacent bone voxel;
275 fc_adj[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] = 1 #Cartilage
276 fc_adj[Nb_voxel[d,0],Nb_voxel[d,1],s] = 2 #Bone
277

278 # Cartilage T2 value and the adjacent bone voxels Naf Uptake;
279 if T2fc[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] != 0:
280

281 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
282 # For the whole femur cartilage
283 T2.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s])
284 Naf.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
285

286 # Cartilage T2 value and Naf for regions of fc;
287 if RMask[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] == 1:
288

289 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
290 T2_TM.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s]) # Troclea_Medial
291 Naf_TM.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
292

293 elif RMask[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] == 2:
294

295 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
296 T2_TL.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s]) # Troclea_Lateral
297 Naf_TL.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
298

299 elif RMask[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] == 3:
300

301 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
302 T2_CM.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s]) # Central_Medial
303 Naf_CM.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
304

305 elif RMask[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] == 4:
306

307 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
308 T2_CL.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s]) # Central_Lateral
309 Naf_CL.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
310

311 elif RMask[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] == 5:
312

313 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
314 T2_PM.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s]) # Posterior_Medial
315 Naf_PM.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
316

317 elif RMask[search_row[i],search_col[i],s] == 6:
318

319 # Storing T2 and corresponding NaF values in array;
320 T2_PL.append(T2fc[search_row[i], search_col[i],s]) # Posterior_Lateral
321 Naf_PL.append(PET[Nb_voxel[d,0], Nb_voxel[d,1],s])
322

323

324 # List of T2 and NaF values converted into one numpy array (T2Naf);
325 # For whole femur cartilage
326 T2Naf = np.zeros((len(T2),2))
327 T2Naf[:,0] = np.array(T2)
328 T2Naf[:,1] = np.array(Naf)
329

330 # For femur Troclea medial
331 T2Naf_TM = np.zeros((len(T2_TM),2))
332 T2Naf_TM[:,0] = np.array(T2_TM)
333 T2Naf_TM[:,1] = np.array(Naf_TM)
334

335 # For femur Troclea lateral
336 T2Naf_TL = np.zeros((len(T2_TL),2))
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337 T2Naf_TL[:,0] = np.array(T2_TL)
338 T2Naf_TL[:,1] = np.array(Naf_TL)
339

340 # For femur Central medial
341 T2Naf_CM = np.zeros((len(T2_CM),2))
342 T2Naf_CM[:,0] = np.array(T2_CM)
343 T2Naf_CM[:,1] = np.array(Naf_CM)
344

345 # For femur Troclea lateral
346 T2Naf_CL = np.zeros((len(T2_CL),2))
347 T2Naf_CL[:,0] = np.array(T2_CL)
348 T2Naf_CL[:,1] = np.array(Naf_CL)
349

350 # For femur Posterior medial
351 T2Naf_PM = np.zeros((len(T2_PM),2))
352 T2Naf_PM[:,0] = np.array(T2_PM)
353 T2Naf_PM[:,1] = np.array(Naf_PM)
354

355 # For femur Posterior lateral
356 T2Naf_PL = np.zeros((len(T2_PL),2))
357 T2Naf_PL[:,0] = np.array(T2_PL)
358 T2Naf_PL[:,1] = np.array(Naf_PL)
359

360 return fc_adj,T2Naf,T2Naf_TM,T2Naf_TL,T2Naf_CM,T2Naf_CL,T2Naf_PM,T2Naf_PL
361

362

363 # Function to bin af set of data and get binned mean:
364 def BinnedData(nbins,x_data,y_data):
365

366 # Computing binned mean;
367 bin_means,bin_edges,_ = stats.binned_statistic(x_data,y_data,
368 statistic='mean',bins=nbins)
369

370 # Computing binned std;
371 bin_std,_,_ = stats.binned_statistic(x_data,y_data,statistic='std',
372 bins=nbins)
373

374 # x bins;
375 bin_x = (bin_edges[1:] + bin_edges[:-1])/2
376

377 return bin_x,bin_means,bin_std
378

379

380 # Function to make a linear fit for a set of data:
381 def LinearFit(x_data,y_data):
382

383 # Data to fit - raw data;
384 x = x_data.reshape((-1, 1))
385 y = y_data
386

387 # Fitting the linear model to the data;
388 model = LinearRegression().fit(x,y)
389

390 # The coefficient of determination (Rˆ2)
391 R2 = model.score(x,y)
392

393 # The slope and intercept of the linear regression;
394 b0 = model.intercept_
395 b1 = model.coef_[0]
396

397 # Predict response;
398 y_pred = model.predict(x)
399

400 return x,y_pred,b0,b1,R2
401

402

403 # Function to Import registered images and reshaping:
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404 def Importing_RegisteredImage(path, filename):
405

406 # Importing the registered image;
407 Reg_WrongShape = NIfTI_Import(path,filename)
408

409 # Array to store the ROI in correct shape;
410 Reg = np.zeros((512,512,Reg_WrongShape.shape[0]),dtype=int)
411

412 # Reshapping Reg from (220x512x512) to (512x512x220) & rotating & flipping;
413 for i in range(Reg_WrongShape.shape[0]):
414

415 # Rotating the array 90 degrees & flipping;
416 Reg[:,:,i] = np.fliplr(np.rot90(Reg_WrongShape[i,:,:], k=1, axes=(0,1)))
417

418 return Reg
419

420

421 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
422 # Defining subject folder
423 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
424

425

426 # Defining the subject folder & Knee (Patient-folder):
427 #-----------------------------------------------------
428 NaF = 'NaF_sub0'
429 knee = 'Knee1'
430 subjectA = '2A'
431 subjectB = '2B'
432 Patient_folderA = NaF + subjectA
433 Patient_folderB = NaF + subjectB
434

435

436 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
437 # Importing PET / MRI images and segmentations
438 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
439

440

441 # Importing the Segmentations (NIfTI-data):
442 #------------------------------------------
443 # Importing the segmentation (NIfTI-data);
444 A_fc = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folderA + '/DOSMA' + knee + '/fc', 'fc.nii.gz')
445 B_fc = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folderB + '/DOSMA' + knee + '/fc', 'fc.nii.gz')
446

447

448 # Importing the resampled Region ROI mask:
449 # ----------------------------------------
450 # Importing resampled Region ROI Mask;
451 A_RMask = DCM_Import(Patient_folderA + '/ROI_Mask/' )
452 B_RMask = DCM_Import(Patient_folderB + '/ROI_Mask/' )
453

454 # Getting the needed knee only for the data processing;
455 if knee == 'Knee1':
456

457 # Subtracting only knee 1
458 A_RMask = A_RMask[:,:,0:110]
459 B_RMask = B_RMask[:,:,0:110]
460

461 elif knee == 'Knee2':
462

463 # Subtracting only knee 2
464 A_RMask = A_RMask[:,:,110:A_RMask.shape[2]]
465 B_RMask = B_RMask[:,:,110:B_RMask.shape[2]]
466

467

468 # Importing DESS scan Echo 1:
469 #----------------------------
470 # Importing the DESS (NIfTI-data);
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471 A_E1 = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folderA + '/DOSMA' + knee + '/qdess', 'echo1.nii.gz')
472 B_E1 = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folderB + '/DOSMA' + knee + '/qdess', 'echo1.nii.gz')
473

474

475 # Importing the resampled Cortical Mask of bone:
476 #-----------------------------------------------
477 # Importing the resampled scans, using the function from above;
478 A_CMask = np.float64(DCM_Import(Patient_folderA + '/CMask2DESS_' + subjectA + '/'))
479 B_CMask = np.float64(DCM_Import(Patient_folderB + '/CMask2DESS_' + subjectB + '/'))
480

481 # Getting the needed knee only for the data processing;
482 if knee == 'Knee1':
483

484 # Subtracting only knee 1
485 A_CMask = A_CMask[:,:,0:110]
486 B_CMask = B_CMask[:,:,0:110]
487

488 elif knee == 'Knee2':
489

490 # Subtracting only knee 2
491 A_CMask = A_CMask[:,:,110:A_CMask.shape[2]]
492 B_CMask = B_CMask[:,:,110:B_CMask.shape[2]]
493

494

495 # Importing the resampled PET (PET2DESS):
496 #----------------------------------------
497 # Importing the registered scans, using the function from above;
498 A_PET = Importing_RegisteredImage(Patient_folderA, 'PET.nii.gz')
499 B_PET = Importing_RegisteredImage(Patient_folderB, 'PET.nii.gz')
500

501 # Getting the needed knee only for the data processing;
502 if knee == 'Knee1':
503

504 # Subtracting only knee 1
505 A_PET = A_PET[:,:,0:110]
506 B_PET = B_PET[:,:,0:110]
507

508 elif knee == 'Knee2':
509

510 # Subtracting only knee 2
511 A_PET = A_PET[:,:,110:A_PET.shape[2]]
512 B_PET = B_PET[:,:,110:B_PET.shape[2]]
513

514

515 # Importing T2 Map (NIfTI file):
516 #-------------------------------
517 # Importing the T2 map for knee 1 & 2 (NIfTI-data);
518 A_T2fc = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folderA + '/DOSMA' + knee + '/fc/t2', 't2.nii.gz')
519 B_T2fc = NIfTI_Import(Patient_folderB + '/DOSMA' + knee + '/fc/t2', 't2.nii.gz')
520

521 # Reducing noise in T2 map :
522 A_T2fc[A_T2fc > 40] = 0
523 A_T2fc[A_T2fc < 15] = 0
524

525 B_T2fc[B_T2fc > 40] = 0
526 B_T2fc[B_T2fc < 15] = 0
527

528

529 # Importing the resampled T1rho Map:
530 #-----------------------------------
531 # Importing the registered scans, using the function from above;
532 A_T1p = Importing_RegisteredImage(Patient_folderA, 'T1p.nii.gz')
533 B_T1p = Importing_RegisteredImage(Patient_folderB, 'T1p.nii.gz')
534

535 # Getting the needed knee only for the data processing;
536 if knee == 'Knee1':
537
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538 # Subtracting only knee 1
539 A_T1p = A_T1p[:,:,0:110]
540 B_T1p = B_T1p[:,:,0:110]
541

542 elif knee == 'Knee2':
543

544 # Subtracting only knee 2
545 A_T1p = A_T1p[:,:,110:A_T1p.shape[2]]
546 B_T1p = B_T1p[:,:,110:B_T1p.shape[2]]
547

548 # Reducing noise in T1p map :
549 A_T1p[A_T1p > 70] = 0
550 A_T1p[A_T1p < 15] = 0
551

552 B_T1p[B_T1p > 70] = 0
553 B_T1p[B_T1p < 15] = 0
554

555

556 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
557 # Finding adjacent bone voxel to fc and saving to compressed file - T2
558 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
559

560

561 # Finding adjacent Subchondral bone voxel to fc:
562 # -----------------------------------------------
563 # T2NaF;
564 A_fc_adj,A_T2Naf,A_T2Naf_TM,A_T2Naf_TL,A_T2Naf_CM,A_T2Naf_CL,A_T2Naf_PM,A_T2Naf_PL = BoneCartilageVoxel(A_fc,5,A_CMask,A_T2fc,A_PET,A_RMask)
565 B_fc_adj,B_T2Naf,B_T2Naf_TM,B_T2Naf_TL,B_T2Naf_CM,B_T2Naf_CL,B_T2Naf_PM,B_T2Naf_PL = BoneCartilageVoxel(B_fc,5,B_CMask,B_T2fc,B_PET,B_RMask)
566

567

568 # Saving data to file in compressed .npz format:
569 # -----------------------------------------------
570 # T2NaF;
571 np.savez_compressed(subjectA + knee + '_T2Naf',T2Naf=A_T2Naf,T2Naf_TM=A_T2Naf_TM,T2Naf_TL=A_T2Naf_TL,
572 T2Naf_CM=A_T2Naf_CM,T2Naf_CL=A_T2Naf_CL,T2Naf_PM=A_T2Naf_PM,T2Naf_PL=A_T2Naf_PL)
573 np.savez_compressed(subjectB + knee + '_T2Naf',T2Naf=B_T2Naf,T2Naf_TM=B_T2Naf_TM,T2Naf_TL=B_T2Naf_TL,
574 T2Naf_CM=B_T2Naf_CM,T2Naf_CL=B_T2Naf_CL,T2Naf_PM=B_T2Naf_PM,T2Naf_PL=B_T2Naf_PL)
575

576 # Checking if the saved arrays are correct;
577 loaded = np.load( subjectA + knee + '_T2Naf.npz' )
578 print(np.array_equal(A_T2Naf, loaded['T2Naf']))
579 print(np.array_equal(A_T2Naf_TM, loaded['T2Naf_TM']))
580

581

582 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
583 # Finding adjacent bone voxel to fc and saving to compressed file - T1p
584 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
585

586

587 # # Finding adjacent Subchondral bone voxel to fc:
588 # #-----------------------------------------------
589 # # T1pNaF;
590 # A_fc_adj,A_T1pNaf,A_T1pNaf_TM,A_T1pNaf_TL,A_T1pNaf_CM,A_T1pNaf_CL,A_T1pNaf_PM,A_T1pNaf_PL = BoneCartilageVoxel(A_fc,5,A_CMask,A_T1p,A_PET,A_RMask)
591 # B_fc_adj,B_T1pNaf,B_T1pNaf_TM,B_T1pNaf_TL,B_T1pNaf_CM,B_T1pNaf_CL,B_T1pNaf_PM,B_T1pNaf_PL = BoneCartilageVoxel(B_fc,5,B_CMask,B_T1p,B_PET,B_RMask)
592

593

594 # # Saving data to file in compressed .npz format:
595 # # -----------------------------------------------
596 # # T1pNaF;
597 # np.savez_compressed(subjectA + knee + '_T1pNaf',T1pNaf=A_T1pNaf,T1pNaf_TM=A_T1pNaf_TM,T1pNaf_TL=A_T1pNaf_TL,
598 # T1pNaf_CM=A_T1pNaf_CM,T1pNaf_CL=A_T1pNaf_CL,T1pNaf_PM=A_T1pNaf_PM,T1pNaf_PL=A_T1pNaf_PL)
599 # np.savez_compressed(subjectB + knee + '_T1pNaf',T1pNaf=B_T1pNaf,T1pNaf_TM=B_T1pNaf_TM,T1pNaf_TL=B_T1pNaf_TL,
600 # T1pNaf_CM=B_T1pNaf_CM,T1pNaf_CL=B_T1pNaf_CL,T1pNaf_PM=B_T1pNaf_PM,T1pNaf_PL=B_T1pNaf_PL)
601

602 # # Checking if the saved arrays are correct;
603 # loaded = np.load( subjectA + knee + '_T1pNaf.npz' )
604 # print(np.array_equal(A_T1pNaf, loaded['T1pNaf']))
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605 # print(np.array_equal(A_T1pNaf_TM, loaded['T1pNaf_TM']))
606

607

608 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
609 # Displaying the Cartilage and adjacent Bone voxel
610 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
611

612

613 # The index of the first slice of the segmentations:
614 #---------------------------------------------------
615 A_fc_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(A_fc_adj)
616 B_fc_ind = FirstSlice_Segment(B_fc_adj)
617

618

619 # Defining zero as nan for plotting;
620 #-----------------------------------
621 A_fc_adj[A_fc_adj == 0] = np.nan
622 B_fc_adj[B_fc_adj == 0] = np.nan
623

624

625 # Displaying the Cartilage and adjacent Bone voxel with DESS E1:
626 #---------------------------------------------------------------
627 # Subject A - Knee 1
628 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(14, 7))
629

630 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, A_fc_ind, A_E1, 1, 'gray',
631 'femoral cartilage and adjacent bone voxels', subjectA)
632 track1_2 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, A_fc_ind, A_fc_adj, 0.40, 'cool',
633 'femoral cartilage and adjacent bone voxels', subjectA)
634

635 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
636 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_2.on_key)
637

638 plt.show()
639

640

641 # Subject B - Knee 1
642 fig2, ax2 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(14, 7))
643

644 track2_1 = IndexTracker(fig2, ax2, B_fc_ind, B_E1, 1, 'gray',
645 'DESS with adjacent Cartilage and Bone Voxel', subjectB)
646 track2_2 = IndexTracker(fig2, ax2, B_fc_ind, B_fc_adj, 0.40, 'cool',
647 'DESS with adjacent Cartilage and Bone Voxel', subjectB)
648

649 fig2.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track2_1.on_key)
650 fig2.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track2_2.on_key)
651

652 plt.show()
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A.4 R E G I S T R AT I O N O F P E T A N D T1 ρ M A P

1 # %%
2 """
3 # Jupyter Notebook to Register Images to DESS scan
4 """
5

6 # %%
7 import os
8 print(os.getcwd())
9

10 %matplotlib inline
11 %load_ext autoreload
12 %autoreload 2
13

14 from knee_DWI.functions_knee_DWI import *
15 import os
16 import nibabel as nib
17 import numpy as np
18 import SimpleITK as sitk
19 import glob
20 from dipy.core.gradients import gradient_table
21 nib.openers.Opener.default_compresslevel = 9
22

23 # %%
24 """
25 ## Defining Subject folder
26 """
27

28 # %%
29 # Defining data folder:
30 subject = '13B'
31 infolder = '//Users/Gidega/Desktop/NaF_sub' + subject
32 print(infolder)
33

34 # %%
35 """
36 ## Creating folder to save nifti files
37 """
38

39 # %%
40 outfolder = infolder + '/Nifti_data'
41 if not os.path.exists(outfolder):
42 os.mkdir(outfolder)
43

44 if not os.path.exists(outfolder + '/DESS'):
45 os.mkdir(outfolder + '/DESS')
46 if not os.path.exists(outfolder + '/PET'):
47 os.mkdir(outfolder + '/PET')
48 if not os.path.exists(outfolder + '/T1p'):
49 os.mkdir(outfolder + '/T1p')
50

51 # %%
52 """
53 ## Converting to nifti (run only once)
54 """
55

56 # %%
57 dicom_folder = [infolder + '/DESSLow', infolder + '/End_of_' + subject[-1] + '_coreg', infolder + '/T1p-map']
58 nifti_folder = [outfolder + '/DESS', outfolder + '/PET', outfolder + '/T1p']
59

60 # %%
61 for i in range(len(dicom_folder)):
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62 dicom_to_nifti(dicom_folder[i],nifti_folder[i])
63

64 # %%
65 """
66 ## Import data (in Nifti format)
67 """
68

69 # %%
70 files = []
71 for i in range(len(nifti_folder)):
72 file = glob.glob(nifti_folder[i]+'/*.nii.gz')[0]
73 files.append(file)
74 print(files)
75 dess, dess_vox, dess_affine = read_nifti_data(files[0], rotate = True)
76 pet, pet_vox, pet_affine = read_nifti_data(files[1], rotate = True)
77 t1p, t1p_vox, t1p_affine = read_nifti_data(files[2], rotate = True)
78

79

80 show_dess_images(dess,'sagittal', 34) # data, ori, slice number to be plotted
81 show_dess_images(t1p,'sagittal', 17) # data, ori, slice number to be plotted
82 show_dess_images(pet,'sagittal', 60) # data, ori, slice number to be plotted
83

84 # %%
85 """
86 ## Image registration to DESS scan
87 """
88

89 # %%
90 temp = "/Users/Gidega/Desktop/knee_DWI"
91 os.chdir(temp)
92

93 print(dess_vox)
94 print(pet_vox)
95 print(t1p_vox)
96

97 # %%
98 """
99 ## PET Registration

100 """
101

102 # %%
103 """
104 ### Rigid
105 """
106

107 # %%
108 # Register PET to DESS, rigid:
109 pet_to_dess_rig = register_images(dess, dess_affine, pet, pet_affine,'rigid')
110

111 # %%
112 # Display PET registration:
113 show_registration_results(dess,pet_to_dess_rig,55)
114

115 # %%
116 """
117 ### Affine
118 """
119

120 # %%
121 # Register PET to DESS, affine:
122 pet_to_dess_aff = register_images(dess, dess_affine, pet, pet_affine,'affine')
123

124 # %%
125 # Display PET registration:
126 show_registration_results(dess,pet_to_dess_aff,55)
127

128 # %%
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129 """
130 ## T1p Registration
131 """
132

133 # %%
134 """
135 ### Rigid
136 """
137

138 # %%
139 # Register T1rho to DESS, rigid:
140 t1p_to_dess_rig = register_images(dess, dess_affine, t1p, t1p_affine,'rigid')
141

142 # %%
143 show_registration_results(dess,t1p_to_dess_rig,50)
144

145 # %%
146 """
147 ### Affine
148 """
149

150 # %%
151 # Register T1rho to DESS, affine:
152 t1p_to_dess_aff = register_images(dess, dess_affine, t1p, t1p_affine,'affine')
153

154 # %%
155 show_registration_results(dess,t1p_to_dess_aff,50)
156

157 # %%
158 """
159 ### Bspline
160 """
161

162 # %%
163 # Register T1rho to DESS, bspline:
164 t1p_to_dess_bsp = register_images(dess, dess_affine, t1p, t1p_affine,'bspline')
165

166 # %%
167 show_registration_results(dess,t1p_to_dess_bsp,50)
168

169 # %%
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8 # Importing necersary packages:
9 #------------------------------

10 from scipy.ndimage.morphology import binary_dilation, binary_erosion
11 from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
13 from datetime import datetime
14 from natsort import natsorted
15 import matplotlib as mpl
16 from pathlib import Path
17 from scipy import stats
18 import nibabel as nib
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19 import numpy as np
20 import scipy.io
21 import pydicom
22 import os
23

24

25 # Setting som plotting standards:
26 #--------------------------------
27 font = {'weight' : 'normal', 'size' : 14}
28 mpl.rc('font', **font)
29

30

31 # Defining functions/classes used in the code:
32 #---------------------------------------------
33 # Function to collect all dcm files from a folder into lstFilesDCM:
34 def DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path):
35

36 # Create an empty list to collect all .dcm files into it;
37 lstFilesDCM = []
38

39 # Loop to traverse the directory & collect all dcm files into lstFilesDCM;
40 for dirName, subdirList, fileList in os.walk(DCM_Path):
41 # Sorting the fileList;
42 #fileList.sort()
43 fileList = natsorted(fileList)
44 for filename in fileList:
45 # Check whether the file's DICOM;
46 if ".dcm" in filename.lower():
47 # Storing files in list;
48 lstFilesDCM.append(os.path.join(dirName,filename))
49

50 return lstFilesDCM
51

52

53 # Function to load T2 & Naf data:
54 def Load_T2Naf(file):
55

56 # Loading data file;
57 loaded_file = np.load(file)
58

59 # Loading T2Naf arrays from the file;
60 T2Naf = loaded_file['T2Naf']
61 T2Naf_TM = loaded_file['T2Naf_TM']
62 T2Naf_TL = loaded_file['T2Naf_TL']
63 T2Naf_CM = loaded_file['T2Naf_CM']
64 T2Naf_CL = loaded_file['T2Naf_CL']
65 T2Naf_PM = loaded_file['T2Naf_PM']
66 T2Naf_PL = loaded_file['T2Naf_PL']
67

68 return T2Naf, T2Naf_TM, T2Naf_TL, T2Naf_CM, T2Naf_CL, T2Naf_PM, T2Naf_PL
69

70

71 # Function to load T1p & Naf data:
72 def Load_T1pNaf(file):
73

74 # Loading data file;
75 loaded_file = np.load(file)
76

77 # Loading T1pNaf arrays from the file;
78 T1pNaf = loaded_file['T1pNaf']
79 T1pNaf_TM = loaded_file['T1pNaf_TM']
80 T1pNaf_TL = loaded_file['T1pNaf_TL']
81 T1pNaf_CM = loaded_file['T1pNaf_CM']
82 T1pNaf_CL = loaded_file['T1pNaf_CL']
83 T1pNaf_PM = loaded_file['T1pNaf_PM']
84 T1pNaf_PL = loaded_file['T1pNaf_PL']
85
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86 return T1pNaf, T1pNaf_TM, T1pNaf_TL, T1pNaf_CM, T1pNaf_CL, T1pNaf_PM, T1pNaf_PL
87

88

89 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
90

91

92 # Defining the subject folder & Knee (Patient-folder):
93 #-----------------------------------------------------
94 NaF = 'NaF_sub'
95 knee = 'Knee1'
96 subject = 13
97 subjectA = str(subject) + 'A'
98 subjectB = str(subject) + 'B'
99 Patient_folderA = NaF + subjectA

100 Patient_folderB = NaF + subjectB
101

102

103 # Reading the activity and body weight of the subjects from mat.file:
104 #--------------------------------------------------------------------
105 # Loading inj.mat file;
106 file = scipy.io.loadmat('inj.mat')
107

108 # Getting the data from the .mat file;
109 subA = (file['Inj'][0,subject-1])['A'][0,0]
110 A_act = int(subA[0])*(10**(-3)) #Activity in kBq (k; 10ˆ3)
111

112 subB = (file['Inj'][0,subject-1])['B'][0,0]
113 B_act = int(subB[0])*(10**(-3)) #Activity in kBq (k; 10ˆ3)
114

115 BW = float((file['Inj'][0,subject-1])['weight']) # Subjects Body weight in kg
116

117

118 # Computing the Cinj using intial activity (injection Dose) and (Body weight);
119 A_Cinj = A_act/BW
120 B_Cinj = B_act/BW
121

122

123 # #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
124 # # T2Naf_data Converting
125 # #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
126

127

128 # Path to T2Naf_data npz-file:
129 #-----------------------------
130 A_T2Naf_path = 'T2Naf_data/' + subjectA + knee + '_T2Naf.npz'
131 B_T2Naf_path = 'T2Naf_data/' + subjectB + knee + '_T2Naf.npz'
132

133

134 # Loading the T2Naf data:
135 #------------------------
136 A_T2Naf, A_T2Naf_TM, A_T2Naf_TL, A_T2Naf_CM, A_T2Naf_CL, A_T2Naf_PM, A_T2Naf_PL = Load_T2Naf(A_T2Naf_path)
137 B_T2Naf, B_T2Naf_TM, B_T2Naf_TL, B_T2Naf_CM, B_T2Naf_CL, B_T2Naf_PM, B_T2Naf_PL = Load_T2Naf(B_T2Naf_path)
138

139

140 # Converting NaF to SUV and saving to T2SUV variabel:
141 #----------------------------------------------------
142 # Saving T2Naf data into new array called T2SUV;
143 A_T2SUV = A_T2Naf
144 A_T2SUV_TM = A_T2Naf_TM
145 A_T2SUV_TL = A_T2Naf_TL
146 A_T2SUV_CM = A_T2Naf_CM
147 A_T2SUV_CL = A_T2Naf_CL
148 A_T2SUV_PM = A_T2Naf_PM
149 A_T2SUV_PL = A_T2Naf_PL
150

151 B_T2SUV = B_T2Naf
152 B_T2SUV_TM = B_T2Naf_TM
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153 B_T2SUV_TL = B_T2Naf_TL
154 B_T2SUV_CM = B_T2Naf_CM
155 B_T2SUV_CL = B_T2Naf_CL
156 B_T2SUV_PM = B_T2Naf_PM
157 B_T2SUV_PL = B_T2Naf_PL
158

159 # Converting Naf to SUV;
160 A_T2SUV[:,1] = A_T2SUV[:,1]/A_Cinj
161 A_T2SUV_TM[:,1] = A_T2SUV_TM[:,1]/A_Cinj
162 A_T2SUV_TL[:,1] = A_T2SUV_TL[:,1]/A_Cinj
163 A_T2SUV_CM[:,1] = A_T2SUV_CM[:,1]/A_Cinj
164 A_T2SUV_CL[:,1] = A_T2SUV_CL[:,1]/A_Cinj
165 A_T2SUV_PM[:,1] = A_T2SUV_PM[:,1]/A_Cinj
166 A_T2SUV_PL[:,1] = A_T2SUV_PL[:,1]/A_Cinj
167

168 B_T2SUV[:,1] = B_T2SUV[:,1]/B_Cinj
169 B_T2SUV_TM[:,1] = B_T2SUV_TM[:,1]/B_Cinj
170 B_T2SUV_TL[:,1] = B_T2SUV_TL[:,1]/B_Cinj
171 B_T2SUV_CM[:,1] = B_T2SUV_CM[:,1]/B_Cinj
172 B_T2SUV_CL[:,1] = B_T2SUV_CL[:,1]/B_Cinj
173 B_T2SUV_PM[:,1] = B_T2SUV_PM[:,1]/B_Cinj
174 B_T2SUV_PL[:,1] = B_T2SUV_PL[:,1]/B_Cinj
175

176

177 # Saving T2SUV data to file in compressed .npz format:
178 # ----------------------------------------------------
179 np.savez_compressed(subjectA + knee + '_T2SUV',T2SUV=A_T2SUV,T2SUV_TM=A_T2SUV_TM,T2SUV_TL=A_T2SUV_TL,
180 T2SUV_CM=A_T2SUV_CM,T2SUV_CL=A_T2SUV_CL,T2SUV_PM=A_T2SUV_PM,T2SUV_PL=A_T2SUV_PL)
181 np.savez_compressed(subjectB + knee + '_T2SUV',T2SUV=B_T2SUV,T2SUV_TM=B_T2SUV_TM,T2SUV_TL=B_T2SUV_TL,
182 T2SUV_CM=B_T2SUV_CM,T2SUV_CL=B_T2SUV_CL,T2SUV_PM=B_T2SUV_PM,T2SUV_PL=B_T2SUV_PL)
183

184

185 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
186 # T1pNaf_data Converting
187 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
188

189

190 # # Path to T1pNaf_data npz-file:
191 # #-----------------------------
192 # A_T1pNaf_path = 'T1pNaf_data/' + subjectA + knee + '_T1pNaf.npz'
193 # B_T1pNaf_path = 'T1pNaf_data/' + subjectB + knee + '_T1pNaf.npz'
194

195

196 # # Loading the T1pNaf data:
197 # #------------------------
198 # A_T1pNaf, A_T1pNaf_TM, A_T1pNaf_TL, A_T1pNaf_CM, A_T1pNaf_CL, A_T1pNaf_PM, A_T1pNaf_PL = Load_T1pNaf(A_T1pNaf_path)
199 # B_T1pNaf, B_T1pNaf_TM, B_T1pNaf_TL, B_T1pNaf_CM, B_T1pNaf_CL, B_T1pNaf_PM, B_T1pNaf_PL = Load_T1pNaf(B_T1pNaf_path)
200

201

202 # # Converting NaF to SUV and saving to T1pSUV variabel:
203 # #----------------------------------------------------
204 # # Saving T1pNaf data into new array called T1pSUV;
205 # A_T1pSUV = A_T1pNaf
206 # A_T1pSUV_TM = A_T1pNaf_TM
207 # A_T1pSUV_TL = A_T1pNaf_TL
208 # A_T1pSUV_CM = A_T1pNaf_CM
209 # A_T1pSUV_CL = A_T1pNaf_CL
210 # A_T1pSUV_PM = A_T1pNaf_PM
211 # A_T1pSUV_PL = A_T1pNaf_PL
212

213 # B_T1pSUV = B_T1pNaf
214 # B_T1pSUV_TM = B_T1pNaf_TM
215 # B_T1pSUV_TL = B_T1pNaf_TL
216 # B_T1pSUV_CM = B_T1pNaf_CM
217 # B_T1pSUV_CL = B_T1pNaf_CL
218 # B_T1pSUV_PM = B_T1pNaf_PM
219 # B_T1pSUV_PL = B_T1pNaf_PL
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220

221 # # Converting Naf to SUV;
222 # A_T1pSUV[:,1] = A_T1pSUV[:,1]/A_Cinj
223 # A_T1pSUV_TM[:,1] = A_T1pSUV_TM[:,1]/A_Cinj
224 # A_T1pSUV_TL[:,1] = A_T1pSUV_TL[:,1]/A_Cinj
225 # A_T1pSUV_CM[:,1] = A_T1pSUV_CM[:,1]/A_Cinj
226 # A_T1pSUV_CL[:,1] = A_T1pSUV_CL[:,1]/A_Cinj
227 # A_T1pSUV_PM[:,1] = A_T1pSUV_PM[:,1]/A_Cinj
228 # A_T1pSUV_PL[:,1] = A_T1pSUV_PL[:,1]/A_Cinj
229

230 # B_T1pSUV[:,1] = B_T1pSUV[:,1]/B_Cinj
231 # B_T1pSUV_TM[:,1] = B_T1pSUV_TM[:,1]/B_Cinj
232 # B_T1pSUV_TL[:,1] = B_T1pSUV_TL[:,1]/B_Cinj
233 # B_T1pSUV_CM[:,1] = B_T1pSUV_CM[:,1]/B_Cinj
234 # B_T1pSUV_CL[:,1] = B_T1pSUV_CL[:,1]/B_Cinj
235 # B_T1pSUV_PM[:,1] = B_T1pSUV_PM[:,1]/B_Cinj
236 # B_T1pSUV_PL[:,1] = B_T1pSUV_PL[:,1]/B_Cinj
237

238

239 # # Saving T1pSUV data to file in compressed .npz format:
240 # # ----------------------------------------------------
241 # np.savez_compressed(subjectA + knee + '_T1pSUV',T1pSUV=A_T1pSUV,T1pSUV_TM=A_T1pSUV_TM,T1pSUV_TL=A_T1pSUV_TL,
242 # T1pSUV_CM=A_T1pSUV_CM,T1pSUV_CL=A_T1pSUV_CL,T1pSUV_PM=A_T1pSUV_PM,T1pSUV_PL=A_T1pSUV_PL)
243 # np.savez_compressed(subjectB + knee + '_T1pSUV',T1pSUV=B_T1pSUV,T1pSUV_TM=B_T1pSUV_TM,T1pSUV_TL=B_T1pSUV_TL,
244 # T1pSUV_CM=B_T1pSUV_CM,T1pSUV_CL=B_T1pSUV_CL,T1pSUV_PM=B_T1pSUV_PM,T1pSUV_PL=B_T1pSUV_PL)



B
M AT L A B & P Y T H O N C O D E - G L O S T R U P S T U D Y

B.1 F E M O R A L C A RT I L AG E RO I D R AW I N G

1 %% Clearing and closing to free space:
2

3 clear
4 clc
5 close all
6

7 %% Drawing ROI's on all slices loaded from folder:
8

9 % Folder where the dcm files choosen to draw on will be selected from:
10 folder=uigetdir('/Users/Gidega/Desktop/Bryan/','choose folder with files');
11 files=ev_ls(fullfile(folder,'*.dcm'));
12

13 % Loop to store all slices of the scan in matrix:
14 for x=1:length(files)
15 D_info(x).header=dicominfo(files{x});
16 mat(:,:,x)=dicomread(files{x});
17 end
18

19 mat(mat>prctile(mat(:),80))=prctile(mat(:),80);
20 rip(mat)
21 display('Press any key to continue')
22 pause
23

24 %% Saving the drawed ROI mask to matrix:
25

26 ROI=getmask(RipRoi);
27 mask=ROI{1};
28

29

30 %% Writting the ROI mask to dcm files:
31

32 dim=size(mat);
33 w = warning ('off','all');
34 numstr='0000';
35 SeriesInstanceUID = dicomuid; %gives new ID to series
36

37 [path,file]=fileparts(folder);
38

121
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39 mkdir(fullfile(path,[file,'_ROI']))
40 for x=1:dim(3)
41 num=[numstr,num2str(x)];
42 num=num(end-4:end);
43 info=D_info(x).header;
44 info.NumberOfTimeSlices=int16(1);
45 info.SeriesDescription='Cartilage ROI';
46 info.SeriesNumber=info.SeriesNumber+1;
47 info.SeriesInstanceUID = SeriesInstanceUID;
48 info.RescaleSlope=info.RescaleSlope/info.RescaleSlope; %makes it 1 in the right format
49 info.RescaleIntercept=info.RescaleIntercept-info.RescaleIntercept;
50 names=fieldnames(info);
51 ind=regexpi(names,'xx_Creator');
52 ind=cellfun(@isempty,ind);
53 info=rmfield(info,{names{ind==0}});
54 dicomwrite(int16(mask(:,:,x)),[fullfile(path,[file,'_ROI']),'/Im',num,'.dcm'],info, 'CreateMode', 'copy')
55 end

B.2 RO I M A S K

10 # Importing necersary packages:
11 #------------------------------
12 from scipy.ndimage.morphology import binary_dilation, binary_erosion
13 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
14 from natsort import natsorted
15 import matplotlib as mpl
16 import numpy as np
17 import pydicom
18 import os
19

20

21 # Setting som plotting standards:
22 #--------------------------------
23 font = {'weight' : 'normal', 'size' : 18}
24 mpl.rc('font', **font)
25

26

27 # Defining functions used in the code:
28 #-------------------------------------
29 # Function to collect all dcm files from a folder into lstFilesDCM:
30 def DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path):
31

32 # Create an empty list to collect all .dcm files into it;
33 lstFilesDCM = []
34

35 # Loop to traverse the directory & collect all dcm files into lstFilesDCM;
36 for dirName, subdirList, fileList in os.walk(DCM_Path):
37 # Sorting the fileList;
38 #fileList.sort()
39 fileList = natsorted(fileList) # naturally sort
40 for filename in fileList:
41 # Check whether the file's DICOM;
42 if ".dcm" in filename.lower():
43 # Storing files in list;
44 lstFilesDCM.append(os.path.join(dirName,filename))
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45

46 return lstFilesDCM
47

48

49 # Function to import raw DICOM data into an Pixel array:
50 def DCM_Import(DCM_Path):
51

52 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
53 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path)
54

55 # Reference to extract metadata:
56 # Get refference file (first slice);
57 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
58

59 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
60 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
61

62 # Storring the raw DICOM data:
63 # Creating an array size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
64 ArrayDicom = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
65

66 # Creating array to store the Rescale Slope & Rescale Intercept for all slices;
67 RescaleSlope = np.ones(len(lstFilesDCM))
68 RescaleIntercept = np.zeros(len(lstFilesDCM))
69

70 # Loop through all the DICOM files;
71 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
72

73 # Read the file;
74 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
75

76 # Storing raw data;
77 ArrayDicom[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.pixel_array
78

79 # Correcting for Rescale tags if they exist;
80 if ("RescaleIntercept" in ds) == True:
81

82 RescaleSlope[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleSlope
83 RescaleIntercept[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleIntercept
84

85 # Correcting for the rescale tags;
86 ArrayDicom = ArrayDicom * RescaleSlope + RescaleIntercept
87

88 return ArrayDicom
89

90

91 # Class to plot and scroll trough the slices using key_press_event:
92 class IndexTracker:
93

94 # Initial definitions for plot;
95 def __init__(self, fig, ax, ind, X, alpha, cmap, title):
96

97 self.fig = fig
98 self.ind = ind
99 self.cmap = cmap

100 self.alpha = alpha
101 self.ax = ax
102 self.X = X
103 rows, cols, self.slices = X.shape
104

105 self.im = ax.imshow(self.X[30:150, 25:175, self.ind], alpha=self.alpha,
106 cmap=self.cmap)
107 self.ax.set_title(title)
108 self.ax.axis('off')
109 self.update()
110

111 # # Creates colorbar if cmap is 'jet';
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112 # if self.cmap == 'jet':
113 # cbar = self.fig.colorbar(self.im, orientation="horizontal",
114 # ax=self.ax, fraction=0.046, pad=0.04)
115 # cbar.mappable.set_clim(vmin=-10,vmax=300)
116

117 # Key definition for navigation of slices;
118 def on_key(self, event):
119

120 if event.key == 'up':
121 self.ind = (self.ind + 1) % self.slices
122 elif event.key == 'down':
123 self.ind = (self.ind - 1) % self.slices
124 self.update()
125

126 # Function to update plot;
127 def update(self):
128

129 self.im.set_data(self.X[30:150, 25:175, self.ind])
130 #self.fig.suptitle('Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' of subject ' + subject)
131 self.fig.suptitle(' Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' of baseline TSE scan with')
132 self.im.axes.figure.canvas.draw()
133

134

135 # Function to classify regions of ROI mask:
136 def Regions_ROI(ROI,Threshold):
137

138 # Array to store corrected ROI mask with 3 regions;
139 ROI_regions = np.zeros((ROI.shape[0],ROI.shape[1],ROI.shape[2]))
140

141 # Loop to classify the regions of femural cartilage (ROI):
142 for s in range(ROI.shape[2]): # Slice
143 for x in range(ROI.shape[1]): # Row
144 for y in range(ROI.shape[0]): # Column
145

146 # Femur Troclea Cartilage;
147 if y <= Threshold[0] and ROI[x,y,s] > 0:
148

149 ROI_regions[x,y,s] = 1
150

151 # Femur Central Cartilage;
152 if y >= Threshold[0] and y <= Threshold[1]:
153 if ROI[x,y,s] > 0:
154

155 ROI_regions[x,y,s] = 2
156

157 # Femur Posterior Cartilage;
158 if y >= Threshold[1] and ROI[x,y,s] > 0:
159

160 ROI_regions[x,y,s] = 3
161

162 return ROI_regions
163

164

165 # Function to write the Region ROI Mask back to the DICOM files:
166 def WritingDCM_ROIMask(ROI_Path, ROI_Mask):
167

168 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
169 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(ROI_Path)
170

171 # Get refference file (first slice);
172 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
173

174 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
175 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
176

177 # Creating an array to store dcm data size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
178 Region_ROI = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
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179

180 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-write to files again;
181 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
182

183 # Read the dcm file;
184 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
185

186 # Storing the Region ROI Mask;
187 Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ROI_Mask[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)]
188

189 # Writing the ROI_Region Mask into the files;
190 ds.PixelData = Region_ROI[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
191

192 # Saving the files;
193 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
194

195 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
196 # Importing Dicom files
197 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
198

199

200 # Defining the subject folder(Patient-folder):
201 #---------------------------------------------
202 seq = '2'
203 subject = 'Thomas'
204 T2Map_path = subject + '/T2Map_' + seq + '01'
205 TSE_path = subject + '/TSE_' + seq + '01'
206 ROI_path = subject + '/ROI_' + seq + '01'
207

208

209 # Defining the threhold of the fc regions:
210 #-----------------------------------------
211 # Threshold for the 3 regions of fc (Troclea-Central-Posterior);
212 Threshold = [75,125]
213

214

215 # Importing the T2-map:
216 #----------------------
217 # Importing DICOM files, using the function from above;
218 T2 = np.float64(DCM_Import(T2Map_path + '/'))
219

220

221 # Importing the TSE-scan:
222 #------------------------
223 # Importing DICOM files, using the function from above;
224 TSE = np.float64(DCM_Import(TSE_path + '/'))
225

226

227 # Importing the ROI mask:
228 #------------------------
229 # Importing DICOM files, using the function from above;
230 ROI = np.float64(DCM_Import(ROI_path + '/'))
231

232

233 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
234 # Dispalying ROI on TSE & T2
235 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
236

237

238 # Displaying DICOM files :
239 #-------------------------
240

241 # Defining all zero values in ROI to nan for plotting;
242 ROI[ROI == 0] = np.nan
243

244 # Plotting the ROI mask drawn in Matlab on T2 Map;
245 fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
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246

247 track_1 = IndexTracker(fig, ax, 0, T2, 1, 'jet',
248 'ROI mask of fc on T2 Map - seq. ' + seq)
249 track_2 = IndexTracker(fig, ax, 0, ROI, 0.3, 'hsv',
250 'ROI mask of fc on T2 Map - seq. ' + seq)
251

252 fig.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track_2.on_key)
253 fig.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track_1.on_key)
254

255 plt.show()
256

257

258 # Plotting the ROI mask drawn in Matlab on TSE scan;
259 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
260

261 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, TSE, 1, 'gray',
262 'femoral cartilage region mask')
263 track1_2 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, ROI, 0.3, 'jet',
264 'femoral cartilage region mask')
265

266 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_2.on_key)
267 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
268

269

270 plt.show()
271

272

273 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
274 # Classifying the regions of the fc ROI and displaying
275 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
276

277

278 # Classifying the regions of fc ROI mask:
279 #----------------------------------------
280 ROI_regions = Regions_ROI(ROI,Threshold)
281

282

283 # Displaying DICOM files :
284 #-------------------------
285 # Defining all zero values in ROI to nan for plotting;
286 ROI_regions[ROI_regions == 0] = np.nan
287

288 # Plotting the ROI mask drawn in Matlab on TSE scan;
289 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
290

291 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, TSE, 1, 'gray',
292 'Corrected ROI mask on TSE scan - seq. ' + seq)
293 track1_2 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, ROI_regions, 0.15, 'gist_rainbow',
294 'Corrected ROI mask on TSE scan - seq. ' + seq)
295

296 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_2.on_key)
297 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
298

299

300 plt.show()
301

302

303 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
304 # Writting the regions of fc ROI back to the dcm files
305 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
306

307

308 # Classifying the regions of fc ROI mask:
309 #----------------------------------------
310 ROI_regions = Regions_ROI(ROI,Threshold)
311

312
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313 # Writting the corrected ROI to the dcm files:
314 #---------------------------------------------
315 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
316 WritingDCM_ROIMask(ROI_path, ROI_regions)
317 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
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10 # Importing necersary packages:
11 #------------------------------
12 from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
13 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
14 from natsort import natsorted
15 import matplotlib as mpl
16 import numpy as np
17 import pydicom
18 import os
19

20

21 # Setting som plotting standards:
22 #--------------------------------
23 font = {'weight' : 'normal', 'size' : 18}
24 mpl.rc('font', **font)
25

26

27 # Defining functions used in the code:
28 #-------------------------------------
29 # Function to collect all dcm files from a folder into lstFilesDCM:
30 def DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path):
31

32 # Create an empty list to collect all .dcm files into it;
33 lstFilesDCM = []
34

35 # Loop to traverse the directory & collect all dcm files into lstFilesDCM;
36 for dirName, subdirList, fileList in os.walk(DCM_Path):
37 # Sorting the fileList;
38 #fileList.sort()
39 fileList = natsorted(fileList) # naturally sort
40 for filename in fileList:
41 # Check whether the file's DICOM;
42 if ".dcm" in filename.lower():
43 # Storing files in list;
44 lstFilesDCM.append(os.path.join(dirName,filename))
45

46 return lstFilesDCM
47

48

49 # Function to import raw DICOM data into an Pixel array:
50 def DCM_Import(DCM_Path):
51

52 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
53 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(DCM_Path)
54

55 # Reference to extract metadata:
56 # Get refference file (first slice);
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57 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
58

59 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
60 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
61

62 # Storring the raw DICOM data:
63 # Creating an array size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
64 ArrayDicom = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
65

66 # Creating array to store the Rescale Slope & Rescale Intercept for all slices;
67 RescaleSlope = np.ones(len(lstFilesDCM))
68 RescaleIntercept = np.zeros(len(lstFilesDCM))
69

70 # Loop through all the DICOM files;
71 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
72

73 # Read the file;
74 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
75

76 # Storing raw data;
77 ArrayDicom[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.pixel_array
78

79 # Correcting for Rescale tags if they exist;
80 if ("RescaleIntercept" in ds) == True:
81

82 RescaleSlope[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleSlope
83 RescaleIntercept[lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ds.RescaleIntercept
84

85 # Correcting for the rescale tags;
86 ArrayDicom = ArrayDicom * RescaleSlope + RescaleIntercept
87

88 return ArrayDicom
89

90

91 # Class to plot and scroll trough the slices using key_press_event:
92 class IndexTracker:
93

94 # Initial definitions for plot;
95 def __init__(self, fig, ax, ind, X, alpha, cmap, title):
96

97 self.fig = fig
98 self.ind = ind
99 self.cmap = cmap

100 self.alpha = alpha
101 self.ax = ax
102 self.X = X
103 rows, cols, self.slices = X.shape
104

105 self.im = ax.imshow(self.X[30:150, 25:175, self.ind], alpha=self.alpha,
106 cmap=self.cmap)
107 self.ax.set_title(title)
108 self.ax.axis('off')
109 self.update()
110

111 # Creates colorbar if cmap is 'jet';
112 if self.cmap == 'jet':
113 cbar = self.fig.colorbar(self.im, orientation="horizontal",
114 ax=self.ax, fraction=0.0566, pad=0.04)
115 cbar.mappable.set_clim(vmin=0,vmax=100)
116

117 # Key definition for navigation of slices;
118 def on_key(self, event):
119

120 if event.key == 'up':
121 self.ind = (self.ind + 1) % self.slices
122 elif event.key == 'down':
123 self.ind = (self.ind - 1) % self.slices
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124 self.update()
125

126 # Function to update plot;
127 def update(self):
128

129 self.im.set_data(self.X[30:150, 25:175, self.ind])
130 self.fig.suptitle(' Slice ' + str(self.ind+1) + ' of baseline T2 map')
131 self.im.axes.figure.canvas.draw()
132

133

134 # Exponential function that will be fitted to the Signals of 6 Echotimes:
135 def Exp_func(TE, S_0, T2, C):
136 return S_0 * np.exp(-TE / T2) + C
137

138 # Function to Compute the T2 Map from TSE scans:
139 def Comp_T2Map(ROI,TSE):
140

141 # Array to stor T2 map of the one knee slice with ROI:
142 T2_map = np.zeros((ROI.shape[0],ROI.shape[1],ROI.shape[2]))
143 # Array to store error of T2 map for the one knee slice with ROI:
144 T2_err = np.zeros((ROI.shape[0],ROI.shape[1],ROI.shape[2]))
145

146

147 # Loop to calculate T2 Map of knee fc ROI:
148 for s in range(ROI.shape[2]):
149

150 # Arrays to store index of fc ROI - fc index row and col;
151 fc_row = []
152 fc_col = []
153

154 # Index for fc ROI in ROI_slice:
155 fc_row, fc_col = np.where(ROI[:,:,s] > 0)
156

157

158 for pixel in range(len(fc_row)):
159

160 # Storing the Signals(y) and the corresponding Echotimes(x) for one pixel:
161 # Arrays with the 6 Echotimes (TE):
162 x = np.array((10,20,30,40,50,60),dtype=int)
163

164 # Array to store Signals from the 6 different Echotimes:
165 y = np.zeros(len(x),dtype=float)
166

167 # Slice indicator for the one slice from different TE scans:
168 slice_TE = s # defining the initial slice - for TSE TE = 10
169

170 # Loop to store signal from same slice of knee for all 6 Echotimes:
171 for TE in range(len(y)):
172

173 # Storing signals (y) for the 6 different Echotimes:
174 y[TE] = TSE[fc_row[pixel],fc_col[pixel],slice_TE]
175

176 # Updating slice indicator for next Echotime scan:
177 slice_TE += 8 # One Echotime scan consist of 8 slices
178

179

180 # Fitting the exponential function to the data stored above (Signal & TE):
181 # Initial values for the parameters:
182 Init_vals = [y[0] * 1.1, 40, 100]
183 # Minimum values for the parameters:
184 Min_vals = [y[0] / 2, 0, -100]
185 # Maximum values for the parameters:
186 Max_vals = [y[0] * 1.7, 100, 500]
187

188 # Fitting the data to the exponential function:
189 p_opt, p_cov = curve_fit(Exp_func, x, y, p0=Init_vals, bounds=(Min_vals, Max_vals), method='trf')
190
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191 # Standard deviation errors on the parameters
192 p_err = np.sqrt(np.diag(p_cov))
193

194 # Storring the T2 and corresponding error in arrays:
195 T2_map[fc_row[pixel],fc_col[pixel],s] = p_opt[1]
196 T2_err[fc_row[pixel],fc_col[pixel],s] = p_err[1]
197

198 return T2_map
199

200

201 # Function to write the Computed T2_Map back to DICOM files:
202 def WritingDCM_T2Map(ComputedT2Map_Path, ComputedT2_Map):
203

204 # Collecting all dcm files from the folder into a list;
205 lstFilesDCM = DCMFiles_List(ComputedT2Map_Path)
206

207 # Get refference file (first slice);
208 RefDs = pydicom.dcmread(lstFilesDCM[0])
209

210 # Load dimensions based on the number of rows, columns, and slices;
211 ConstPixelDims = (int(RefDs.Rows), int(RefDs.Columns), len(lstFilesDCM))
212

213 # Creating an array to store dcm data size is based on 'ConstPixelDims';
214 T2_Map = np.zeros(ConstPixelDims, dtype=RefDs.pixel_array.dtype)
215

216 # Loop through all the DCM files to read-store-write to files again;
217 for filenameDCM in lstFilesDCM:
218

219 # Read the dcm file;
220 ds = pydicom.dcmread(filenameDCM)
221

222 # Storing the T2_Map;
223 T2_Map[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)] = ComputedT2_Map[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)]
224

225 # Writing the ROI_Region Mask into the files;
226 ds.PixelData = T2_Map[:, :, lstFilesDCM.index(filenameDCM)].tobytes()
227

228 # Modyfing the description and series tag;
229 ds.SeriesDescription = 'Computed T2 Map'
230 ds.SeriesNumber = ds.SeriesNumber + 2
231

232 # Saving the files;
233 ds.save_as(filenameDCM)
234

235

236 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
237 # Importing Dicom files
238 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
239

240

241 # Defining the subject folder(Patient-folder) and seq. and slice:
242 #----------------------------------------------------------------
243 seq = '2'
244 subject = 'Thomas'
245 TSE_path = subject + '/TSE_' + seq + '01'
246 ROI_path = subject + '/ROI_' + seq + '01'
247 Comp_T2Map_path = subject + '/Comp_T2Map_' + seq + '01'
248

249

250 # Importing the TSE-scan:
251 #------------------------
252 # Importing DICOM files, using the function from above;
253 TSE = np.float64(DCM_Import(TSE_path + '/'))
254

255

256 # Importing the ROI mask:
257 #------------------------
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258 # Importing DICOM files, using the function from above;
259 ROI = np.float64(DCM_Import(ROI_path + '/'))
260

261

262 # Importing the T2-map:
263 #----------------------
264 # Importing DICOM files, using the function from above;
265 Comp_T2 = np.float64(DCM_Import(Comp_T2Map_path + '/'))
266

267

268 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
269 # Dispalying TSE and ROI
270 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
271

272

273 # Displaying scans and ROI/T2 :
274 #------------------------------
275 # Defining all zero values in ROI to nan for plotting;
276 Comp_T2[Comp_T2 == 0] = np.nan
277

278 # Plotting the ROI mask drawn in Matlab on TSE scan;
279 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
280

281 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, TSE, 1, 'gray',
282 'for only fc region on TSE scan')
283 track1_2 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, Comp_T2, 1, 'jet',
284 'for only fc region on TSE scan')
285

286 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_2.on_key)
287 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
288

289

290 plt.show()
291

292

293 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
294 # Calculate T2 Map of fc ROI from TSE scan and Displaying
295 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
296

297

298 # Calculate T2 Map of fc ROI from TSE scan:
299 #------------------------------------------
300 T2_Map = Comp_T2Map(ROI,TSE)
301

302

303 # Plotting TSE with the calculated T2 map on top:
304 #------------------------------------------------
305 # Defining all zero values in ROI to nan for plotting;
306 T2_Map[T2_Map == 0] = np.nan
307

308 # Plotting the ROI mask drawn in Matlab on TSE scan;
309 fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(10, 20))
310

311 track1_1 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, TSE, 1, 'gray',
312 'Computed T2 Map of fc on TSE scan - seq. ' + seq)
313 track1_2 = IndexTracker(fig1, ax1, 0, T2_Map, 0.4, 'jet',
314 'Computed T2 Map of fc on TSE scan - seq. ' + seq)
315

316 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_2.on_key)
317 fig1.canvas.mpl_connect('key_press_event', track1_1.on_key)
318

319 plt.show()
320

321

322 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
323 # Write the computed T2 map to dcm files
324 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
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325

326

327 # Calculate T2 Map of fc ROI from TSE scan:
328 #------------------------------------------
329 T2_Map = Comp_T2Map(ROI,TSE)
330

331

332 # Writting the computed T2 Map to the dcm files:
333 #-----------------------------------------------
334 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
335 WritingDCM_T2Map(Comp_T2Map_path, T2_Map)
336 #-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-#
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